In 1987 a project was undertaken to assess the status of African Americans in the United States in the topical areas to be addressed by the National Research Council's Study Committee on the Status of Black Americans: education, employment, income and occupations, political participation and the administration of justice, social and cultural change, health status and medical care, and the family. Six volumes resulted from the study. This volume, the second, uses a holistic perspective to examine recent social and economic trends among black families and to describe how a holistic framework can enhance understanding of the causes and cures of the current crisis among black families. The impact of both external and internal factors is assessed, and new research and programmatic insights to facilitate the development of more effective strategies are discussed. Recommendations are made for public and private policymakers and service providers. The following sections are included: (1) "Introduction"; (2) "Recent Social and Economic Trends"; (3) "Holistic Perspective on Black Families"; (4) "Impact of Societal Forces"; (5) "Impact of Social Policies"; (6) "Impact of Community Subsystems"; (7) "Impact of Family Subsystems"; (8) "Impact of Individual Factors"; (9) "Action Implications"; (10) "Appendix" (study group members and contributors); and (11) "References." It is argued throughout that the causes and nature of the crisis among black families cannot be understood without a holistic consideration that includes analysis of societal forces such as racism, classism, sexism, recessions, inflation, and job competition. (Contains over 200 references.) (SLD)
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PREFACE

In the Spring of 1987 the William Monroe Trotter Institute at the University of Massachusetts at Boston initiated a project entitled, "The Assessment of the Status of African-Americans." Thirty-five scholars were organized into study groups, one for each of six topics: education; employment, income, and occupations; political participation and the administration of justice; social and cultural change; health status and medical care; and the family. The study groups were established to analyze the status of African-Americans in each of the topical areas in anticipation of the results and analyses of the National Research Council's Study Committee on the Status of Black Americans. We wanted to have the widest possible discussion of the present condition of blacks and the social policy implications of that condition.

The multidisciplinary group of scholars comprising the study groups included persons from all sections of the country and from varied settings—private and public universities, historically black universities, and private agencies. A list of these scholars by study group is given in the Appendix. Each of the study groups met and drafted an agenda for examining significant issues under their respective topics. Members chose issues from this agenda within their areas of expertise and identified other scholars who had written extensively on other issues on the agenda. These other scholars made a variety of contributions, including original papers, reprints, notes and materials, and/or substantial commentaries on draft documents.

Despite the pressures of limited time and limited financial support for this work, five volumes were produced:

Volume I: Summary
Volume II: Research on the African-American Family: A Holistic Perspective
Volume III: Education of African-Americans
Volume IV: Social, Political, and Economic Issues in Black America
Volume V: Health and Medical Care of African-Americans

Each of the study groups developed its own conclusion and policy recommendations.

In addition to study group members and other contributors, we are indebted to a number of individuals for the production of this study. We owe thanks to Phillip Hallen and the Maurice Falk Foundation for underwriting the costs of producing these volumes. Special thanks are also offered to the following persons: our editors—Duncan Nelson, Manuscript Editor; Linda Kluz and Suzanne Baker, Production Editors; the office staff—Eva Hendricks, Tina Wilson, Patricia Wellington, and Gemima Remy; and Assistant Director Frances Stubbs.

Wornie L. Reed
I. INTRODUCTION

The strong social and economic gains of black families during the 1960s were severely eroded during the 1970s and 1980s (Swinton, 1988). While unemployment rates among black adults and youth fell markedly between 1964 and 1969, poverty rates among two-parent and one-parent black families also declined to record lows. Moreover, the narrowing of the income gap between black and white families resulted in unprecedented increases in the number of working-class and middle-class black families during the 1960s. However, between 1969 and 1983, the jobless rate among all blacks soared from 6% to 20%—the highest level ever recorded for blacks by the U.S. Department of Labor. Although the official jobless rate for blacks fell to 14% by 1987, unofficially a depression-level one out of four black workers is still unemployed (National Urban League, 1978b).

Black families were affected by soaring unemployment during the 1970s and 1980s—regardless of family structure. Four back-to-back recessions between 1970 and 1985 led to a tripling in the jobless rates among husbands and wives in two-parent families as well as among women heading single families (Hill, 1986). Like their parents, black youth also registered unprecedented increases in joblessness. Between 1969 and 1983, the jobless rate of black teenagers, 16 to 19 years old, doubled from one-fourth to one-half. Although the official jobless rate for black teenagers fell to two out of five by 1987, unofficially three out of five black youth are still unemployed (National Urban League, 1978b).

Not surprisingly, rising unemployment led to a resurgence in poverty among black families. As the number of poor black families declined from 1.9 million to 1.4 million between 1959 and 1969, their poverty rate plummeted from 48% to 28%. Although the proportion of black families in poverty remained at 28% in 1986, the number of poor black families had risen to 2 million. Increasing economic instability among black families has contributed to many social problems, such as single-parent families, adolescent pregnancies, school dropouts, welfare recipiency, ill health, drug abuse, alcohol abuse, delinquency, crime, homelessness, child neglect, and family violence (National Urban League, 1986, 1987a, 1988).

Although sizable numbers of black families experienced increased economic and social deprivation over the past decade and a half, the majority of working-class and middle-class black families made some important gains. The total number of employed black family heads rose from 3.4 million to 3.9 million between 1969 and 1985 and the number of black female family heads with jobs more than doubled from 637,000 to 1.4 million. Moreover, the proportion of family heads in higher-paying jobs rose sharply among female heads of families as well as among husbands and wives in two-parent families. However, these economic gains were precarious for many black families who were still one paycheck away from poverty (Landry, 1987; Swinton, 1988).

The increasing gravity of the situation among black families has become a widely-discussed issue. Hundreds of black organizations at national and local level
have given top priority to initiatives designed to strengthen the social and economic functioning of black families (National Urban League, 1983; Joint Center for Political Studies, 1987).

A. CONVENTIONAL TREATMENT OF BLACK FAMILIES

Unfortunately, the quality of the national dialogue reveals that the American public's comprehension of the circumstances of black families has not progressed much farther than it was 20 years ago. Many policymakers are genuinely puzzled as to why the social and economic instability of black families increased so sharply during the 1970s and 1980s—when government spending on programs for the poor and disadvantaged minorities was at record levels. Such widespread lack of understanding is due mainly to the fact that the news media, along with many social scientists (Moynihan, 1967; Banfield, 1968; Gilder, 1981; Murray, 1984) and policymakers employ the "conventional" perspective to examine black families, a framework with the following fundamental deficiencies:

- It reflects a superficial treatment of black families. Black families are not considered to be an important unit of focus and thus are omitted entirely or treated peripherally. This perspective assumes that black families are automatically treated in all analyses that focus on blacks as individuals.

- It accepts uncritically the assumptions of the "deficit model," which attributes most of the problems of black families to internal deficiencies or pathologies.

- It fails to incorporate numerous new research findings and programmatic insights produced over the past two decades concerning black families—many of which contradict basic tenets of the deficit model.

- It fails to focus on positive policies, programs, services, self-help efforts, and coping strategies that are successful in strengthening the functioning of black families.

In the appendix to his work, Black Families in White America, Billingsley (1968) provides an in-depth critique of the conventional treatment of black families in American social science. Whether it was in the field of family studies, ethnic assimilation, race relations, or social welfare, black families were examined in a superficial, pathological, and theoretical manner. Recent content analyses of social science treatment of black families by Johnson (1981), Peters and Massey (1983), Rubin (1978) and other scholars (Allen, et al., 1986), have reinforced Billingsley's findings. We shall now examine some of the major shortcomings of the conventional approach.
that impedes understanding of the causes and nature of the current crisis among black families.

1. Superficial

Johnson's (1981) content analysis of 10 key journals in sociology and social work revealed that articles on black families comprised only 3% of 3,547 empirical studies of American families published between 1965 and 1975. Despite social work's emphasis on family issues, only one article on black families was published in its two major journals, *Social Casework* and *Social Work*, over a 13-year span (1965 to 1978). Consequently, studies of black families tend to be concentrated in special issues on minority families. For example, the special issue on black families in the *Journal of Marriage and the Family* (November 1978) accounted for two-fifths of all articles on black families appearing in the 10 key journals between 1965 and 1978.

An analysis of the special issue of *Family Relations* (October, 1980) on “Family Stress, Coping and Adaptation” by Peters and Massey (1983) reveals comparable inadequacies. Although 12 of the articles in one section, “Change and Stress over the Life Span,” covered topics which were relevant to the experiences of blacks and other minorities, Peters and Massey (1983) found that:

... even in areas where black representation is higher than the average for American families—such as unemployment and divorce/separation—the three relevant articles did not indicate that blacks were included in their sample. ... Additionally, in this same issue, the five articles under the section, “Social Support and Intervention” did not include black families in their discussion. (p. 198)

A more recent example of the superficial treatment of black families is reflected in the National Research Council's (NRC) *Study on the Status of Black Americans*. The proposal for this three-year (1984-87) study makes it clear that its primary objective is to assess changes in the status of black individuals from 1940 to the present. Consequently, five study panels were established to focus on the following topics: (1) education; (2) employment, income, and occupation; (3) health status and demography; (4) political participation and administration of justice; and (5) social and cultural change and continuity.

Although papers on black families have been commissioned by several panels, black families was not a central foci of the NRC project. Assessments of the status of black individuals without using families as the major unit of analysis are often misleading, since black economic mobility is largely determined by the pooling of resources among family members. Thus, the NRC project confirms Billingsley's observation, "... [American] scholars do not yet seem to be interested in the Negro family as an institution for its own sake, and for what an understanding of it can tell us about our society" (1968, p 207).
2. Pathological: The Deficit Model

The deficit model is an ideological perspective that attributes the social ills afflicting minority and low-income groups to internal rather than external factors. It is popularly known as the "blaming the victim" syndrome (Staples, 1971a, 1971b; Engram, 1982). As Valentine observed in Culture and Poverty, (1968) this mode of thought has a very long tradition:

[these are] . . . doctrines that point to presumed defects in the mentality or behavior of disadvantaged classes, then go on to explain their social position and deprivation as resulting from their internal deficiencies. There is of course a long philosophical evolution behind the emergence of these doctrines. (p. 18)

The contemporary work that best characterizes the deficit perspective is Daniel P. Moynihan's 1965 report, The Negro Family: A Case for National Action (Rainwater & Yancey, 1967), which depicted low-income black families as "a tangle of pathology" because of disproportionately high rates of one-parent families, poverty, unemployment, welfare recipiency, and crime. Although some external forces (such as racism and recessions) were acknowledged to have contributed to these "pathologies," the Moynihan Report deemphasized their significance and concluded that the internal "matriarchal" structure of black families was "at the center of the tangle of pathology and was mainly responsible for the problems in the black community" (Staples, 1971a).

Rubin found the "matriarchal" theme to be pervasive in his review of works on black families (1978). More specifically, he revealed that sweeping generalizations were often made about dysfunctional male-female relations, self-concepts of males reared in female-headed families, attitudes about sexuality, etc., all based on very small samples of unrepresentative disadvantaged black individuals or families. In her review of the treatment of black families in family sociology textbooks, Peters (1974) also noted an overemphasis on pathology, deviance, and irresponsible sexuality.

Over the past two decades, the deficit model has been the predominant perspective projected by the news media in their coverage of black families. In late 1983 the New York Times presented a series of articles on "The Black Family," which focused almost solely on poor one-parent families on welfare—a group that comprises only about 15% of all black families. In 1984 the Baltimore Sun also ran a series of articles on "The Black Family" that was so stereotyped that the black community launched a boycott of that newspaper. And in January 1986, Bill Moyers produced a CBS-TV documentary on black families that characterized single-parent families as "vanishing" nonfamilies (Billingsley, 1987). A recent analysis of the media conducted by the University of Michigan (Jackson, 1982) reveals that black families continue to be portrayed stereotypically in both the television and print media.
Ad Hoc: A-Theoretical

A major impediment to understanding the functioning of black families has been the failure of most analysts to use a theoretical or conceptual framework that viewed the totality of black family life. Consequently, conventional accounts of black families are: (a) fragmented, i.e., they exclude the bulk of black families by focusing on only one subgroup; (b) ad hoc, i.e., they apply arbitrary explanations that are not derived from systematic theoretical formulations which have been empirically substantiated; (c) negative, i.e., focus exclusively on the "weaknesses" of black families; and (d) internally oriented, i.e., exclude any systematic consideration of the role of forces in the wider society on black family life. Billingsley (1968, 1970), Staples (1971a, 1971b), Allen (1978), and Engram (1982) provide informative critiques of the a-theoretical and unsystematic treatment of traditional studies of black families.

Billingsley (1968) underscored this defect in his critique of "scientific" studies of black families:

But most important, insofar as they have focused on the Negro experience or race relations in America, they have been ad hoc studies without a limiting range of guiding and overarching theories. This last characteristic is the most serious and crippling. For while it is true that the methodological tools most in vogue for social science during recent years do not lend themselves to the study of family life, it is a more searching indictment that these disciplines have had so few theories to guide their studies of the Negro situation. Had they had such overarching and comprehensive theories of group life, it might have been clearer to them that some glaring omissions were being made in their researches regarding Negro family life. (p. 213)

Despite these severe shortcomings, the "deficit" perspective continues to be the common view of black families promulgated to the American public by the news media, policymakers, and by many social scientists (Gilder, 1981; Murray, 1984; Lemann, 1986). Since the conventional "pathological" perspective focuses on black families in a superficial, unbalanced, and ad hoc manner, it impedes the development of viable policies for strengthening them. For example, it is widely assumed that the problem of poverty in the black community can be resolved by simply reforming the welfare system. Yet such an assumption fails to realize that half of poor blacks are not on welfare and thus, would remain in poverty after such "reform" (Ellwood & Summers, 1986). Similarly, it is widely believed that poverty can be eliminated by simply providing jobs. However, such a policy fails to confront the fact that two million people in the United States currently work year-round, full-time, but still remain in poverty (Levitan, 1985). The deficit framework also contributes to such misguided policies as reducing work incentives for welfare families by removing the working poor from the rolls (Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, 1984a, 1984b; Children's Defense Fund, 1984, 1986).
B. A HOLISTIC PERSPECTIVE

The social and economic functioning of black families can be enhanced significantly through research strategies and policy initiatives that are based on a "holistic" framework in which families are the central unit of analysis. Since families continue to be the preeminent mechanism for socialization and for pooling resources for upward mobility among blacks and whites (Bronfenbrenner, 1979; Moroney, 1980; Duncan, 1984; Levy, 1987), it is essential that they should not be viewed as peripheral. Almost a century ago at the meeting of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, W. E. B. DuBois (1898) set forth a holistic framework for studying black people:

... we should seek to know and measure carefully all the forces and conditions that go to make up these different problems, to trace the historical development of these conditions and discover as far as possible the probable trend of further development. Without doubt this would be difficult work, and it can with much truth be objected that we cannot ascertain, by the methods of sociological research known to us, all such facts thoroughly and accurately. To this objection it is only necessary to answer that however difficult it may be to know all about the Negro, it is certain that we can know vastly more than we do and that we can have our knowledge in more systematic and intelligible form. As things are, our opinions upon the Negro are more matters of faith than of knowledge...

... the [past] work done has been lamentably unsystematic and fragmentary. Scientific work must be subdivided, but conclusions which affect the whole subject must be based on a study of the whole. One cannot study the Negro in freedom and come to general conclusions about his destiny without knowing his history in slavery. A vast set of problems having a common centre must, too, be studied according to some general plan, if the work of different students is to be compared or to go toward building a unified body of knowledge. (pp. 10, 12)

DuBois contended that a proper understanding of blacks in America could not be achieved without systematically assessing the influence of historical, cultural, social, economic and political forces. Such a holistic and systematic treatment of black families is evident in his two pioneering studies—The Philadelphia Negro (1899) and The Negro Family (1908). This perspective was also reflected in the breadth and depth of the issues covered in the annual monographs on black Americans published as the Atlanta University Studies between 1898 and 1914. Unfortunately, DuBois' recommendations to incorporate a holistic framework in the analyses of black individuals and families have not been heeded by mainstream social scientists.
Although Frazier has been considered an adherent of the deficit model, the major thrust of his prolific studies of black families never succumbed to the conventional approach of treating symptoms (e.g., female-headed family structures) as causes of the ills (i.e., poverty, unemployment, out-of-wedlock births, etc.) afflicting black families. In fact, Frazier customarily employed an ecological framework in his studies. Contrary to the deficit perspective, Frazier's ecological studies of Chicago and Harlem (1939; 1949) revealed that black families were diverse rather than monolithic. Moreover, his analyses consistently attributed the primary sources of family instability to external forces (e.g., racism, urbanization, technological changes, recessions, etc.) and not to internal characteristics of black families.

This report will: (1) examine recent social and economic trends among black families; (2) describe how the holistic framework enhances understanding of the causes and cures of the current crisis among black families; (3) assess the impact of external and internal factors on black families; (4) highlight new research and programmatic insights that facilitate the development of more effective strategies for strengthening black families; and (5) offer recommendations to public and private policymakers and to service providers and self-help institutions in the black community in order to enhance the viability of black families.
II. RECENT SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC TRENDS

A. ECONOMIC TRENDS

1. Employment Patterns

Joblessness has soared among the heads of both black and white families. The number of unemployed black family heads jumped from 122,000 to 504,000 between 1969 and 1985, while their jobless rate tripled from 3.5% to 11.1%. Over the same period, the number of unemployed white family heads tripled (from 631,000 to 1,944,000), raising their jobless rate from 1.7% to 4.7%. Since unemployment among whites rose less sharply than among blacks, the jobless gap between black and white family heads widened from 2.1 to a record level 2.4.

Heads of both two-parent and one-parent families were strongly affected by unemployment. The number of unemployed black husbands rose from 84,000 to 188,000 between 1969 and 1985, while their jobless rate rose from 2.9% to 7.1%. In 1969, only 38,000 (5.6%) of black women heading families were unemployed. By 1985, seven times as many female heads of black families were unemployed (273,000), while their jobless rate tripled to 16.4%. Among white families, the jobless rate went from 1.5% to 4.2% among husbands and from 3.6% to 7.9% among female heads between 1969 and 1985.

Although joblessness rose sharply among black families, the number of black family heads with jobs increased. The total number of employed black family heads went from 2.4 million to 3.9 million between 1969 and 1985. Interestingly, while the number of black female family heads with jobs rose from 637,000 to 1,390,000, the number of black male family heads with jobs declined from 2,766,000 to 2,353,000.

These opposing patterns were partly due to the fact that the total number of black families headed by women rose much faster than the total number of two-parent black families. These patterns also reflect the surge of women in the labor force during the 1970s and 1980s among blacks and whites. While the number of employed white husbands fell from 35.3 million to 33.6 million between 1969 and 1985, the number of white female family heads with jobs jumped from 2.0 million to 4.0 million.

2. Occupational Patterns

The increase in employment of black family heads was reflected in upward mobility in both one-parent and two-parent families. In 1970, 19% of all black family heads were in higher-paying jobs: managers (2%), professionals and technicians (8%), and crafts (9%). By 1985, 28% of black family heads were in those higher-status categories: managers (8%), professionals (8%), and crafts (12%). Among black female family heads, the proportion in higher-paying jobs rose from 14% to 16% between 1969 and 1985, while the proportion of husbands in two-parent black families holding
higher-paying jobs jumped from 24% to 33%. The proportion of black family heads in moderate-paying clerical jobs (14% to 16%) and sales jobs (2% to 4%) also rose between 1969 and 1985. But these gains were much larger among female family heads (from 24% to 32%) than among husbands (from 10% to 15%).

However, despite this upward mobility, the overwhelming majority of black family heads are still in lower-paying jobs. Although the proportion of black family heads in lower-paying jobs (i.e., operatives, laborers, service and farm workers) fell from 64% to 55% between 1969 and 1985, there are still about twice as many black family heads in lower-paying jobs than white family heads (29%). Moreover, 53% of black husbands are currently in lower-paying jobs, compared to only 29% of white husbands. Similarly, one out of two black female family heads (52%) are in lower-paying jobs, compared to three out of ten white female family heads (31%).

Many recent studies that show a sharp increase in the proportion of black families in the “middle class” have committed the common fallacy of equating white collar jobs with “middle class” and blue-collar jobs with “working class” or “underclass.” The major error in equating white collar jobs with the middle class is that only a small minority of black white collar workers have middle-income earnings. Moreover, sizable numbers of black operative and service workers have higher earnings than many black sales and clerical workers. Consequently, movement of blacks from such blue-collar to white-collar jobs is downward rather than upward mobility (Hill, 1978a; Pinkney, 1984; Collins, 1986).

3. Racial Income Gap

The widening unemployment gap between black and white families during the 1979s and 1980s led to a widening of the income gap between the two groups. Black families had a median income ($6,063) that was 61% of white family median income ($9,958). By 1986, the ratio of of black family income ($17,604) to white family income ($30,809) fell to 57%—one of its lowest levels since the 1960s. This widening income gap occurred in all regions. The black-to-white family income ratio fell from 67% to 63% in the Northeast, from 76% to 57% in the Midwest, from 75% to 71% in the West, and from 57% to 56% in the South between 1969 and 1986 (U. S. Bureau of the Census, 1987).

This decline in the black-to-white income ratio is partly due to the sharp rise in multiple earners among white families and the sharp decline in multiple earners among black families. Historically, black families had a higher proportion of two-earners than white families. During the 1970s and 1980s, however, there was a reversal of this pattern (Hill, 1981). While the proportion of black families with two or more earners fell steeply from 56% to 47% between 1969 and 1986, the proportion of white families with two or more earners rose from 54% to 58%. The drop in the black-to-white income ratio is also due to the disproportionate rise of female-headed black families. Consequently, it is necessary to assess whether the income gap widened among both two-parent and one-parent families. Although the income ratio widened
slightly from 61% to 59% among female-headed families between 1969 and 1986, the gap narrowed from 72% to 80% among married couples. The narrowing of this income gap also results from the higher proportion of working wives among black (64%) than white (53%) couples (Hill, 1987a; Landry, 1987).

Closer examination reveals that not all two-parent black families experienced income gains relative to two-parent white families. In fact, while the income gap narrowed from 77% to 82% among two-parent families with working wives, the gap widened from 62% to 60% among two-parent families with nonworking wives between 1969 and 1985, and then narrowed to 63% in 1986. Contrary to popular belief, it is the presence of more working wives—not the two-parent structure per se—that is mainly responsible for the economic gains that black couples have made relative to white couples over the past decade and a half.

4. Real Income Trends

A proper assessment of the income gains of black families relative to white families during the 1970s and 1980s must take into account the disproportionate effects of double-digit inflation. While the real income of all white families increased by 5% between 1969 and 1986, the real income of all black families fell behind inflation by 2%. However, larger increases in purchasing power occurred among black (+22%) than white (+8%) two-parent families. This was mainly due to the higher proportion of working wives among blacks (65%) than whites (54%). While the real income of white couples with working wives increased by 10% between 1969 and 1986, the real income of black couples with working wives increased by 17%.

On the other hand, the income of couples without working wives—among blacks and whites—failed to keep ahead of inflation. The real income of white couples without working wives declined by 3% between 1969 and 1986, and the real income of black couples without working wives fell just under with inflation (-0.1%). The real income of families headed by white women declined by 4% and the real income of families headed by black women fell behind inflation by 7%.

Adjusting for inflation (in constant 1986 dollars) also permits us to examine the extent to which the income gap has widened between middle-income and poor black families since the end of the 1960s. The proportion of black families with incomes under $10,000 increased from 27% to 31% between 1970 and 1986 and the proportion of middle-income ($25,000-$49,999) black families declined from 28% to 27%. At the same time the proportion of upper-income ($50,000 and over) black families increased from 5% to 9%. Moreover, the proportion of near-poor ($10,000-$24,999) black families dropped sharply from 41% to 34%. Thus, the income gap has narrowed between middle-income and poor blacks, but widened between upper-income and poor blacks (Hill, 1986, 1987a).

There are similar patterns among white families. Although the proportion of low-income white families remained at 10% between 1970 and 1986, the proportion of middle-income white families fell sharply from 45% to 39%. Yet over the same period
the proportion of upper-income white families jumped from 15% to 22%. Thus the economic cleavage appears to be widening most between upper-income and low-income among blacks and whites.

5. Poverty Trends

The number of families with incomes below the official poverty levels rose markedly among blacks and whites. While the number of poor black families increased by 43% (from 1.4 to 2 million) between 1969 and 1986, the number of poor white families rose by 33% (from 3.6 to 4.8 million). Similarly, the number of poor black female-headed families doubled (from 737,000 to 1,488,000), while a comparable increase occurred among poor white female-headed families (from 1.1 to 2 million). But while the number of poor two-parent black families decreased from 629,000 to 500,000 between 1969 and 1986, the number of poor two-parent white families rose from 2.5 to 2.8 million (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1987).

Moreover, while the poverty rate among all black families remained at 28% between 1969 and 1986, the poverty rate among all white families edged up from 8% to 9%. Among female-headed families, while the proportion of poor black families declined from 53% to 50%, the proportion of poor white families went from 26% to 28%. Similarly, among two-parent families, the proportion of poor black families dropped from 18% to 12%, while the proportion of poor white families held at 6%.

Poverty increased most sharply among children in black families. While the proportion of poor black children edged up from 42% to 43% between 1969 and 1986, the total number of black children in poor families jumped from 3.7 million to 4.0 million. The economic deprivation is particularly acute in single-parent families, where 80% of poor black children are concentrated. Between 1969 and 1986, the number of poor black children in female-headed families soared from 2.1 million to 3.3 million. Two out of three (67%) black children in families headed by women were poor in 1986—roughly the same proportion as in 1969 (68%). It should be emphasized, however, that the reason the proportion of poor black children in single-parent families remained the same over that 17-year span was that the number of nonpoor female-headed black families rose just as fast as the number of poor female-headed black families.

A major determinant of the rise in poverty among female-headed black families was the sharp rise in unemployment. Despite their higher educational and occupational levels, black women heading families are three times more likely to be unemployed today (16.4%) than they were a decade and a half ago (5.6%). Families headed by black women are disproportionately poor—not because they do not have husbands, but because they do not have jobs. Only one-fourth of employed women heading black families are poor, compared to three-fourths when unemployed (Hill, 1981).
6. Welfare Trends

Interestingly, although poverty among black families rose from 29% to 31% between 1971 and 1984, welfare recipiency declined. The proportion of black families receiving public assistance fell from 25% to 20% between 1971 and 1984, while the proportion of white families on welfare remained at 4%. Similarly, while the proportion of two-parent black families on welfare fell from 12% to 6%, the proportion of female-headed black families on welfare plummeted from 54% to 39%. Thus, the proportions of black families on public assistance today are lower than they were at the onset of the 1970s. And most of this decline in welfare recipiency among blacks occurred prior to the sharp budget cuts by the Reagan administration during the 1980s.

Moreover, the proportion of poor black families on welfare remained at about one-half: in 1971 53%, in 1979 52%, and 1984 52%. In other words, about half of all poor black families received no public assistance during the past decade and a half. Similarly, the proportion of poor black female-headed families on welfare dropped from 70% in 1971 to 65% in 1979 and to 63% in 1984. Furthermore, contrary to the belief that black families are “overdependent” on welfare, public assistance accounts for only 4% of the total annual income of all black families, and for only 15% of the total annual income of families headed by black women.

7. Noncash Benefits

Despite these facts and figures there is a popular assumption that blacks are the major recipients of both cash and noncash assistance for the poor. Not only do blacks comprise only two-fifths of the recipients of all forms of cash public assistance, they comprise between 30% and 40% of the recipients of major government in-kind programs for the poor—in line with their overall proportion of all poor families in the United States (30%). Blacks comprise 30% of medicaid recipients, 35% of food stamp recipients, 36% of school lunch recipients, and 39% of subsidized rent and public housing recipients.

Moreover, two-fifths or more of poor black families do not receive noncash benefits for the poor, with exception of the school lunch program. Two-fifths of poor blacks do not receive Medicaid (41%) or food stamps (43%), while two-thirds do not receive either subsidized rent or public housing (67%). A lower but still substantial percentage do not receive school lunches (28%). Furthermore, the extent of participation in multiple income support programs for the poor is quite low. For example, three-fifths (58%) of poor black households receive benefits from two or fewer of the seven major cash and noncash programs: welfare, SSI, Medicaid, public housing, subsidized rent, food stamps, and school lunches (Hill, 1981, 1983a).
8. Child Support

Black women are much less likely than white women to be awarded child support payments, and they also receive much smaller amounts when payments are awarded. According to a special 1983 survey of child support by the Census Bureau, two out of three (67%) single white mothers are awarded child support payments, compared to only one out of three (34%) single black mothers. Two-thirds (69%) of black mothers who were due support payments in 1983 received them, compared to three-fourths (77%) of white mothers. While white mothers received annual support payments of $2,475, black mothers received annual payments of $1,465. The lower payments to black mothers are partly due to the lower income of black fathers relative to white fathers (Everett, 1985).

B. SOCIAL TRENDS

1. Single-Parent Families

While the proportion of families headed by white women rose from 11% to 13% between 1970 and 1985, the proportion of families headed by black women jumped from 28% to 44%. However, the number of female-headed families with children increased at about the same rate among blacks (+13%) and whites (+16%). While the sharpest increases in one-parent white families occurred among separated and divorced women, the largest increases in one-parent black families occurred among never married women. For example, while separated and divorced women account for nine out of ten (86%) white female-headed families formed between 1970 and 1985, never married women account for two out of three (67%) of the black female-headed families formed during that 15-year span.

The number of single-parent families increased five times faster (+496%) among college-educated black women between 1970 and 1985 than among black women who failed to complete high school (+10%). Consequently, school dropouts comprised only 6% of the new black female-headed families formed over that 15-year span, while college-educated women comprised 35%. Thus, female-headed families increased much faster among the “middle class” than among the “underclass” among blacks—and whites—during the 1970s and 1980s (Hill, 1981, 1986).

The educational progress of black women heading families is most dramatic among mothers under 45 years old. The proportion of young black mothers who had not completed high school plummeted from 63% to 32% between 1971 and 1985, and the proportion who had gone to college tripled from 8% to 23%. Thus two-thirds (69%) of young black female heads of families had at least completed high school in 1985, compared to only one-third (37%) in 1970. Thus, the overwhelming majority of young black women heading families today have the educational credentials to hold jobs that will support them (Newman, et al., 1978; Farley, 1984; Farley & Allen, 1987).
2. **Out-of-Wedlock Births**

A sharp increase in out-of-wedlock births contributed to the rise in single-parent black families. There was a surge in out-of-wedlock births among both blacks and whites during the 1970s, partially a consequence of unprecedented numbers of young women coming to child-bearing age following the post-war "baby boom" (Farley, 1984; Moore, Simms, & Betsey, 1986; Allen & Farley, 1986). Interestingly, out-of-wedlock fertility rates have been declining among black women and rising among white women. As the birth rate for unmarried black women decreased 20% (from 95.5 to 76.8 per 1,000 unmarried women 15 to 44 years old) between 1969 and 1984, the out-of-birth rate for unmarried white women increased by 46% from (13.8 to 20.1 per 1,000 unmarried women 15 to 44 years old). Thus, while black women were seven times more likely than white women to have out-of-wedlock births in 1969, they were only four times more likely to do so in 1984. The proportion of all births that were out-of-wedlock went from 6% to 13% among whites between 1970 and 1984 and from 38% to 59% among blacks.

Although out-of-wedlock births have been declining recently among black and white teenagers, adolescent pregnancies will continue to have severe adverse consequences for black and white families in the coming decades. Out-of-wedlock birth rates fell among black teens (from 96.9 to 89.2 per 1,000 unmarried women 15 to 19 years old) between 1970 and 1980, and rose among white teens (from 10.9 to 16.2 per 1,000 unmarried women 15 to 19 years old). In 1984, birth rates for black and white teenagers fell to their lowest levels since 1940. Thus, with the aging of the baby boom cohort, "older" women, especially those 20 to 29 years old, are responsible for increasing proportions of out-of-wedlock births (Moore, Simms, & Betsey, 1986).

Nevertheless, it is estimated that teenagers will account for about one million pregnancies–400,000 abortions and 500,000 births–each year throughout this decade. Since over half of these adolescent out-of-wedlock births are likely to be among black teenagers, the social and economic viability of black families will be disproportionately affected. Since black teenage mothers are often in poor health because of inadequate health care and nutrition, their babies are at disproportionate risk of dying in infancy or having a critically low birth weight. And teenage mothers are at disproportionate risk of becoming welfare recipients because they lack the educational requirements to obtain employment at livable wages (McAdoo & Parham, 1985; Edelman, 1987).

However, although it is widely believed that teenage pregnancies were mainly responsible for the sharp growth in female-headed families among blacks during the 1970s and 1980s, this was not the case. The overwhelming majority (85%) of black unwed teenage mothers do not set up independent households, but continue to live in the homes of their parents or with other adult relatives after the birth of their babies. Thus, teenagers account for less than 5% of all black families headed by women. While about half of all AFDC recipients had their first child as teenagers, only one out of three teenage mothers are on welfare.
3. Child Care Patterns

The need for child care increased sharply over the past decade and a half because of the surge in employment of mothers in one-parent and two-parent black and white families (Children's Defense Fund, 1987). For wives with children under 18 years old, participation in the labor force between 1970 and 1984 rose from 56% to 70% among black women and from 38% to 58% among white women. Similarly, among mothers heading their own families, rates in the labor force rose from 53% to 62% among black women and from 63% to 72% among white women. Interestingly, while black wives are more likely to be in the labor force than white wives, white women heading families are more likely to be in the labor force than black women heading families.

Mothers of preschool children also entered the labor force in record numbers. Among wives with children under 6 years old, labor force participation rates between 1970 and 1984 rose from 50% to 72% among black women and from 29% to 51% among white women. Among single mothers with children under 6 years old, labor force rates increased from 44% to 51% among black women and from 49% to 58% among white women. However, despite the rise in their labor force participation rates, mothers of preschoolers are less likely to be in the labor force than mothers of school-age children. And single mothers are less likely to be in the labor force than wives in two-parent families—regardless of the age of their children.

According to a special 1982 survey of child care conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau (1983a), two-fifths of black (42%) and white (40%) working mothers had their youngest child under 5 years old cared for in the homes of relatives or nonrelatives, 18% of black and 16% of white working mothers had their children cared for at home by relatives or nonrelatives, and 12% of black and 9% of white working mothers placed their preschool children in formal day care centers. And black working mothers were almost twice as likely as white working mothers (45% to 27%) to use relatives for child care—whether inside or outside their homes.

Child care arrangements often differ according to the work status of the mothers. Black mothers who work part-time (53%) are more likely than those who work full-time (43%) to have their children cared for by relatives, while black mothers who work full-time (13%) are more likely than those who work part-time (8%) to use formal day care centers.

Due to the unavailability of day care for thousands of working parents, it has been estimated that between 6 and 7 million school-age children are "latchkey," returning from school to an unsupervised home. To obtain more precise figures, in December 1984 the U.S. Census Bureau conducted a special nationwide survey. This survey defined an "unsupervised" child as a 5- to 13-year-old who returned to a home where no adult or older sibling was present. Only 7.2% (or 2.1 million) of all 5- to 13-year-olds with working parents were found to be "unsupervised." Moreover, white
families (7.8%) were more likely to have "latchkey" children than black families (4.3%).

4. Informal Adoption Patterns

Several sources of data indicate that extended families continue to provide vital child care support to black families (McAdoo, 1983; Malson, 1983a, 1983b, 1986; Stewart, 1981a, 1982, 1983; Taylor, 1985, 1986). While much attention is focused on the alarming increase in adolescent pregnancies among blacks, the fact that nine out of ten out-of-wedlock black babies live in three-generational households with their teen mothers and grandparents (or other relatives) is invariably omitted (Hill, 1977, 1981).

Moreover, economic hardships and the lack of housing contributed to a surge in "doubling-up" with kin during the 1970s and 1980s. During the 1974-75 recession, the proportion of black children living with their mothers in the households of relatives rose from 30% to 39% (Hill, 1975, 1977). Furthermore, the number of informally adopted black children living with relatives increased from 1.3 million to 1.4 million between 1970 and 1979, and the proportion of black children in informally adoptive families rose from 13% to 15%.

5. Foster Care Patterns

Although the total number of children in foster care declined sharply after 1977, the proportion of black foster children increased. The number of children in foster care fell from 500,000 in 1977 to 300,000 in 1979 and to 250,000 in 1983. As the proportion of white foster children fell from 62% to 53% between 1977 and 1983, the proportion of black foster children rose from 28% to 34%, and the proportion of Hispanic foster children rose from 5% to 7%. Although black foster children are less likely than white foster children to have physical or mental disabilities, they remain in foster care much longer. According to a 1982 study, 56% of black children had been in foster care two or more years, compared to only 36% of white children. Many studies have revealed that long-term foster children have a high risk of becoming delinquents, incarcerated felons, mentally ill, prostitutes, drug addicts, alcoholics, welfare recipients, and homeless (Billingsley & Giovannoni, 1972; Hill, 1977; Gurak, Smith & Goldson, 1982).

The number of children in foster care has risen steadily since 1983. Traditionally, most children were placed in foster care by the courts because of child abuse or neglect. But the current surge in foster care children, especially among blacks and Hispanics, is largely due to voluntary placements by low-income parents who are unable to obtain affordable housing (Children's Defense Fund, 1984, 1986). There has also been a sharp increase in the foster care placement of babies born to alcohol-addicted, drug-addicted, and AIDS-infected mothers (National Urban League, 1987a, 1988).
6. Formal Adoption Patterns

While blacks are more likely than whites to be among the one-third of foster children freed for adoption, black children are less likely to be adopted than white children. Blacks comprised two-fifths (37%) of the 50,000 children freed for adoption in 1982, but accounted for only one-fifth (22%) of those actually adopted.

Although it is frequently stated that black families are not as interested as white families in legally adopting children, research studies have revealed that the rates of formal adoption are higher among black than white families of comparable economic status (Gurak, Smith & Goldson, 1982). Moreover, the National Urban League's Black Pulse Survey revealed that three million (or one-third of) black household heads were interested in formally adopting a black child (Hill, 1981).

7. Child Abuse Patterns

According to the National Study of the Incidence and Severity of Child Abuse and Neglect conducted by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services between 1979-1980, 652,000 children under 18 years old were identified as abused or neglected for a national incidence rate of 10.5 per 1,000 children. The incidence rates for abuse and neglect were similar: 5.7 per 1,000 children for abuse and 5.3 per 1,000 children for neglect.

Blacks had lower incidence rates for child abuse and neglect than whites for all form of abuse (i.e., physical, sexual, and emotional) and neglect (i.e., physical and emotional), except for educational neglect. Similarly, incidence rates for blacks for all types of child abuse and neglect—except for educational neglect—were under 15%, while the rates for whites in most forms of child abuse and neglect were 83%. Studies have found the lowest levels of child abuse and neglect in families with strong kinship networks (Hill, 1977).

8. Housing Patterns

Adequate and affordable housing is becoming increasingly inaccessible to middle-income and low-income families. Soaring housing prices and rent have outpaced increases in family incomes, and there has been a sharp decline in low-income housing.

The housing crisis is most severe for low-income families. According to a recent MIT study, the number of poor households is expected to jump from 11.9 million to 17.2 million between 1983 and 2003. Over that same 20-year period the number of low-income housing units is expected to shrink from 12.9 million to 9.4 million. Currently, about half a million low-income units are disappearing each year, largely due to widespread displacement of poor families through urban renewal, abandonment, gentrification, and condominium conversions. Furthermore, the expiration of subsidies for 57% of the 581,330 rental-assisted private units over the next 12 to 15 years
could remove about 334,000 units from the low-income housing market. One million black households (including one-third of all poor blacks) in subsidized or public housing would be acutely affected by subsidized rent expirations.

The worsening housing shortage for the poor is directly responsible for the sharp increase in the number of homeless individuals and families across the nation. While HUD estimated the homeless population in the United States at 250,000-300,000 in 1984, advocates for the homeless contend that a more accurate count is closer to 2 to 3 million. One-third of the homeless consists of families, involving about 500,000 children. Since two-thirds of the shelters do not accommodate families, they are often placed in "welfare hotels." In addition, there are hundreds of thousands "couch people," families who double-up with relatives or close friends for varying periods of time. In New York City, this "hidden homeless" situation is estimated to comprise about 100,000 families, including 200,000 children. Insensitive public and private housing policies ensure that the problem of homelessness will become even more severe in the near future (Children's Defense Fund, 1984, 1986; Cazenave, 1988).
III. A HOLISTIC PERSPECTIVE ON BLACK FAMILIES

A. COMPREHENSIVE FRAMEWORKS

One of the most significant efforts to adapt DuBois' holistic framework to the study of black families was undertaken by Billingsley (1968). Based on the structural-functional theory of the family posited by Parsons and Bales (1955), Billingsley (1968) developed a conceptual paradigm that characterized black families as a social subsystem mutually interacting with subsystems in the black community and in the wider (white) society. Schematically, black families are depicted by a circle embedded within concentric circles of the two larger systems. According to the systems framework, an adequate understanding of black families requires assessing the separate and combined effects on family functioning of:

- External subsystems in the wider society, such as societal forces and institutional policies in the area of economics, politics, education, health, welfare, law, culture, religion, and the media;

- External subsystems in the black community, such as schools, churches, peer groups, social clubs, black businesses, neighborhood associations, etc;

- Internal subsystems in families, such as intra-household interactions involving husbands and wives, parents and children, siblings, other relatives, and nonrelatives.

Billingsley's formulation is one of several efforts by social scientists to use ecological and systems frameworks for examining family functioning. Brim (1957) offered a social systems approach for assessing patterns of child development, and a comprehensive literature review by Hill and Hansen (1960) highlighted several studies that used a "systems perspective" to examine American families. Bronfenbrenner (1979) also advocated the use of ecological frameworks for studying child and family development. But Billingsley was the first scholar to adapt the systems framework explicitly for the study of black family life.

To broaden the perspective of black family research from its traditional "male-headed/female-headed" dichotomy, Billingsley (1968) systematically identified the structural diversity of black families by developing a typology depicting 32 different kinds of nuclear, extended, and augmented family households. This typology underscores the fact that the structure, functioning, and needs of black families may change significantly as family members pass through various stages of their life cycles. Unfortunately, the important research and policy implications of Billingsley's systems framework and family typology have not been adequately explored by social scientists over the past two decades (Williams and Stockton, 1973).
Allen (1978) evaluated the relative merits of several conceptual frameworks for studying black families. He felt that a major weakness of the structural-functional systems model was its "static" character. Accordingly, he urged that developmental concepts be incorporated into the ecological systems framework. Allen contended that the developmental approach was dynamic since it viewed families and family members as moving through a life cycle characterized by a series of developmental stages. At each stage of the life cycle, families (due to compositional, positional, and individual changes) are confronted by different demands and varying resources to meet those demands. On the other hand, he viewed the systems paradigm as more effective in linking family members to the demands and resources of external subsystems in the black community and in the wider society. Consequently, Allen felt that the ecological and developmental approaches were complementary in enhancing the understanding of black family life.

As noted above, Peters and Massey (1983) were critical of the failure of family researchers in the field of stress and coping patterns to explicitly incorporate black individuals and families in their theoretical and methodological analyses:

This non-inclusion of the special needs, problems, and stresses of black families in the conceptualization of stress-related research is one example of the subtle and elusive nature of institutional racism within American culture. As an outgrowth of the prevailing negative approach implicit in the omission of blacks from many normative studies, observations and considerations of behavior in black families have rarely been examined within the concepts of family stress theory.

[There is a need] for analysis of those coping behaviors in black families that can be viewed as a combination of adaptation and response to the continuing stress of perpetual and pervasive racism in people with an African heritage that demands and respects family survival. By examining intra-family, inter-family, and family community relationships, interactions, and processes, the various strategies which allow racism to be absorbed, deflected, combatted, succumbed to and/or overcome by particular black families and individuals can be studied. (p.199)

One theoretical perspective that many scholars (Willie, 1976, 1985; Taylor, 1981; Cazenave, 1981) have found useful for explaining stress and coping behavior among blacks is Merton’s theory of anomie and deviance, which is also popularly known as the "blocked opportunity” theory. According to Merton’s thesis (1957), high rates of deviant behavior are expected among groups in American society who are frustrated in achieving societal goals such as monetary success through legitimate means (such as obtaining quality education and employment) because of their disadvantaged position in the stratification hierarchy.
Moreover, Merton stipulated that such frustrated groups were likely to be highly concentrated among the four deviant role adaptations: innovation, ritualism, retreatism, and rebellion. In fact, Willie (1976) found Merton's role types to be very useful in his analyses of black families. In a subsequent article, Merton (1964) elaborated his original formulation by setting forth an ecological paradigm of deviance that required assessing the separate and combined effects of factors at the societal, community, group, and individual levels on rates of deviance among various groups in society (Hill, 1980). Clearly, Merton's blocked opportunity paradigm enhances our understanding of black families when it is combined with Billingsley's systems framework and Allen's developmental approach.

Many other scholars (Nobles, 1974a, 1974b, 1981; Hare & Hare, 1984; Kunjufu, 1984, 1985, 1986a, 1986b; Aminifu, 1985) have offered useful Afrocentric frameworks for understanding black families. For example, Nobles has consistently argued that no significant advance in our knowledge of black families will occur until social scientists recognize them as African-American families (Nobles, 1974a; Nobles and Goddard, 1984). Moreover, the works of Karenga (1982, 1986) have made a persuasive case for placing analyses of black families within a cultural framework. For example, Karenga (1986) contends:

Any serious solution to the crisis of the black family must recognize its dual rootedness and heritage in both the Afro-American community and culture and the U.S. society and culture. The black family unfolds or withers in a real world, the world of U.S. society and culture with its major contradictions of race, class and sexual oppression and a host of secondary ones. . . .

Culture is key to understanding and solving the crisis in the black community and family. . . . [W]e must totalize the approach and that means taking a cultural approach. This approach not only includes stress on social ethics, but offers critique and correctives in the seven basic areas of culture—religion, history, social organization, economic organization, political organization, creative production (i.e., art, music and literature), and ethos—the collective self-consciousness achieved as a result of antiquity in the other six areas. (pp. 50,51)

The several conceptual frameworks described above have improved the quality of research on black families and have facilitated the development of more relevant, sensitive, and effective public policies and programs for ameliorating their social and economic problems. Unfortunately, only a small number of social scientists have used them systematically in their studies (Allen, 1978; Engram, 1982). There is a vital need for more research on the relative merits of these various paradigms in addressing various issues about the separate and combined effects of societal forces, social policies, and factors at the community, family, and individual levels on black family structure and functioning.
B. KEY THEMES

The holistic framework that we recommend to guide research and policy development related to black families is one that places a major priority on the following themes: diversity, dynamic, balance, solutions, and empiricism. We shall now illustrate how each of these dimensions can enhance significantly the nation's understanding of the problems and solutions related to the functioning of black families.

1. Diversity

A major shortcoming of the conventional approach to examining black families is its monolithic assumptions. For example, numerous assertions are made about the homogeneity of "underclass" values and life-styles of individuals and families in the same low-income strata without presenting any empirical evidence (Murray, 1984; Loury, 1984; Lemann, 1986). Yet, over two decades ago, the pioneering studies of child-rearing among poor urban blacks by Hylan Lewis (1967) effectively documented the fact that there is much heterogeneity in values, attitudes, and socialization practices among poor black families.

Research by other urban ethnographers (Liebow, 1967; Valentine, 1968; Ladner, 1971, 1973; Stack, 1974) also found diverse values and behavioral patterns among low-income black families. The popular practice of defining the "underclass" as welfare recipients obscures the fact that the long-term poor comprises heterogeneous groups (e.g., the elderly, the disabled, the mentally ill, foster children, welfare recipients, prisoners, ex-offenders, and the homeless) that require different policy prescriptions (Coe, 1978, 1982; Danziger & Weinberg, 1986).

In contrast to the deficit perspective's fixation on the "underclass" or "lower-class," the holistic approach underscores the importance of examining working-class, middle-class, and upper-class blacks as well (Willie, 1976; 1985; Danziger & Gottschalk, 1986; Landry, 1987). In fact, a basic tenet of the holistic paradigm is that effective policies for remedying the crisis among black families cannot be developed without sufficient knowledge of their structural, class, ethnic, regional, religious, attitudinal, and behavioral diversity (Engram, 1982).

2. Dynamic

Traditionally, black families are viewed from a static perspective. All black families receiving welfare at one point in time are automatically presumed to be long-term recipients (without presenting any length of time data) and are assumed not to experience any upward mobility (Wilson, 1978, 1987; Murray, 1984; Loury, 1984). Similarly, families that are "middle class" at one point in time are assumed to continually maintain that position and not experience any downward mobility. How-
ever, such presumptions have been strongly contradicted by major panel studies (Coe, 1978; Duncan, 1984; Bane, 1986; Levy, 1987) that reveal continuous and extensive vertical mobility between class strata among black and white families.

The static character of most analyses of class strata in America is mainly due to the historic dependence of social researchers on cross-sectional data—especially the surveys and censuses conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau (Hill, 1981; Duncan, 1984). Since cross-sectional data only measure social attributes at one point in time, they are not useful in systematically determining (a) the nature and degree of changes in characteristics for the same individuals or families at different points in time and (b) the temporal sequence of factors and processes that contributed to those changes (Elder, 1985a, 1985b).

In fact, it was to obtain more accurate knowledge about the factors responsible for families falling into and rising out of poverty that the U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO) contracted with the University of Michigan in 1967 to initiate a longitudinal survey of 5,000 American families. This survey, known as the Panel Survey of Income Dynamics (PSID), has significantly enhanced the state of knowledge about the dynamics of family structure, functioning, and mobility among black and white families.

One of the major findings of the PSID is that, contrary to popular belief, there is extensive turnover and mobility among the poor and welfare recipients (Coe, 1978, 1982; Duncan, 1984). For example, although two-thirds (66%) of blacks were poor during one year between 1967 and 1975, less than one-tenth (7%) remained poor throughout those nine years (Coe, 1978). And, based on PSID data from 1968 to 1979, Hofferth (1985) strongly reinforced Stack's (1974) ethnographic findings about the extensive changes in the household composition and living arrangements of black children during their childhood. Thus, social policies designed to reduce poverty and welfare dependence will not be effective if they are based on the erroneous premise that low-income families are static and monolithic.

3. Balance

Although the conventional perspective focuses primarily on the negative attributes of black families, it is equally unproductive to react to this practice by focusing solely on positive characteristics. The holistic framework underscores the importance of balanced analysis: examining both weaknesses and strengths. Over a decade ago, Hare (1976) properly cautioned against romanticizing black family strengths. And Karanga (1982, p. 213) underscored the dilemma of trying to maintain a proper balance between deficits and assets in analyses of the black community:

How does one prove strength in oppression without overstating the case, diluting criticism of the system and absolving the oppressor in the process? Moreover, "the parallel dilemma" is how does one criticize the system and state of things without contributing to the victimology school which thrives on litanies
of lost battles and casualty lists while omitting victories and strengths and the possibilities for change inherent in both black people and society?

Traditionally, "balanced" treatment of black families has meant emphasizing the positive characteristics of the black "middle class," while stressing the pathology of the black "lower class" or "underclass" (Wilson, 1978, 1987; Lemann, 1986). We strongly reject this practice and contend that the strengths and weaknesses of both middle-income and low-income blacks should be assessed.

4. Solutions

While encouraging relevant analyses of the severity of the problems impacting black families, the holistic approach places even greater emphasis on conducting studies that identify solutions to those problems (Billingsley, 1968; Engram, 1982). Thus, it places high priority on answering such questions as: (a) What factors are responsible for the ability of the majority of low-income black youth to achieve against adversity? and (b) What strategies are successful in overcoming many intractable problems in the black community? A strong case for solution-oriented research was made by Robert Woodson in an interview by William Raspberry (Washington Post, March 10, 1986):

The only reason to spend your time studying failure is if you want to produce more failure. You cannot learn to produce success by studying failure. Every school, every neighborhood, no matter how dismal its circumstances, has successes. It's a mystery to me why we spend so much time crying over our failures and so little time trying to learn from our successes.

As Hill (1971) contends, a major reason for focusing on black family strengths is to identify coping behavior, assets, resources, support networks, and self-help strategies that have been successful in helping disadvantaged black children and their families to overcome problems. In recent years there has been a sharp increase in research on well-functioning low-income and middle-income black families (Cazenave, 1979; Lewis & Looney, 1982; McAdoo, 1983; Willie, 1985; Thompson, 1986; Landry, 1987), highlighted by a series of notable studies conducted by Howard University's Institute for Urban Affairs and Research (Gary, et al, 1980, 1983, 1984, 1985). This solution's perspective also promotes analyses that assess the relative effectiveness of a broad range of public and private policies for enhancing the functioning of black families. In short, it places a premium on studies that have implications for action both inside and outside the black community (Woodson, 1981a, 1981b, 1987).
5. Empiricism

An overriding objective of the holistic framework is to produce generalizations and propositions about the nature, causes, and cures of problems confronting black families that are supported by empirical evidence. Our conception of "empirical" is not restricted to quantitative data, but includes scientific evidence derived through qualitative methods as well (Lewis, 1967a, 1967b; Ladner, 1971; Stack, 1974; Ogbu, 1981). The methods used should be determined by the nature of the questions to be answered. For example, ethnographic case studies and large-scale surveys (or a combination) should be used to address issues for which those methodologies are suited.

Furthermore, we think that greater utilization of longitudinal data is needed to make more reliable and valid generalizations about the nature of change among black families in various socioeconomic strata at different stages of their life cycles (Kellam, et al 1977; Coe, 1978, 1982; Malson, 1983a, 1983b; Elder, 1985a, 1985b; Hofferth, 1985). Finally, greater caution should be taken to avoid sweeping generalizations about changes (or the lack of changes) among families based solely on cross-sectional data.

C. KEY ISSUES ABOUT BLACK FAMILIES

We shall now illustrate how the holistic framework facilitates the identification of important issues that need to be addressed to increase our understanding of the nature, causes, and remedies of key problems experienced by black families. Most of these issues are either ignored or deemphasized by the deficit perspective because of its superficial and fragmented orientation. Integrating concepts from the systems, developmental, and blocked opportunity paradigms, the following two operational questions will guide the presentation of this report:

1. What do we know about the extent to which societal forces, social policies, community subsystems, family subsystems, and individual factors impede or facilitate the functioning of black families?

2. What implications does this knowledge have for developing policies in the public and private sectors, as well as self-help strategies in the black community, that will significantly improve the social and economic well-being of low-income and middle-income black families?

The first query seeks to synthesize research on factors at the societal, community, family, and individual levels that contribute to functional as well as dysfunctional patterns among black families. The second question is action-oriented: it focuses on innovative strategies that can take advantage of the knowledge we have acquired about the causes and cures of major problems affecting black families. We shall first
examine the negative and positive effects of societal forces and social policies at the community, family, and individual levels on black families. Then we shall suggest action strategies for public and private policymakers, service providers, and self-help institutions in the black community for strengthening black families.
IV. IMPACT OF SOCIETAL FORCES

A. CLASS STRATIFICATION

One of the forces in American society that is a major determinant of the life chances of black families and their members is classism, i.e., the ranking of individuals and groups in a stratification hierarchy on the basis of their socioeconomic resources, their power, wealth, and prestige. Since it distributes these resources unequally, class stratification is a form of institutionalized inequality (Merton, 1957; Hare, 1982, 1988; Hill, 1988a). Most analysts have worked within four basic class strata: upper-class, middle-class, working-class, and lower-class. The most popular class criteria that social scientists use are income, occupation, and education. According to Merton's thesis, opportunities to achieve societal goals decline markedly the lower the position one occupies in the class hierarchy. Consequently, groups occupying disadvantaged class positions are more constrained to resort to nonconforming adaptations than groups occupying advantaged positions. How is it that blacks occupy fewer advantaged class positions than whites? This brings us to the predominant societal force affecting black individuals and families—racism.

B. RACIAL STRATIFICATION

Racism refers to attitudes, actions, norms, or processes by individuals, groups, or institutions that keep groups in subordinate positions because of their racial or ethnic characteristics (Marrett & Leggon, 1979; Feagin, 1978). This subordination is institutionalized by the society through racial stratification, i.e., the ranking of groups in a hierarchy on the basis of their racial-ethnic background (Wilson, 1973). In the United States, four major rankings of racial/ethnic groups—in order of increasing disadvantage—can be identified: (a) white Protestants ("WASPs"); (b) white Catholics and Jews ("white ethnics"); (c) Asians and white Hispanics; and (d) non-Hispanic blacks, Hispanic blacks, and Native Americans (Hill, 1988a). The ranking of these racial/ethnic strata is directly related to their differential power, prestige, and wealth. The greater salience of race over ethnicity is reinforced by studies (Massey & Denton, 1987) that consistently reveal the social and economic advantage of "white" Hispanics (particularly from Cuba and Mexico) over "black" Hispanics (particularly from Puerto Rico). The reason blacks occupy more disadvantaged class positions than whites is because of their disadvantaged position in the racial/ethnic hierarchy. Thus, the overall position of blacks in American society is a function of their degree of subordination in two structural hierarchies. This is manifested by the "truncated" class structure in which blacks with similar income, education, or occupations as whites do not have the same social status because of their differential positions in the racial hierarchy (Landry, 1987).
Consequently, analysts must move beyond their sole preoccupation with the individual characteristics of race and class and focus on the societal attributes of racial and class stratification. Ogbu (1981) contends that racial stratification should be used systematically as an institutional variable in analyses of the black community in the same way that race and class measures are used for individuals. Such an approach would significantly enhance our knowledge of how institutionalized mechanisms sustain racial inequality by having differential impact on the functioning of black and white families.

C. SECTORAL STRATIFICATION

A third form of social stratification that has a significant effect on black family life is sectoral stratification, i.e., the differential ranking of subsectors within major institutional areas, such as employment, housing, education, health, administration of justice, etc. (Hill, 1988a). The most widely-discussed form of sectoral stratification has been the notion of "dual labor markets" (Baron, 1969). According to this thesis, labor markets are divided into two sectors—primary and secondary. Primary labor markets are characterized by stable employment, full-time work, high-paying jobs, salaried occupations, excellent fringe benefits, and safe working environments. Secondary labor markets are characterized by irregular employment, part-time jobs, poverty-level wages, hourly wages, poor fringe benefits, and hazardous working conditions (Wilson, 1978; Collins, 1986).

In the area of housing, primary markets are characterized by owners, single-family homes, and suburban residence, while secondary markets are typified by renters, multiple-dwellings, and central city residence. Similarly, in the area of health, primary markets are characterized by private health facilities, personal physicians, and excellent health insurance coverage, while secondary markets are characterized by public health facilities, clinic physicians, and no health insurance coverage. Because of the cumulative effects of racial and class stratification, blacks are disproportionately concentrated in the secondary sectors. More attention should be given to examining the impact of sectoral stratification on the functioning of black families.

D. INDIVIDUAL RACISM

Currently there is much debate about the extent to which race has declined in significance. Some scholars (Wilson, 1978; Kilson, 1981) who contend that class is now a more important determinant of black life assert that race continues to be a fundamental barrier to the advancement of black Americans (Pinkney, 1984; Willie, 1985; Cazenave, 1988). One major reason for widespread disagreement about the significance of contemporary racism is the failure to distinguish between its two basic components—prejudice and discrimination. Although these terms are often used in-
terchangeably, they differ substantively from each other. Prejudice involves negative or unfavorable attitudes or beliefs about racial and ethnic minorities, while discrimination involves negative or hostile treatment of them.

To what extent has racism declined in this country? According to opinion polls and surveys, there has been a dramatic decline in prejudice toward racial minorities over the past 40 years. Between 1942 and 1984, for example, the proportion of whites favoring integrated schools soared from 30% to 90% (Smith & Sheatsley, 1984). Similarly, the proportion of whites who believe that blacks are inferior to whites fell from 31% to 15% between 1963 and 1978 (Pinkney, 1984).

Many analysts caution against misconstruing these poll trends as reflecting a sharp increase in racial tolerance (Jackman, 1973; McConahay, Hardee & Batts, 1981). In fact, proponents of "modern" or "symbolic" racism contend that racial prejudice is still pervasive in America (McConahay & Hough, 1976), and that socially undesirable "redneck" hostility to blacks per se has been replaced by hostility to busing, affirmative action quotas, open housing, welfare, and immigration—hostility that can be justified on nonracial grounds (Kinder & Sears, 1981). Such contemporary racism is difficult to measure by conventional opinion polls, since it is often disguised or unconscious (Sighall & Page, 1971).

The continuing significance of racism is also manifested in the widespread discrepancy between support for abstract goals of racial equality and opposition to specific measures to achieve them (Schuman, Steen & Bobo, 1985). For example, 9 out of 10 whites favor integrated schools, but only one-fourth support busing to attain that end (Smith & Sheatsley, 1984). Although 93% of whites support the right to vote, only 57% approve of federal voting rights legislation. And 88% support equal employment opportunity, but only 62% approve of federal fair employment legislation (Austin, 1976).

More importantly, a sharp decline in prejudicial attitudes does not necessarily mean that there has been a marked drop in discriminatory behavior (Wicker, 1969). Unfortunately, since pollsters concentrate on monitoring intolerant attitudes, national trend data on intolerant behavior are virtually nonexistent (Hill, 1984). Thus, even if one concedes that prejudice may have declined, opinion polls provide no evidence that discrimination has also fallen. On the contrary, the recent surge in racial hostility across the nation (such as continuing attacks against blacks living in or passing through predominantly white communities, numerous racial incidents on college campuses, and repeated racial slurs by high-level public and private officials) suggests that racism is still widespread in America (Farley & Allen, 1987; National Urban League, 1989).

E. INSTITUTIONAL RACISM

Yet even if there were strong empirical evidence of a sharp decline in prejudiced attitudes and discriminatory behavior among white individuals, it is still possible
that institutional racism might not have abated and could even be on the rise. The fundamental weakness of the declining racism thesis is its sole focus on individual racism, its failure to systematically assess the role of institutional racism.

Institutional prejudice (or "cultural racism") refers to the norms, values, beliefs, or customs of the dominant society that are deemed superior to those of racial and ethnic minorities (Jones, 1972). The stereotypical portrayal of black families by the media is an example of institutionalized prejudice. Institutional discrimination refers to laws, regulations, policies, and informal practices of organizations or institutions that result in differential adverse treatment or subordination of racial and ethnic minorities. Moreover, as Carmichael and Hamilton (1967) observed, institutional prejudice and discrimination can be unintended as well as intended.

Intentional institutionalized discrimination may be overt or covert. Overt discrimination refers to the deliberate mistreatment of minorities by organizations or institutions based on explicit racial or ethnic criteria. Examples include slavery, the passage of the Black Codes after emancipation, and the imposition of de jure segregation in the North and South. Covert intentional discrimination refers to the deliberate mistreatment of minorities by organizations or institutions based on nonracial criteria that are strongly correlated with race. Covert discrimination is also known as "patterned evasion," the deliberate use of proxies for race in order to deny equal opportunities to racial minorities. The grandfather clauses, literacy tests, and poll taxes are early examples of patterned evasions in the area of voting rights (Feagin, 1978).

Recent examples of intentional institutional discrimination are: (a) public and private urban renewal that displaces working-class and poor black families from their homes and communities in order to construct housing for middle- and upper-income whites; (b) the refusal by banks, insurance companies, etc., to grant home mortgage loans, commercial credit, and insurance for fire, property, and automobiles to minority families living in "red-lined" neighborhoods; and (c) zoning that disproportionately excludes black families from white communities by prohibiting low-income and multi-family dwellings (Newman, et al., 1978).

F. STRUCTURAL DISCRIMINATION

A major impediment to the development of strategies to counteract the effects of institutional racism on black families has been the failure of many policymakers, scholars, and civil rights leaders to recognize or acknowledge the role of "unintentional" or "structural" discrimination. According to Downs (1970):

Racism can occur even if the people causing it have no intention of subordinating others because of color, or are totally unaware of doing so. Admittedly, this implication is sure to be extremely controversial. Most Americans believe racism is bad. But how can anyone be "guilty" of doing something bad when he
does not realize he is doing it? Racism can be a matter of result rather than intention because many institutional structures in America that most whites do not recognize as subordinating others because of color actually injure minority group members far more than deliberate racism. (p. 78)

Unintentional institutional discrimination refers to societal forces or policies that have adverse effects on racial and ethnic minorities—although these actions were not designed to be discriminatory (Friedman, 1975; Feagin, 1978; Hill, 1988a). Society-wide trends such as recessions, inflationary spirals, the closing of plants in inner-cities, automation, and the shift from manufacturing to high-tech and service industries, etc., have had unintended, discriminatory effects on black families (Bluestone & Harrison, 1982). Such structural discrimination has contributed to persistently high rates of "structural unemployment" among young and adult workers in black families (Randolph, 1931; Killingsworth, 1966).

An example of unintentional discrimination in the area of social policies is manifested in recent changes in eligibility for retirement benefits. To enhance the solvency of the Social Security Trust Fund, in 1983 the 98th Congress raised the eligible age for retirement at full benefits to 66 and 67 years old between 2000 and 2022. This policy change, although not intentionally racially discriminatory, will have differential consequences for whites and blacks because of their different life expectancies. Black males, in particular, will be affected adversely, since their current life expectancy of 65 years insures that most of them will not live long enough to collect full benefits. Moreover, this increase in the eligible age for retirement benefits may have devastating effects on the families of thousands of black men and women who are forced into early retirement at reduced benefits because of ill health resulting from years of working in physically debilitating and hazardous jobs and industries. (Hill, 1983a).

According to Gurak, Smith, and Goldson (1982), examples of structural discrimination against minority families can also be found in the area of foster care and adoption:

...the increasing interest in analyzing the impact of the social systems upon persons...indicated the incompleteness of reducing all discriminatory practices to individually held attitudes of prejudice. It also has roots in the very character of institutional structures such as the criminal justice system, the system of education, the health delivery establishment, and in agencies delivering other services such as foster care for children. Even when revered by the public at large for their altruism and charitable work, even when staffed by essentially "non-prejudiced" persons, such structures can systematically produce discriminatory results affecting the lives of minority persons. (p. ix)

Many private agencies still require potential adoptive parents to meet the following criteria: (a) husband-wife couples; (b) middle-income; (c) able to afford various
agency fees; (d) no children of their own; and (e) less than 45 years old. The black families that are most interested in adoption tend to be one-parent, low-income, over 45 years old, with children of their own (Hill, 1977). Because of such insensitive eligibility criteria, hundreds of black children are shunted from one foster care facility to another and upon reaching the age of 18 are discharged without having acquired adequate educational and vocational skills for productive lives as adults (Billingsley & Giovannoni, 1972; Hill, 1977; Gurak, Smith & Goldson, 1982). Hare (1988) describes structurally discriminatory processes in the field of education:

This writer further agrees in what he terms a 'class-plus' analysis, with classism as the engine and racism as the caboose, that black Americans have simply been chosen to absorb an unfair share of an unfair burden in a structurally unfair system.

...our structural determination approach assumes that the character of the social system is preponderant as the determiner of the hierarchical arrangement of people within it, either their biological or cultural dispositions. It is further argued that, in addition to the inherent intergenerational inequality caused by inheritance, the education system through its unequal skill-giving, grading, routing and credentialing procedures, plays a critical role in legitimating structural inequality in the American social system. ...The structural argument...charges that the social system needs people to replenish its ranks at all levels of skills and credentials, and that in producing such differences the schools respond to structural needs rather than innate differences. (p. 83)

G. SEXISM

Sexism refers to differential adverse attitudes toward women because of their sex. It is a major societal force for perpetuating the subordination of women to men. Although white women also persistently encounter sexism, such experiences by black women have more devastating effects on black families. For one thing, black women are much more likely than white women to head single-parent families and to be the primary breadwinners in those families (Pearce and McAdoo, 1981; Malson, 1986).

Since black families headed by women are popularly characterized as "matriarchal," "vanishing," "nonfamilies," "pathological," and "broken," they experience discrimination because of race and sex in many areas, such as employment, housing, bank loans and credit, health, adoption and foster care, social welfare, the administration of justice, etc. (Rodgers-Rose, 1980; Harley & Terborg-Penn, 1978). Wives in black families are more likely than wives in white families to experience sexual discrimination in the labor market because of their higher labor force participation (Simms, 1985-86). Black women are also more likely to be concentrated in low-paying "traditionally female" occupations than white women (Malveaux, 1985; Bur-
bridge, 1985-86; Collins, 1986). Finally, black women experience disproportionate levels of mental and physical abuse from black men because of the more frequent institutional barriers and frustrations experienced by black men relative to white men (Sizemore, 1973; Jewell, 1988).

Pearce and McAdoo (1981) underscore several sex-specific reasons for the increased "feminization of poverty":

Thus, women, especially minority women, may be poor for some of the same reasons as men, but few men become poor because of female causes. Men generally do not become poor because of divorce, sex-role socialization, sexism or, of course, pregnancy. Indeed, some may lift themselves out of poverty by the same means that plunge women into it. The same divorce that frees a man from the financial burdens of a family may result in poverty for his ex-wife and children. Distinct reasons for the poverty among women can be traced back to two sources. First, in American culture women continue to carry the major burden of childrearing. This sex-role socialization has many ramifications. For example, women tend to make career choices that anticipate that they will interrupt their participation in the labor force to bear children. The second major source of poverty is the limited opportunities available to women in the labor market. Occupational segregation, sex discrimination and sexual harassment combine to limit both income and mobility for women workers. (p. 17)

H. BABY ROOM COHORT

A demographic trend that significantly affected the structure and functioning of black families during the 1970s and 1980s was the "baby boom" cohort, i.e., the record-level surge in birth rates in the U.S. after World War II. Thus, during the first half of the 1970s, the number of adolescents between the ages of 16-19 reached record levels. However, during the same period, the number of children born to married women declined sharply, while the number born to unmarried women fell more slowly. Thus, these demographic shifts led to alarming increases in the number of out-of-wedlock births to adolescents among whites as well as blacks.

As the baby boom cohort reached adulthood by the 1980s, the proportion of out-of-wedlock births to teenagers steadily declined. Nevertheless, since black teenagers are still five times more likely than white teenagers to have out-of-wedlock babies, adolescent pregnancy continues to be a major contributor to black family instability. However, since 90% of black unwed teen mothers continued to live with their parents, adolescent parents were not the main reason for the surge in female-headed black families during the 1970s.
I. SEX RATIO

As Jackson (1971) effectively documented, a demographic factor that contributed markedly to the sharp increase in black female-headed families over the past decade and a half was the shortage of males relative to females. Although single-parent families grew at about the same pace among blacks and whites during the 1970s, black women had much lower remarriage rates than white women because of the lesser availability of marriageable black men. Among persons of all ages, there are only 90 black men to 100 black women, while there are 95 white men to 100 white women.

Among blacks, the sex ratio is widest among those in their prime working years. Among persons 25-44 years old, there are only 85 black men for every 100 black women, while there are about equal numbers of white men and white women in that age category. However, when one corrects for the disproportionate census undercount of black men, the gap narrows markedly to about 96 black men for every 100 black women between the ages of 25-44 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1982). Yet, a shortage of marriageable black men continues to exist because of a number of factors: high rates of unemployment, underemployment, arrest records, incarceration, disability, drug addiction, homicides, and suicides (Swan, 1981b; McGhee, 1984). Stewart and Scott (1978) attribute this imbalance to "institutional decimation," i.e., the disproportionate elimination of black men from productive sectors of the society by "benign" processes in all American institutions.

J. RURAL TO URBAN MIGRATION

The migration of blacks from rural to urban areas of the South and North had positive and negative consequences for black families. In several works, Frazier (1931, 1939) described the destabilizing effects of urbanization on black newcomers to towns and cities. He identified several effects of the urban environment that undermined the stability of black families: pressures on breadwinners to travel long distances from their families in order to find work; pressures on wives to supplement the low wages of their husbands by going to work and leaving their children unattended; the diminished influence of religious institutions; and the lack of adequate facilities and services in such areas as housing, health, and education.

As Frazier (1926) concluded, it should come as no surprise that black families in cities are disproportionately characterized by high rates of family disruption, delinquency, crime, ill health, low educational attainment, and overcrowding. And Gutman (1976) and Furstenberg, Hershberg, and Modell (1975) effectively documented the fact that female-headed black families are even more strongly associated with the urban environment now than they were with the rural environment during slavery.
K. CENTRAL CITY/SUBURBAN MIGRATION

Between 1950 and 1970, the proportion of blacks living in central cities jumped from 41% to 58%, while the proportion of whites in central cities declined from 32% to 28%. By 1980, the proportion of whites in central cities fell to 25%, while the proportion of blacks remained unchanged at 58%. At the same time, the proportion of whites in the suburbs doubled from 25% to 48% between 1950 and 1980, and the proportion of suburban blacks also doubled from 12% to 23% (O'Hare et al., 1982).

While 2.1 million blacks left central cities between 1970-80, 1.4 million blacks moved in, for a net out-migration of 700,000. Concurrently, while 1.9 million blacks moved to the suburbs, 1 million blacks moved out, for a net in-migration of 900,000. Contrary to popular belief, poor blacks accounted for one out of every two blacks moving to the suburbs during the 1970s, since the proportion of poor blacks in the suburbs remained at one-fourth from 1970 (25%) to 1980 (24%). The proportion of poor blacks in central cities did increase from 26% to 32% between 1970 and 1980 (O'Hare, et al., 1982).

L. RETURN MIGRATION

The historic out-migration of blacks from the South not only slowed dramatically during the 1970s, but the South also attracted the largest number of black immigrants. For example, 415,000 blacks migrated to the South from other regions between 1975 and 1980, compared to only 162,000 blacks between 1965 and 1970. Preliminary data suggest that similar numbers (411,000) of blacks continued to migrate to the South between 1980 and 1985 (Cromartie & Stack, 1987).

According to Census Bureau classifications, the overwhelming majority of black migrants to the South during the 1970s and 1980s were newcomers. Yet Cromartie and Stack (1987) contend that, by failing to take account of the birthplace, prior residence, and familial ties of all members in a migrating household, census data markedly understate the number of black migrants who are returnees. Consequently, they developed a new migration category called "homeplace movers," i.e., any migrant to a state who resides in a household that includes a native of that state, whether that native is a returnee or stayer (Stack, 1987).

By applying this concept to 326,000 blacks who moved to 10 Southern states between 1975 and 1980, 82,000 black "newcomers" were reclassified as homeplace migrants. Children (71%), retirees (72%), and nonmetro movers (85%) are more likely to be homeplace movers than adults (59%) and movers to metro areas (53%). Black migration to the South is mainly homeplace migration, which not only involves returnees to their state of birth, "but also thousands of nonnative children and adults, who either follow their relatives back home, or join already established households in the South" (Cromartie & Stack, 1987 p. 13).
M. IMMIGRATION

Immigration has had many adverse effects on black families. During slavery, employment opportunities for free blacks in the North were directly related to competition for those jobs from newly-arriving foreigners (Frazier, 1949). And, after emancipation, numerous race riots broke out between immigrants and blacks over perceived or actual job competition. Immigrants also adopted restrictive labor union practices in order to eliminate blacks from certain jobs and industries (Drake & Cayton, 1945). Consequently, blacks made their greatest occupational advances during both World Wars—when European immigration was curtailed.

Recent studies suggest that an increasing source of black unemployment may be competition from Hispanic and Asian immigrants—legal and illegal. For example, Hispanics obtained about the same number of the new jobs created between 1975 and 1980 as blacks, although they were only about half the size of the black population. And, Asians obtained about half as many of the new jobs created during that period as blacks, although they were only one-fifth the size of the black population (Hill, 1981). Moreover, an analysis by Stewart and Hyclak (1986) revealed that immigrants—other than those from Cuba or the West Indies—adversely affected the earnings of black men in central cities. Since most demographers predict that Asians and Hispanics will constitute the fastest growing groups in the United States into the 21st century, job competition between them and blacks is likely to become more acute in the near future.

N. INDUSTRIALIZATION

Industrialization has had both positive and negative consequences on black families. Industrialization has brought about structural transformations in (a) American industries, i.e., from agriculture to manufacturing or from manufacturing to services; (b) technology, i.e., automation from low-tech to high-tech or from labor-intensive to capital-intensive; (c) sectors, i.e., from public to private; and (d) occupations, i.e., from farm to factory work, from factory to clerical work, from self-employed to salaried (Bluestone & Harrison, 1982; Drake & Cayton, 1945).

Frazier (1931) describes at length how the shift from an agricultural to a manufacturing economy had destabilizing effects on rural black families between 1865-1925. Johnson (1932) also provides an in-depth analysis of how specific industrial changes undermined the economic well-being of blacks during that period. And several scholars (Randolph, 1931; Killingsworth, 1966) have identified technological change as a key source of “structural unemployment” among blacks and other minorities because of their disadvantage in respect to educational and work skills. On the other hand, industrialization has also had many positive effects, especially in raising the occupational and earnings levels of wage-earners in black families as they moved
from farm to factory work or from lower-paying operational jobs to higher-paying clerical and technical jobs (Frazier, 1949).

O. RECESSIONS

Wage-earners in black families have been disproportionately affected by recessions or "cyclical unemployment" because of the seniority principle of "last hired, first fired" and because of their concentration in unskilled and semi-skilled jobs which are most vulnerable to economic slumps. As Frazier noted, black workers were laid off disproportionately during the depression of 1921 and the Great Depression of the 1930s. Although black workers were variously affected by each of the eight recessions between 1948 and 1982, the four most recent recessions—1970-71, 1974-75, 1980, and 1981-82—were the most devastating.

The tripling in unemployment of black family heads during these recessions led to alarming increases in family instability and poverty. Each one-percent increase in the rate of black unemployment during the 1970s was related to a two-percent rise in the proportion of single-parent black families (Hill, 1986; Blank & Blinder, 1986). And studies by Brenner (1979) have revealed that high levels of unemployment produce devastating social consequences, such as physical and mental illness, alcoholism, family violence, divorce, separation, homicides, and suicides. Although numerous other researchers (Moynihan, 1967; Hill, 1975; Wilson, 1987; Swinton, 1988) have found a strong correlation between black unemployment and family instability, there appears to be reluctance on the part of many analysts to assess in a serious and systematic fashion the impact of periodic recessions on the structure and functioning of black families (Gilder, 1981; Murray, 1984; Loury, 1984).

P. INFLATION

At the same time that black families were reeling from the effects of back-to-back recessions during the 1970s, they were subjected to double-digit inflation. Although economic theory held that it was impossible to have high levels of unemployment and inflation simultaneously, the U.S. economy rose and lowered itself to the challenge, out of which a new term was coined, "stagflation." Between 1969 and 1980, consumer prices soared at an unprecedented annual rate of 12%, compared to only 3% during the 1960s.

As Caplovitz (1979) has shown, black families were acutely affected by the price inflation of the 1970s. His study revealed that the incomes of three-fourths of black families had fallen behind rising prices, whereas the incomes of one-half the white families had been so affected. Moreover, between 1969 and 1982, inflation eroded the purchasing power of black families by 14%, compared to a 5% decline in white family income (Hill, 1986). Thus real income fell about three times as much among black as
among white families. And overall, most studies suggest that blacks and low-income groups are even more adversely affected by unemployment than by inflation (Blank & Blinder, 1986).
V. IMPACT OF SOCIAL POLICIES

A. FISCAL AND MONETARY POLICIES

The four most recent presidents—Nixon, Ford, Carter, and Reagan—promised not to place the burden of fighting spiraling inflation on the backs of the unemployed. Nevertheless, the four back-to-back recessions during the 1970s and 1980s were induced by their respective fiscal and monetary policies; they were not "natural disasters." Traditionally, the Federal Reserve Board tries to stem inflation by keeping interest rates within predetermined ranges, while permitting the money supply to expand more freely. These restrictive fiscal policies induced the recessions of 1970-71 and 1974-75.

Although consumer prices declined somewhat after the 1974-75 slump, they began to climb to two-digit levels toward the end of the 1970s. Consequently, the Federal Reserve Board vowed to fight inflation with nontraditional policies. More restrictive targets were set on the money supply and interest rates were permitted to rise unfettered. The soaring interest rates led to the 1980 recession and similar tight money policies brought on the 1981-82 recession—the most severe decline since the Great Depression. These spiraling interest rates also contributed to the disproportionate failures of black businesses. In general, federal fiscal and monetary policies during this period had an acute adverse impact on black workers, families, and businesses (Swinton, 1988).

B. INCOME TAXES

Historically, the American income tax system has been progressive, i.e., tax rates were related to the income levels of individuals and corporations. However, during the 1970s and 1980s the tax burden was markedly shifted from the wealthy to working-class and middle-class individuals and families (Levy, 1987; Blank & Binder, 1986). While the proportion of federal income taxes from corporations dropped between 1950 and 1983, the proportion of taxes from individuals increased from 35% to 47%. The tax rates for families of four at the poverty line increased from 2.2% to 3.3% between 1965 and 1983, and the tax rates for "near-poor" families (i.e., those with incomes that are half of the U.S. median income) rose from 2.9 to 4.9. Since working-class black families are over-represented among poor and near-poor families, they were disproportionally affected by the regressive federal taxes.

C. PAYROLL TAXES

The IRS "balance of payments" not only shifted to the personal income taxes of middle-income and low-income Americans, but to their Social Security payroll taxes
as well. While the combined payroll taxes of employees and employers rose from 3% to 13% between 1950 and 1983, the proportion of federal revenues from payroll taxes more than tripled from 12% to 38%. Consequently, the total tax rates (i.e., both income and payroll taxes) for families of four at the poverty level jumped from 4.9% to 16.5% between 1955 and 1983, while the rates for near-poor families soared from 4.5% to 18.3%. Although the average income of whites is about one-and-a-half times that of blacks, whites pay taxes only slightly higher than those of blacks (20%).

Because of the erosion in the personal exemption and standard deduction by inflation during the first half of the 1970s, more poor families paid both higher income taxes and higher payroll taxes. To correct for these inequities, the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) was enacted in 1975 to ensure (a) that no families below the poverty level paid income taxes and (b) that a portion of the Social Security payroll tax would be refunded to working poor families. Nevertheless, the value of the personal exemption, the standard deduction, and the EITC continued to be eroded by double-digit inflation. Thus, the tax burden for families of four at the poverty level rose from 1% to 10% between 1975 and 1985, while the tax rate for families with annual incomes over $250,000 in 1985 was less than 5% (Blank & Binder, 1986).

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 not only markedly raised the thresholds of the personal exemption, the standard deduction, and the EITC, it also for the first time indexed them so as to ensure that they are kept abreast of rising inflation. The personal exemption was to be raised from $1,080 to $2,000 by 1989, while the standard deduction (for nonitemizing taxpayers) was to be increased from $3,670 to $5,000 for a married couple filing jointly and from $2,840 to $4,400 for single household heads by 1988. The maximum EITC credit was raised from $550 to $800 for 1987, and for that same year the maximum eligible family income was raised from $11,000 to $15,432, to reach $18,500 in 1988. About 3 million working poor families (one-fourth of whom are black) may be removed from the income tax rolls as a result of the 1986 reforms. Nevertheless, the current gap between the poor and rich in America is the widest it has been since the 1950s, primarily because of regressive federal tax policies and disproportionate cuts in programs for the poor (Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, 1984a, 1984b).

D. GREAT SOCIETY PROGRAMS

Many of the anti-poverty programs enacted by the Kennedy-Johnson administrations during the 1960s as part of the "Great Society" efforts were the first federal government initiatives specifically targeted towards racial minorities as well as towards the economically disadvantaged. These programs fell into four groups—employment and training, education, in-kind services, and area development. The main jobs programs were: the Manpower Development and Training Act (MDTA), the Community Work and Training Program, the Work Experience and Training Program, and the Work Incentive Program (WIN) for welfare recipients. The educa-
tional programs included Head Start, Compensatory Education, and Open Enrollment (Levitan, 1985).

The key in-kind programs enacted during the 1960s were Medicare, Medicaid, food distribution, school breakfast, school lunch, food stamps, subsidized rent, community health, maternal and child health, and Indian Health Services. And the main area development programs were the Social Impact Program, Model Cities, Appalachian Regional Development, Public Works, Operation Mainstream, the Economic Development Administration, and Rural Development. Between 1964 and 1969, when "War on Poverty" efforts were at their peak, unemployment and poverty rates among black families fell to unprecedented lows. Although most of these economic gains were due to a prosperous economy, the anti-poverty programs targeted to minorities and low-income groups were also important contributors to black progress during the 1960s (Levitan, Johnston & Taggart, 1975).

Conservative analysts (Gilder, 1981; Murray, 1984) tend to focus on the unintended negative consequences of the Great Society programs, while liberal analysts (Levitan, 1985; National Urban League, 1988) concentrate on their positive effects. Systematic studies of specific Great Society programs reveal that some of them have had positive consequences while others were not very effective. One must clearly distinguish between programs. Programs in the areas of health, nutrition, and education were much more effective than those in the areas of housing, employment, and business subsidies. Although only a fraction of the poor were reached by many of these programs, due to limited funding, the record shows that most of those who were reached benefited from them.

E. BLOCK GRANTS

Although block grants are invariably omitted from most policy analyses of black families, the transforming of categorical grants to block grants during the 1970s and 1980s contributed significantly to the shift in government resources from blacks and low-income groups to middle-income groups and communities. As a result of President Nixon’s "New Federalism" efforts to give over the administration of federal social programs to states and localities, many of the social programs of the 1960s were combined into broad “revenue sharing” block grants. Model Cities was replaced by the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG), the Manpower Development and Training Act (MDTA) by the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) manpower block grant, and Title IV-A by the Title XX social services block grant (Hill, 1981).

Since block grants have little federal oversight and do not distribute funds primarily on the basis of economic need, many suburban areas with low levels of unemployment, substandard housing, and poverty received sizable CETA, CDBG, and Title XX funds. Several high-level evaluations revealed that minorities and other economically disadvantaged groups benefited less from the decentralized block grants of
the 1970s than they did from many of the centralized categorical programs of the 1960s. It was not until the Carter administration that CETA, CDBG, and Title XX were retargeted to poor individuals, families, and communities.

Subsequently, in 1987, the Reagan administration further diluted targeting to the poor by creating block grant programs—including Community Services; Maternal and Child Health; Preventive Health and Health Services; Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health; Low-Income Energy Assistance; and Social Services (which absorbed Title XX). Although CETA was replaced in 1982 by a larger manpower block grant, the Job Training and Partnership Act (JTPA), the Community Development Block Grant remains unaltered. Congress, as well as state governments, successfully opposed the Reagan administration’s efforts to transform AFDC into a block grant. In exchange for giving the states greater flexibility in determining the target populations of the block grants, funding levels for programs consolidated into block grants were reduced by 20%.

F. REAGAN BUDGET CUTS

While funding for certain programs for racially and economically disadvantaged groups were reduced indirectly through block grants, funding for most other programs for the poor were reduced directly—although the cuts were not as deep as President Reagan had proposed. By FY 1985, annual AFDC funding was reduced by $1.4 billion (rather than the proposed $2.8 billion cut), to $8.4 billion; food stamps by $2 billion (rather than the $7.5 billion proposed cut), to $12.5 billion; low-income energy assistance by $.2 billion (rather than the $.9 billion proposed cut), to $2.2 billion; child nutrition by $1.4 billion (rather than the $2.3 billion proposed cut), to $2.3 billion; Medicaid by $.7 billion (rather than the $3.9 billion proposed cut), to $24.2 billion; compensatory education by $.8 billion (rather than the $2.5 billion proposed cut), to $3.3 billion; and Job Corps by $.5 billion (rather than the $3 billion proposed cut), to $6.5 billion.

Although the Reagan administration sought the total elimination of the Community Services Block Grant (CSBG) and the Work Incentive Program for employable welfare recipients (WIN), Congress kept them, though it reduced FY 1985 funding for CSBG by $.3 billion to $.4 billion and reduced funding for WIH by $.2 billion to $.3 billion. Congress did accede to the administration’s request to eliminate the Public Service Employment program, one of the most effective components of CETA. Since black families are over-represented (between 30%-45%) in most programs for the poor, they were disproportionately affected by the wide range of budget cutbacks.

Most of the cuts in programs for the poor were achieved by tightening eligibility requirements for the working poor and reducing the value of cash and noncash benefits for the poor who continued to receive assistance. For example, the Omnibus Budget Reduction Act (OBRA) cuts in 1981 removed between 400,000 and 500,000 working poor families (about 11%-14% of the total AFDC caseload) from the welfare rolls.
and eliminated about one million persons from the food stamps program due to more stringent eligibility criteria. At the same time, about 300,000 working poor families that remained on AFDC experienced sharp reductions in cash and in-kind benefits because of increased work disincentives (Children's Defense Fund, 1984). According to a 1987 report prepared by the Physician Task Force on Hunger in America, the number of Americans experiencing hunger and malnutrition rose to 20 million, largely because of the $7 billion and $5 billion cuts, respectively, in the food stamps and school lunch programs between 1981 and 1985.

In one sense, the Reagan administration policies of excluding the working poor from its safety net for "the truly needy" did succeed in retargeting funds to the non-working poor. Yet, evaluations of those budget cuts revealed that savings from those reductions were not used to increase real (inflation-adjusted) benefits for the poor individuals and families that remained on the public assistance rolls. Consequently, even "the truly needy" experienced sharp declines in their standard of living as a result of the drastic cuts in cash and noncash programs for the poor.

G. SOCIAL SECURITY

The black aged made stronger economic gains during the 1970s than the black nonaged because of several improvements in the Social Security program (OASDI). Amendments in 1950 and 1954 extended coverage to farm operators, agricultural workers, and domestic workers—occupations in which blacks were over-represented. Amendments in 1965 and 1966 extended coverage to all persons 72 years and older who did not qualify for Social Security benefits because of lack of coverage in their prime working years or insufficient qualifying quarters of work. Moreover, the regular minimum benefit was established to provide livable income ($122 a month during the 1970s) for individuals who worked in covered jobs at wages too low to qualify for adequate benefits. Furthermore, cost-of-living adjustments (COLAs) were instituted in 1972 to insure that Social Security benefits would automatically keep even with rises in the Consumer Price Index (CPI) (Hill, 1983a).

All of these policy changes in Social Security disproportionately benefited the black elderly, since they were more likely than the white elderly to have worked in jobs or industries not covered by Social Security, to have worked at wages too low to qualify for OASDI, and not to have private pensions to augment their OASDI benefits. Thus, 90% of the black aged receive OASDI benefits today, compared to 93% of the white aged. But 51% of the black aged living alone depend on Social Security for three-fourths or more of their income, compared to 38% of the white aged living alone. On the other hand, only 30% of the black elderly living in families depend on OASDI for three-fourths or more of their income, compared to 23% of the white elderly living in families. Furthermore, Social Security benefits for black retirees are about 80% of the benefits for white retirees, since the former received much lower wages than the latter during their working years (U.S. Social Security Administration, 1986).
Consequently, the black elderly experienced sharp declines in poverty during the 1970s. While the proportion of black elderly who were poor dropped from 75% to 59% between 1969 and 1979, the proportion of black elderly families fell from 42% to 26%. However, although the percent of all black persons 65 years and older who were poor declined from 50% to 36% between 1969 and 1979, the number of poor black aged increased from 689,000 to 716,000. But the real family income of black elderly couples rose 17% between 1969 and 1979, compared to a 13% increase among all black couples. And while the real income of all female-headed black families declined by 1%, the real income of elderly female-headed black families soared by 41% over that 11-year span.

However, many of the economic strides of the black elderly during the 1970s were severely undermined by sharp cutbacks in social programs during the 1980s. Despite the Reagan administration’s promises to spare Social Security beneficiaries from its budget cuts, low-income OASDI recipients were disproportionately affected. In addition to eliminating the minimum benefit for future retirees, eligibility was tightened drastically for recipients who retired early because of disabilities (a group in which blacks are over-represented). Moreover, benefits were eliminated for college students and for the parents of children receiving survivor’s or dependent’s benefits when their youngest child became 16 years old.

Furthermore, the creation of block grants forced the aged poor to compete with the nonaged poor, the disabled, the handicapped, and racial and ethnic minorities for a shrinking pie. Moreover, to increase the solvency of the Social Security Trust Fund, Congress in 1983 raised the eligible age for full retirement benefits to 66 by 2009 and to 67 by 2027. Consequently, most black men will not be able to receive their full Social Security benefits since they only have a life expectancy of 65 years (Hill, 1983a). Such structurally discriminatory policies suggest that the economic well-being of the black elderly will worsen significantly in the coming decades.

H. WELFARE POLICIES

The government policies most often cited as a major cause of black family instability are those related to welfare, especially the Aid to Families with Dependent Children program (AFDC). According to conventional wisdom, the surge in female-headed families and out-of-wedlock births among blacks during the 1970s and 1980s was caused mainly by the increasing availability of AFDC.

Numerous studies have been undertaken to test the validity of this belief and no convincing empirical support has been found. For example, after a rigorous test of the “welfare caused female-headed families” thesis, Ellwood and Summers (1986) concluded:

Between 1972 and 1980 the number of black children in female-headed families rose nearly 20%; the number of black children on AFDC actually fell by 5%. If
AFDC were pulling families apart and encouraging the formation of single-parent families, it is hard to understand why the number of children on the program would remain constant throughout a period in our history when family structures changed the most. (p. 94)

Similarly, in examining the relationship between AFDC and out-of-wedlock births among blacks, Ellwood and Summers (1986) noted:

What about the sharp rise in the fraction of all black births to unmarried women? The birth rate to unmarried black women fell 13% between 1970 and 1980, but the birth rate to married black women fell even more—by 38%; thus the fraction of births to unmarried women rose. During the same period the unmarried birth rate to whites rose by 27%. It seems difficult to argue that AFDC was a major influence in unmarried births when there was simultaneously a rise in the birth rate to unmarried whites and a fall in the rate for blacks. (p. 94)

Furthermore, comprehensive reviews of research findings by Wilson and Neckerman (1986), Ellwood and Bane (1984), and Darity and Myers (1984) also found no credible evidence for popular assumptions about welfare causality. Most of these reviews concluded that high unemployment and the shortage of black men were more strongly associated with black female-headed family formation than the “attractiveness” of welfare benefits.

I. AFDC-UP AND GA

Another popular assertion is that unemployed black men must desert their families to make them eligible for public assistance—since no welfare is supposedly available for poor two-parent families. But there are two public assistance programs that aid poor two-parent families: AFDC-Unemployed Parent (ADFC-UP) and General Assistance (GA) (National Urban League, 1980). The AFDC-UP program (which is federally-reimbursed) has been in operation since 1961. However, unlike the mandatory AFDC-Basic program for single mothers, AFDC-UP is optional. Consequently, only half of the states (none in the South) have AFDC-UP. Because of very restrictive eligibility criteria, AFDC-UP rolls have consistently comprised less than 10% of all AFDC recipients. The requirements—that AFDC-UP recipients have stable prior work histories, be eligible for unemployment insurance, and not be disqualified for UI benefits—disproportionately screen out poor black families. Such structural discrimination explains why only 25% of poor two-parent black families were receiving AFDC-UP in 1984, compared to 40% of poor two-parent white families (Hill, 1987b). About 253,000 AFDC-UP families (or 1.1 million persons) received benefits averaging $507 per month in 1986.
General Assistance (GA), which is completely funded by states and counties, is a successor to the Mother's Pensions programs established by states prior to the Social Security Act of 1935. Since the GA program is designed to provide short-term aid to individuals and families that are not eligible for the regular federally-funded welfare programs, poor two-parent families are usually over-represented. About a million individuals in 41 states received GA benefits averaging $127 per month in 1980 (Hill, 1981).

J. CHILD SUPPORT POLICIES

The family court is the basic governmental entity for providing child support to single parents. It establishes responsibility to pay child support, sets the amount to be paid, and attempts to enforce the obligation of the noncustodial parent to pay. Yet the family court has a number of deficiencies. First, it often fails to order any awards at all. Only three out of five mothers eligible for child support receive awards. Second, the probability of obtaining awards varies with marital status. Eight out of ten divorced mothers have child support orders, compared to less than half of separated mothers and less than one out of five never-married mothers. Third, the amount of child support awards varies widely from state to state and county to county and is often inequitable and regressive. For example, in the state of Wisconsin, noncustodial parents whose income was less than $5,000 were ordered to pay child support payments that were 41% of their income, while noncustodial parents whose income was $40,000 and over were ordered to make payments that were only 19% of their income (Garfinkel & Melli, 1987).

Welfare agencies became a major vehicle for obtaining child support for low-income single parents with passage of the Child Support Enforcement Program (IV-D) in 1975. This legislation required each state to establish an Office of Child Support Enforcement similar to the new office at the federal level to help obtain and enforce child support awards to AFDC families and to non-AFDC families on request for a fee. As a condition of AFDC eligibility, custodial parent had to agree to assist welfare authorities in establishing paternity and locating the absent father.

Several features of child support policies have adverse effects on custodial parents on AFDC. After working four months, their AFDC benefits are reduced a dollar for every dollar of earnings. Moreover, prior to 1984, there was little incentive for mothers to induce absent fathers to make support payments when none of the amount paid would go to the children. Thus, Stack and Semmel (1973) argue that these "support" payments are more accurately described as "state reimbursements." To provide some incentive, child support amendments in the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 (P L. 98-369) permitted states to disregard the first $50 of each monthly child support collected for families on AFDC (Everett, 1985).

Other provisions of this act, however, may have severe destabilizing effects on many AFDC families. For the first time, the income of all household members (such
as grandparents and nonrelatives) who are not legally responsible for providing support to children in AFDC families will be included in determining the amount of the AFDC grant. This will pressure many AFDC mothers in extended families, especially among blacks, to move away from relatives into housing they cannot afford. Moreover, for the first time all child support payments for children who are not part of the AFDC unit are to be included in determining the AFDC grant. This may cause many fathers, who faithfully pay child support to prevent their children from going on welfare, to discontinue those payments.

K. FOSTER CARE AND ADOPTION

Foster care is another social welfare program that is invariably omitted in conventional studies of black families. Almost two decades ago Billingsley and Giovannoni (1972) documented in great detail the disproportionate negative impact of foster care and adoption policies on black children and families. Numerous subsequent studies have confirmed the findings of that pioneering work (Fanshel & Shinn, 1978; Festinger, 1983).

Nevertheless, many child welfare agencies continue to use the following criteria for potential adoptive parents: (a) two-parent families; (b) middle-income; (c) no children; and (d) under 45 years old. Such criteria structurally discriminate against minority families, since the families most interested in adopting children are likely to be one-parent, low-income, with children, and over 45 years old (Hill, 1977; Gurak, Smith & Goldson, 1982). Consequently, disproportionate numbers of black children are likely to spend their entire childhood in the limbo of foster care. And studies have shown that persons reared in foster care are over-represented among incarcerated felons, alcoholics, drug addicts, prostitutes, and the homeless. In short, well-intentioned foster care and adoption policies may be unwittingly incubating tomorrow’s “underclass.”

L. HEALTH POLICIES

Both liberals and conservatives agree that government health policies have had a strong positive impact on black families. The passage in 1965 of Medicare for all persons 65 years and over and Medicaid for low-income individuals and families, and in 1974 of Supplemental Security Income (SSI) for low-income elderly, disabled, and blind, provided a major impetus for initiatives to improve access to quality health care to the economically disadvantaged. Other key health programs targeted for low-income groups were Community Health Centers, Food Stamps, School Lunch, School Breakfast, School Milk, Food Commodity Distribution, the Supplemental Food Program for Women, Infants and Children (WIC), and the Maternal and Child Health program (Levitan, 1985).
While the impact on blacks of some of these programs (notably Medicaid) is inconclusive, their combined impact has improved the health status of blacks markedly. For example, between 1960 and 1981, infant mortality among blacks fell from 44.3 to 20 per 1,000 live births, while maternal deaths among blacks dropped from 103.6 to 20.4 per 100,000 live births. Moreover, the percent of low birthweight black infants declined from 14.1 to 12.5 between 1969 and 1980 (U.S. Public Health Service, Health and Human Services, 1985). Furthermore, while the gap in life expectancy from birth between whites and blacks was 7 (70.6 to 63.6) years in 1960, the gap between whites and blacks narrowed to 4.5 (74.8 to 70.3) years by 1981.

Despite this progress, infant mortality today is twice as high among blacks as it is among whites, while maternal mortality is three times as high among blacks. There is also increasing evidence that, because of recent cutbacks in health programs for the poor, the proportion of low-income pregnant women receiving prenatal care has declined sharply, and the rate of infant mortality among blacks has not only failed to decline, it has risen in many states (Children's Defense Fund, 1986). Moreover, among persons 25 to 64 years old, black women (18%) are twice as likely as white women (9%) to have work disabilities today, while black men (16%) are one-and-a-half times as likely as white men (11%) to have work disabilities.

M. EDUCATION POLICIES

Several educational policies have also had positive consequences for black and low-income students and their families. Since it was established as a "War on Poverty" program in 1964, Head Start has provided a comprehensive array of child development services to children aged 3-5 from low-income families. Unlike most programs for economically disadvantaged students, Head Start has been able to obtain the active participation of parents as volunteers and paid staff. Follow-up studies of this program continually document its outstanding successes. Children who had been in Head Start were found to have higher rates of high school completion, college enrollment, and employment, and lower rates of arrests and welfare dependency than children not exposed to such preschool programs (Levitan, 1985). Unfortunately, because of funding constraints, the 450,000 children served by Head Start in FY 1985 accounted for only one-fourth of the low-income children eligible for those services.

Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 was established to provide funds to local school districts to target special educational initiatives to minorities and low-income children in elementary and secondary schools. Although evaluations of Title I reveal that it had some impact on improving the educational attainment of low-income children, its block grant features impeded its ability to target resources to the economically disadvantaged. This was also true of its successor, Chapter I of the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act, which was enacted by the Reagan administration in 1981.
Thousands of black young people have been able to obtain a college education as a result of government scholarship and loan programs. About $9.5 billion in Guaranteed Student Loans (at an annual interest of 8% after graduation) currently aid about 3.8 million low- and moderate-income students, while $873 million in Perkins Loans (at an annual interest of 5% after graduation) currently aid 944,000 students. Moreover, about $700 million currently help 800,000 students under the College Work Study program. However, one of the most important programs for helping large numbers of low-income black students to attend college was the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant (BEOG) program instituted in 1972.

The BEOG or "Pell" grants authorize a maximum award of $1,900 or one-half the cost of attending college ( whichever is less) to economically disadvantaged students. About 2.8 million students (about one-third of whom are black) received Pell grants in FY 1985 that averaged $1,230 per award. Prior to the budget cuts of the early 1980s, about half of black college students received Pell grants, leaving only one-tenth having to rely on Guaranteed Student Loans. However, the disproportionate cuts in scholarships have forced many black students either to increase their future indebtedness or to forego college (Jones, 1981). In fact, while the percent of white high school graduates going on to college rose from 51% to 59% between 1975 and 1985, the percentage of black high school graduates going on to college fell from 46% to 42% (Gibbs, 1988).

N. HOUSING POLICIES

Some public and private housing policies have had positive effects on black families; others have had devastating consequences. One of the early government housing policies responsible for opening the suburbs to low-income and middle-income whites, at the same time confining blacks—regardless of income—to central cities, was the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) mortgage program established in 1934, which insures mortgage loans made by private lenders. The lower down payments and easier terms with FHA financing significantly increased home-ownership opportunities for young and working-class families between the 1940s and 1960s. Unfortunately, since FHA procedures have promoted racial discrimination overtly and covertly, black families have been largely restricted to ghettos in central cities, while the "white flight" to the suburbs has been subsidized by white—and black—taxpayers (Newman, et al., 1978).

Working in concert with the government's (effectively racist) housing practices have been the private lenders (i.e., banks, savings and loans associations, and mortgage bankers), speculators, and real estate agents. Financial institutions are mainly responsible for "red-lining"—the refusal to grant home mortgage loans, commercial credit, and insurance for fire, property, and auto to minority families living in designated (or "red-lined") neighborhoods and communities. Although "racial steering" and "blockbusting" have been declared illegal, real estate agents continue to rein-
force residential segregation through more subtle techniques. Suburban communities are able to maintain racial segregation through exclusionary zoning, i.e., prohibiting multiple-family homes, apartments, mobile homes, and public housing and reserving large lots for building only single-family homes.

Working-class and poor black families have been displaced from their homes and communities through urban renewal, highway construction, housing abandonment, escalating rents, excessive property taxes, condominium conversions, and gentrification. According to a 1979 HUD report, about 500,000 households (with an overrepresentation of black families) were displaced each year between 1974-76 (U.S. Housing and Urban Development, 1979). Most studies of black family instability invariably fail to underscore the fact that much of the "pathology" in inner-city ghettos can be traced to public and private disinvestment policies.

Several housing assistance programs have helped working class and poor black families. During the first decade of the public housing program (1937-48), it was mainly restricted to working-class white couples (Leigh and Mitchell, 1980). However, with the inception of federal urban renewal in 1949, displaced single-parent and two-parent black families were given priority on public housing waiting lists. Thus, the proportion of blacks in public housing rose from 38% to 47% between 1952 and 1973 (Newman, et al., 1978). Since the 1.3 million public housing units for 4 million persons comprise only a small fraction (8%) of the 13 million low-income housing units in the United States, they have very long waiting lists.

The Section 8 rental assistance program, instituted in 1974, accounts for 2 million of the 2.6 million private units subsidized by the government in FY 1985. It helps 5 million poor persons obtain decent private housing by subsidizing the portion of rent exceeding 30% of household income. Yet federal housing assistance programs for the poor reach only one-fifth of the eligible households.

Blacks have already been affected by sharp cuts in government housing assistance programs, and they will be more acutely affected as 20-year government contracts expire for 60% of the 600,000 subsidized private units over the next 12-15 years. The current housing shortage is responsible for thousands of poor black families "doubling-up" with relatives and friends, while thousands of other poor black families and individuals live in temporary shelters, hotels, parks, and on the streets. Thus blacks are likely to continue to be overrepresented among the "hidden" and "visible" homeless in the coming decades.

O. PLANT CLOSINGS

Many government trade policies have had adverse effects on black workers and their families. Several studies have revealed that the industries with the largest job losses due to imports have a higher representation of black workers than those industries with the largest job gains due to exports. Thus black men have been disproportionately displaced by imports in the auto, steel, and rubber industries, and black
women have been disproportionately displaced by imports in the apparel and textile industries.

While blacks comprise only 7% of the work force in the 20 manufacturing industries that gained the largest number of jobs due to exports between 1964-75, blacks accounted for 11% of the work force in the 20 manufacturing industries that lost the largest number of jobs due to imports. Moreover, while blacks gained 229,000 jobs through exports in 1970, they lost 287,000 jobs because of imports—for a net loss of 58,000 jobs (National Commission for Employment Policy, 1978).

Between January 1979 and January 1984, 11.5 million workers lost jobs because of plant closings or relocation, abolition of positions or shifts, or slack work. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) has defined the 5.1 million workers who lost jobs held for at least 3 years as "displaced." Blacks, who accounted for 600,000 (or 12%) of the 5.1 million displaced workers, were much less likely than whites to be reemployed. While three out of five (63%) displaced white workers were employed by January 1984, only two out of five (42%) displaced black workers were employed. Moreover, black workers (42%) were twice as likely as white workers (23%) to be unemployed by January 1984. Furthermore, about half of all reemployed workers earned less than their income from their prior jobs (Flaim & Sehgal, 1985).

According to Bluestone and Harrison (1982), private disinvestment policies related to plant closings in inner-cities can also structurally discriminate against wage-earners in black families:

Blacks are especially hard-hit because they are increasingly concentrated within central cities and in those regions of the country where plant closings and economic dislocation have been most pronounced. Moreover, as the number of jobs grew rapidly in the South, whites moved in to take the overwhelming majority of them. How capital mobility can have a discriminatory impact, intentionally or not, is shown clearly. When a laundry located in St. Louis began to decentralize in 1964, its work force was 75% black. By 1975 after it had opened up 13 suburban facilities and reduced its downtown operation, its black work force was down to five percent. (pp. 54-55)

P. EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS

The first comprehensive federal jobs program was the Manpower Development and Training Act (MDTA) of 1962, which was designed initially to provide retraining for adult workers who had been displaced by technological changes or had not recovered from the severe 1960-61 recession. However, as a result of accelerated economic recovery and passage of the "War on Poverty's" Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, racially and economically disadvantaged groups became the primary MDTA populations. The major employment and training programs instituted during the 1960s
were: MDTA classroom (institutional) training, MDTA on-the-job training (OJT), Concentrated Employment Program (CEP), Neighborhood Youth Corps, Job Corps, Summer Youth Program, and Apprenticeship Outreach. The Work Incentive Program (WIH), enacted in 1967, is the only federal jobs program specifically targeted to welfare recipients.

The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA), the manpower block grant which replaced MDTA in December 1973, was the major jobs program established by the Nixon administration. Its primary emphasis was on Title I (modest funding was also allocated to Title II to provide comprehensive manpower services) to facilitate the employability of the "long-term" unemployed through subsidized public employment. However, because of the deepening 1974-75 recession, Title VI was added to CETA in December 1974 to provide public service employment (PSE) for the "short-term" unemployed. Prior to 1978, there were smaller proportions of black and economically disadvantaged participants in CETA than there had been in the MDTA programs (Mirengoff and Rindler, 1978). However, the Carter administration targeted CETA more on minorities and the poor through its 1978 amendments. In 1982, the Reagan administration eliminated the public service component and absorbed the remaining CETA programs into the Jobs Training Partnership Act (JTPA).

What impact did these federal jobs programs have on breadwinners in black families? In both MDTA and CETA, black adults were more likely than white adults to receive training in programs that led to lower earnings (such as classroom training or work experience) than in programs that led to higher earnings (such as OJT or public employment). For example, blacks comprised 39% of the adults in MDTA-classroom training, but only 28% of the adults in MDTA-on-the-job training. Similarly, blacks accounted for 33% of the adults in CETA-classroom training, but only 25% of the adults in CETA-OJT (Burbridge, 1985-86).

Among blacks and whites, adult trainees reported more significant post-program earnings gains from the MDTA programs than from CETA. In fact, most gains from CETA were insignificant for both black and white men. Although women tended to have greater earnings gains than men in both MDTA and CETA adult programs, white women had somewhat larger earnings gains than black women. Job Corps was the only ongoing MDTA and CETA program in which the gains were greater for males than for females. But even in Job Corps, white youth reported larger post-program earnings than black youth, regardless of sex. Similarly, white women had much larger earnings gains than black women in the WIN program for welfare recipients (Burbridge, 1985-86).

In general, women had larger earnings from the training programs in which they were underrepresented—OJT and Public Service Employment. While black women did somewhat better in CETA-OJT than white women, white women had larger gains in CETA-PSE. The overwhelming majority of women in government jobs programs were trained for "traditional female" occupations. Nevertheless, these programs have enhanced the economic well-being of many women by shifting them
from low-paying service jobs to low-paying—but slightly better—clerical jobs that were in high demand (Burbridge, 1985-86).

Female heads of families, especially among blacks, not only are sharply under-represented in most government jobs programs, but are also likely to have the poorest outcomes. According to a recent study of the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA), minority female family heads comprised only 3% of the total 350,000 persons terminated (i.e., completers and dropouts) during the transition year from October 1983 - June 1984. Most significantly, although black and Hispanic women account for 60% of all poor families headed by women in the nation, they comprised only 14% of the 75,100 JTPA terminees who were single parents (Harper, 1985-86). Overall, AFDC recipients comprise only one-fifth of the JTPA participants. Unless special efforts are made to target training of minority single parents for jobs at livable wages, rhetoric about the need for economic self-sufficiency and drastic welfare reform will continue for decades.

Q. JOBS TAX CREDITS

A major strategy to increase the demand for disadvantaged workers has been to provide wage subsidies in the public and private sectors, mainly through public service employment and on-the-job training. Jobs tax credits are also designed to provide private employers with incentives for hiring minority and low-income workers. The first tax expenditure jobs program was the Work Incentive Tax Credit, enacted as part of the WIN II program in the Revenue Act of 1971. The WIN tax credit tried to help AFDC recipients registered in the WIN program to obtain jobs in the private sector by providing tax credits up to 50% of the first-year wages, up to 25% of the second-year wages, and up to 50% reimbursement for on-the-job training costs. Between FY 1973 and FY 1974, the number of placements in jobs involving WIN tax credit rose from 25,000 to 40,000.

The next major employment tax credit was the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC), enacted under the Revenue Act of 1978, which replaced the WIN Tax Credit and the Vocational Rehabilitation Tax Credit when they expired on December 31, 1978. Although the Carter administration originally limited the TJTC to disadvantaged youths, aged 18-24, and cooperative education students, its coverage was broadened widely by the Reagan administration. Consequently, employers can now obtain Targeted Jobs Tax Credits if they hire persons from one of nine groups: (1) vocational rehabilitation referrals; (2) economically disadvantaged youths aged 18-24; (3) economically disadvantaged Vietnam-era veterans; (4) Supplemental Security Income (SSI) recipients; (5) General Assistance recipients; (6) economically disadvantaged cooperative education students; (7) economically disadvantaged ex-convicts; (8) AFDC recipients and WIN registrants; and (9) economically disadvantaged summer youths aged 16-17.
Evaluations of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit have found that economically disadvantaged youths aged 18-24 have been its major beneficiaries. In fact, low-income youths accounted for three-fifths of the 622,000 workers qualified for the TJTC in FY 1985. AFDC recipients and WIN registrants were the second largest group of beneficiaries, accounting for 16% of all persons qualifying during FY 1985. Yet, these assessments also reveal that the risk of becoming stigmatized as a welfare recipient, ex-offender, etc., contributes to the underutilization of the TJTC by many disadvantaged workers.

Conservatives and increasing numbers of liberals argue that wage subsidies in the form of subminimum wage differentials are needed to induce businesses to hire more minority youth. Yet the subminimum subsidies that currently exist have failed to markedly increase the hiring of minority youth. Although disadvantaged youths comprise the largest number of TJTC beneficiaries, this tax credit as well as the Subminimum Wage Youth Certificates (instituted in 1961) are still sharply underutilized for hiring black and Hispanic youths. Moreover, the Youth Incentive Entitlement Pilot Project—developed by the Carter administration as a Youth Employment and Demonstration Project Act (YEDPA) experiment in 1977 to test the feasibility of providing various wage subsidies for hiring disadvantaged youth—had very disappointing results.

Eight out of ten firms were still not willing to hire inner-city youths, even when offered 100% wage subsidies. Furthermore, a nationwide survey of employers conducted by the National Urban League’s Research Department in 1981 revealed that over half of the firms were not willing to hire more minority youths—whether they were offered wage subsidies of 50%, 75%, or 100% (Hill & Nixon, 1984). In short, firms that were committed to hiring minority youth did so, regardless of the wage subsidy. Increasing evidence demonstrates that subminimum wages are not the panacea for increasing job opportunities for black young people.

R. UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE

The Unemployment Insurance (UI) program is another important employment-related policy that is rarely assessed in conventional studies of black Americans. Yet UI has important positive and negative effects on the functioning of black families. Because of the devastating impact of the Great Depression of the 1930s on unemployed workers and their families, Congress enacted UI as an integral component of the landmark Social Security Act of 1935 to provide interim economic support to workers who became involuntarily unemployed. It is an optional federal-state system in which the federal government sets broad minimum criteria for financing and administration and the states determine eligibility and benefit standards. It is primarily financed from employer taxes which are collected by the states and deposited in the U.S. Treasury.
As a result of liberalizing amendments over the years, almost all (97%) wage and salary workers are in jobs covered by unemployment insurance. But coverage and eligibility are not the same. Although many unemployed persons may have worked in occupations or industries covered by UI, unless they were involuntarily separated or laid off, they may still be ineligible for jobless benefits. Three unemployed groups are generally ineligible for UI: (a) workers who voluntarily leave or quit their jobs; (b) persons re-entering the labor force (such as housewives); and (c) persons seeking work for the first time (such as recent school graduates or dropouts). Since blacks are overrepresented among the ineligible categories of the unemployed, they are less likely than whites to qualify for UI benefits.

Yet even being laid off does not automatically qualify one for UI. The involuntary unemployed worker must have worked a "sufficient" number of hours over the last 12 to 18 months and had earnings that were above a specified "minimum" standard to be eligible. Most states require that an unemployed person have sufficient earnings during a "base period" (usually the first 12 months of the last 15 months). Thus, thousands of workers in marginal, seasonal, or irregular employment may be ineligible for UI benefits—even if they have been laid off their jobs—because they are not regarded as having sufficient, regular, and recent attachment to the labor force (Blank & Blinder, 1986). The irregular work histories of many low-income black workers prevent them from qualifying for UI benefits even when laid off.

Even monetarily eligible laid-off workers may not be able to receive unemployment insurance if they have one or more of the following disqualifications: (a) voluntary quitting without good cause; (b) laid off because of misconduct or failure to follow orders; (c) refusal to apply for or accept suitable work without good cause; and (d) unemployment due to a labor dispute or strike. Furthermore, workers receiving UI benefits may be prematurely terminated if they are deemed not to be actively seeking work or to have refused a reasonable offer without good cause. Studies have revealed that blacks are more likely to have UI disqualifications than whites, especially for misconduct (Felder, 1979).

Moreover, black women are more likely than white women to be disqualified for voluntarily quitting related to pregnancy, caring for an ill child or relative, or for poor personal health, since none of these are considered to be "good cause" reasons for quitting a job. Thus, unemployed black women heading families are disproportionately denied jobless benefits because of such structurally discriminatory UI disqualification criteria.

Prior to the 1980s, about half of all unemployed workers and eight out of ten laid-off workers received jobless benefits. However, according to the NUL Black Pulse Survey, only one out of ten (10%) unemployed black household heads were receiving UI benefits in 1979, and 20% had exhausted them. Thus, 70% had never received them. More significantly, over half (56%) of the laid-off unemployed black household heads never received UI benefits, one-fourth (24%) had exhausted them, while only 20% were currently receiving them. However, due to the tightening of UI benefits for long-term unemployed individuals and communities by the Reagan ad-
administration in 1981, the proportion of all jobless workers receiving UI plummeted (Blank & Binder, 1986). Consequently, by 1987, only one out of four unemployed workers across the nation received UI benefits.

The decreasing availability of UI benefits for unemployed workers has had devastating effects on their families and has forced many working-class black and white families to resort to welfare—for the first time in their lives. This shift is reflected in the doubling of the number of families receiving AFDC-Unemployment Parent (AFDC-UP) assistance, from 141,000 to 261,000 between 1980 and 1985.

However, despite the fact that black family heads are twice as likely to be unemployed as white family heads, the former are less likely than the latter to be eligible for AFDC-UP benefits. Since AFDC-UP eligibility criteria rely mainly on UI qualifying standards, they disproportionately exclude poor two-parent black families. In short, breadwinners with any UI disqualifications are automatically ineligible for AFDC-UP. Such structural discrimination helps to explain why 40% of poor two-parent white families received AFDC-UP in 1984, compared to only 25% of poor two-parent black families (Hill, 1987b). Although the UI program enhances the economic well-being of the small fraction of unemployed blacks who qualify, it severely destabilizes working-class and poor black families whose breadwinners fail to meet its insensitive eligibility criteria.

S. AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

There is widespread disagreement about the impact of affirmative action policies on the black community. While some scholars (Jones, 1981; Pinkney, 1984) contend that these policies have enhanced equal opportunities for all blacks, others (Wilson, 1987) agree with the conservative position (Glazer, 1975; Loury, 1984) that affirmative action has helped mainly middle-class blacks.

A major reason for the continuing controversy over affirmative action is the inability of proponents and critics to agree on common definitions. Conservatives describe it as "reverse discrimination" against whites to achieve "equal results" for "unqualified" minorities, while liberals describe it as "compensatory" action to achieve "equal opportunities" for "qualified" minorities. Moreover, affirmative action standards are characterized as "quotas" by conservatives and as "goals" and "timetables" by liberals.

Both liberals and conservatives identify redressing past intentional discrimination as the overriding goal of affirmative action, thus underemphasizing the goal of eradicating unintentional discrimination as well. Yet the original Executive Order 11246, issued by President Johnson in 1965, was explicit about combating current institutionalized discrimination, both intended and unintended:

[Nondiscrimination] requires the elimination of all existing discriminatory conditions whether purposeful or inadvertent. A university contractor must
carefully and systematically examine all of its employment policies to be sure that they do not, if implemented as stated, operate to the detriment of any persons on grounds of race, color, religion, sex or national origin...

The premise of the affirmative concept of the Executive Order is that unless positive action is undertaken to overcome the effects of systemic institutional forms of exclusion and discrimination, a benign neutrality in employment practices will tend to perpetuate the status quo ante indefinitely. (Pinkney, 1984, p. 157)

Although numerical quotas receive the most widespread publicity, they constitute only a tiny fraction of all affirmative action remedies. The overwhelming majority of measures involve education, moral persuasion, voluntary compliance, negotiation, mediation, guidelines, and timetables. Courts have only required quotas as a last resort for employers who have failed to demonstrate good faith efforts to discontinue or redress discriminatory policies.

Moreover, many analyses suggest that working-class, rather than middle-class, blacks have been the major beneficiaries of most affirmative action orders and decrees. First, more black youths from poor and working-class families have been able to attend college as a result of affirmative action than blacks from middle- and upper-class families, since most of the latter would have gone to college anyway. Secondly, the bulk of court-ordered affirmative action decrees have involved back pay and promotion timetables for minority workers who had been confined to low-wage blue-collar service and clerical jobs because of discriminatory practices.

Statistical analyses consistently demonstrate that working-class and poor blacks benefited disproportionately from the educational and occupational gains of the 1960s and 1970s. For example, according to a study of occupational mobility of blacks during the 1960s by Levitan, et al. (1975), laborers, agricultural and domestic workers experienced more upgrading than “middle-class” workers:

Although the greatest attention has been focused on blacks moving into the professional, technical and managerial jobs, the more extensive gains during the 1960s came at the lower end of the labor market as blacks moved out of unskilled labor and farm work and into semi-skilled operative and clerical jobs. Upgrading at the bottom affected almost four times as many blacks as the entrance into upper echelon job classifications. (p. 189)

Similarly, Landry (1978) concluded that “over 80% of black middle-class males in both 1962 and 1973 had moved up from class origins lower in the hierarchy (p. 73).” In fact, three out of five (63%) middle-class black men came from either the working class (40%) or “underclass” (23%), compared to only 18% that came from middle-class backgrounds. Moreover, Hill (1981) revealed that black students from working-class and poor families went to college during the 1970s in higher propor-
tions than those from middle-class families. While the proportion of black college students with parents who were high school graduates soared from 21% to 31% between 1970 and 1979, the proportion of students with college-educated parents declined from 26% to 24%. Clearly, Affirmative Action contributed markedly to the growth in the "new" black middle class (Landry, 1987).

On the other hand, many analysts (Jones, 1981; Pinkney, 1984) have revealed a declining commitment to affirmative action by universities, businesses, and the federal government. Consequently, the proportions of black college students enrolled at the undergraduate and graduate levels have steadily declined since the mid-1970s. Other analysts (Palmer & Sawhill, 1984) call attention to sharp cuts made by the Reagan administration in funds for government agencies responsible for enforcing affirmative action policies. Moreover, Burbridge (1986) found that the number of class action suits filed by the federal government plummeted from 326 in 1979-80 to 82 in 1984-85.
VI. IMPACT OF COMMUNITY SUBSYSTEMS

What consequences do various subsystems in the black community have for the functioning of black families? The following features of inner-city communities have a significant adverse impact on black families: persistent high rates of unemployment, crime, delinquency, gang violence, drug abuse, AIDS, and alcohol abuse. On the other hand, there are self-help institutions, such as churches, fraternal groups, voluntary associations, schools, neighborhood groups, and extended family networks that enhance the vitality of black families. We will now examine the negative and positive characteristics of black communities in greater detail.

A. NEGATIVE COMMUNITY INFLUENCES

1. Joblessness

Back-to-back recessions, the exodus of industries, technological shifts, and continuing job discrimination have contributed to depression-level unemployment among black youths and adults. For example, according to the U.S. Labor Department, 13% of all blacks and 36% of black teenagers were unemployed in 1987. Yet the official jobless figures exclude 1.4 million black "discouraged workers" outside the labor force who want to work, and also fail to take into account part-time workers who want full-time jobs. When these excluded groups are incorporated, according to the National Urban League's Hidden Unemployment Index, the jobless rates increase to one out of four for all blacks and to one out of two for black teenagers. Thus in many poverty areas of inner-cities between 30% to 50% of all blacks and 65%-85% of black teenagers who want work are unemployed.

Although joblessness is mainly concentrated among black teenagers, various groups of black adults also have alarming jobless rates. For example, while 12% of black adults were officially unemployed in 1987, black adults had a "hidden" jobless rate of one out of four—the level of unemployment during the Great Depression of the 1930s. Between one-third and one-half of all black adults in poverty areas of inner-cities are, in fact, unemployed.

Moreover, contrary to the popular thesis about the economic superiority of black women, their unemployment rates are often just as high, if not higher, than those of black men. Furthermore, black women who head families have the highest jobless rates of all black adults. While black husbands and wives had official unemployment rates of 6% and 7%, respectively, in 1987, the official jobless rate for black female family heads was more than twice as high (16%). Unofficially, about three out of ten black women heading families are out of work today.

This pervasive joblessness among black adults and youths has devastating ramifications throughout the black community. Not only is persistent unemployment likely to lead to poverty, but since most jobless black breadwinners are not eli-
gible for unemployment benefits, they are often forced to turn to welfare. Moreover, as Brenner (1979) and other researchers (Hagen, 1983; Currie & Skolnick, 1984) have shown, high rates of unemployment are directly associated with high levels of alcoholism, wife abuse, child abuse, family break-ups, mental illness, physical illness, suicides, crime, and imprisonment.

Furthermore, research has revealed that a key contributor to dropout rates among minority youth is the need to work in order to help their unemployed or underemployed parents (Gary, 1981). According to Gibbs (1988), 27% of males and 11% of females who drop out of school do so to work. But the lack of a high school diploma forces many school dropouts to turn to illegal activities, such as numbers running, burglary, selling hot goods, pushing drugs, etc. Several studies have verified the obvious, that school dropouts are more likely to engage in criminal activities than students who remain in school (Viscusi, 1986).

2. Crime

As many classic studies of crime have shown, minorities with the highest rates of unemployment also have the highest rates of crime (Shaw & McKay, 1931, 1942). Consequently, blacks are overrepresented in arrests, convictions, and incarceration. While blacks comprise 12% of the U.S. population, they account for one-fourth of arrestees and one-half of the state prisoners. This overrepresentation is at least due in part to differential treatment of blacks and whites at every phase of the criminal justice process. Blacks, especially males, are more likely to be stopped, questioned, detained, booked, jailed, convicted, imprisoned, and executed than are whites committing the same or more serious offenses (Marable, 1983).

Such disproportionate rates of arrests, convictions, and incarceration contribute to the formation of black single families. Male criminal offenders are less available as marriage partners. Their police records are major barriers to legitimate employment; their low educational skills preclude them from all but the most menial jobs; their periodic court appearances prevent them from obtaining or maintaining steady work; and incarceration at prison facilities keeps them from their wives and girlfriends for long periods of time.

Since males comprise the overwhelming majority of criminal arrestees and prisoners, the increasing numbers of female offenders are often ignored. The proportion of female arrestees rose from 16% to 17% between 1975 and 1983. Moreover, although blacks comprise 12% of all women in the United States, they account for over half (53% in 1978) of all women in state and federal adult prisons (McGhee, 1984). And female offenders are invariably sent to penitentiaries that are far away from their families. Most incarcerated black women must rely on extended family members to care for their children—those that have not already been placed into foster care.

Blacks are not only overrepresented among criminal offenders, but among the victims as well (Stewart & Scott, 1978). Over half of all murder victims in the United
States are black, and homicide is the leading cause of death among black men between 15 and 44 years old. Black men (64.8 per 100,000 in 1981) are six times more likely than white men (10.4 per 100,000) to die of homicide, while black women are four times more likely to be murdered than white women. And low-income black families have the highest rates of criminal victimization. Although all black households were burglarized at a rate of 115 per 1,000 households in 1978, black families with incomes under $3,000 reported between 129 and 155 burglaries per 1,000 households per year (Marable, 1983).

3. Delinquency

Because of the aging of the baby boom cohort, the proportion of arrestees under age 18 declined from 26% to 17% between 1975 and 1983. But there has been an increase in the proportion of black youths arrested and incarcerated, especially for violent crimes (Woodson, 1981a, 1981b). Although blacks comprise 15% of all juveniles in the United States, they account for 21% of all juvenile arrests (Swan, 1981a). Moreover, they are arrested for one-fourth of the property crimes and half of all the violent crimes committed by juveniles. Between 1960 and 1979, the proportion of blacks arrested for juvenile crimes rose from 19.6% to 21.4% (Gibbs, 1984).

Consequently, most inner-city black youths, especially males, are likely to have had some contact with the criminal justice system (Swan, 1981a). About 15% of all black males between the ages of 15 and 19 were arrested in only one year (1979). Most criminologists contend that about one-fourth (25%) of black men are arrested at least once by age 16. It has been estimated that between 50% and 90% of black male adolescents in poverty areas have arrest or "police contact" records (Fogelson & Hill, 1968).

What is even more alarming is that juvenile crimes are increasing in severity at the same time that the offenders are declining in age. Between 1978 and 1983, the rate of referrals to juvenile courts rose 38% for 12-year-olds, 37% for 13-year-olds, 22% for 11-year-olds, and 15% for 10-year-olds. Part of this increase is attributed to recent efforts by organized crime to recruit younger juveniles to sell and deliver drugs.

Homicide is the second leading cause of death among black youth 15 to 24 years old. More than 2,000 black youths 10 to 19 years old were murdered in 1980, most of them by other black teenagers. In Detroit, an average of one child was shot every day in 1983, and 43 children under age 17 were murdered. While gang activity is responsible for some of this increased youth violence in many cities, much of it also involves individual youths. As Gibbs (1984) observes, "Inner-city neighborhoods are increasingly becoming brutalized by youth who burglarize stores and homes, vandalize schools and churches, and terrorize those who are old, sick and vulnerable (p. 9)." Clearly, black-on-black crime, among both youths and adults, is having devastating effects on the entire black community.
4. Drug Abuse

Drug abuse has plagued the black community for quite some time. According to the 1982 National Survey on Drug Abuse, one-third of both blacks and whites had used drugs illicitly at some point in their lives, and 13% of blacks and 12% of whites indicated they were currently using illicit drugs. According to Client Oriented Data Acquisition Process (CODAP), about one-fourth (23%) of the clients admitted to federally-funded drug abuse treatment centers in 1983 were black. Older black clients (25 years and over) are overrepresented among heroin (92%) and cocaine (69%) users, while younger blacks are overrepresented among marijuana (69%) and PCP (47%) users. Similar patterns hold among whites: older clients are overrepresented among heroin (84%) and cocaine (55%) users, while younger clients are overrepresented among marijuana (76%) and PCP (63%) users (Primm, 1987).

Although black youths 18 to 25 years old have about equal rates of drug abuse as white youth, drug abuse has risen sharply among black youths over the past 20 years. Since 1973, the mortality rate from drug-related deaths has increased markedly in nine major urban areas, with about one-third of those fatalities occurring among black youths 15 to 24 years old (Gibbs, 1984). The increase in drug abuse among black women has led to a sharp rise in births of drug-addicted babies—many of them spending several years in hospitals, especially in New York City, as “boarder” babies.

5. AIDS

The most menacing consequence of extensive drug abuse in inner-cities has been the disproportionate spread of AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) among minorities. Blacks constituted 25% of the 24,500 AIDS cases reported in the United States between 1981-1986, while Hispanics comprised 14% (Primm, 1987). Although men account for 90% of the AIDS cases of all races, minority women comprise the overwhelming majority of female AIDS cases. While blacks and Hispanics comprise two out of five (37%) male AIDS patients, they account for 70% of all women who have contracted AIDS. The AIDS disease appears to be transmitted disproportionately among minorities through intravenous drug users and their sexual partners; homosexual or bisexual men with AIDS are disproportionately white.

Minority children have also been hit hard by AIDS. Blacks comprise over half (58%) of the 350 children under 15 years old with AIDS, while Hispanic children account for one-fourth (22%). Black children are 15 times more likely and Hispanic children 9 times more likely than white children to contract AIDS. Most of these children acquire the AIDS disease before or during birth from mothers who were intravenous drug users sharing contaminated needles or whose sex partners were drug users.

Not only are minorities overrepresented among AIDS patients, they are also more likely than white AIDS patients to die from the disease. Blacks account for
three out of ten AIDS-related deaths in New York City, where, in contrast to trends at the national level, drug addicts (53%) outnumber homosexual and bisexual men (38%) in AIDS-related deaths. Unfortunately, the number of AIDS cases is expected to spiral among all racial groups in the coming decades. According to Primm (1987), blacks are expected to comprise about 12,000 of the 179,000 AIDS-related deaths predicted to occur in this country by 1991.

6. Alcohol Abuse

Interestingly, among all the "self-destructive" behavior cited in most conventional studies of black families, alcohol abuse is conspicuously omitted. Yet many analysts have found alcoholism to be strongly associated with wife abuse, child abuse, homicides, family break-ups, mental illness, and physical illness in black families (Harper & Dawkins, 1977; Brenner, 1979). Moreover, liquor stores appear to be as numerous as churches in many black communities. Harper (1976) summarizes drinking patterns among blacks as follows:

Blacks tend to be group drinkers, drinking with friends and relatives as opposed to drinking alone. Blacks tend to drink more frequently and heavily during the weekends. Urban blacks tend to drink more than rural blacks. Black alcoholics tend to be younger than white alcoholics. Blacks tend to either drink heavily or not at all. Fifty-one percent of black women do not drink compared with 39% of white women. However, of the black women who drink, a larger proportion tend to be heavy drinkers.

Black alcoholics come from various socio-economic backgrounds. There seems to be an association or correlation among problem drinking, health problems and social problems in crowded black communities. Blacks are less likely to view excessive drinking as a disease and slower to confront it as a problem requiring help. Blacks tend to be admitted less frequently to treatment centers than whites (Bell & Evans, 1981, p. 10).

Numerous health problems among blacks have been found to be associated with alcohol abuse (Jones & Rice, 1987). For example, while the rate of cirrhosis mortality is twice as high among black men as it is among white men nationally, in some urban areas the rates are 3 to 12 times higher than for white men. Moreover, the rate of cancer of the esophagus among black men 35 to 49 years old—which is closely linked to alcohol consumption and smoking—is several times higher than among comparable-aged white men.

Despite the severe destabilization in black families resulting from alcoholism, there appears to be no sense of urgency on the part of black leadership to develop comprehensive strategies to effectively combat this disease. Some contributors (Harper,
1976) contend that the financial contributions to black leaders and organizations from the liquor industry may be mainly responsible for this inaction.

B. SELF-HELP INSTITUTIONS

There is currently widespread debate about the relative merits of self-help and government aid as viable strategies for improving the social and economic conditions of the black community. The question of self-improvement has faced blacks consistently from slavery to the present time. In fact, less than three decades after Emancipation, DuBois (1908) noted, "It is often asked, 'What is the Negro doing to help himself after a quarter century of outside aid?'"

DuBois conducted a large-scale survey of black self-help organizations to provide an empirical base for an 1898 Atlanta Conference on the topic, "Some Efforts of American Negroes for Their Own Social Betterment." The research findings and proceedings of that gathering were published as the third volume in the Atlanta University Publication Series. This monograph revealed that the black community has a distinguished tradition of self-help, especially among free blacks in the North and South, during and after 250 years of slavery. Moreover, DuBois (1896-1917) updated his surveys of black self-help groups and published his findings in subsequent monographs, notably, "Economic Cooperation Among Negro Americans" (1907) and "Efforts for Social Betterment Among Negro Americans" (1909). However, there have been few comprehensive studies of black self-help on a national scale. Notable among those that have been conducted are Inabel Lindsay's Ph.D monograph, "The Participation of Negroes in the Establishment of Welfare Services, 1865-1900," (1952) and Edyth Ross's book, Black Heritage in Social Welfare Services, 1860-1930, (1978).

A recent monograph that has contributed significantly toward underscoring how important self-help institutions are is "To Empower People" by Berger and Neuhau (1977). According to these analysts, nongovernment support systems serve as "mediating structures" to help individuals and families to cope with and counteract adverse societal forces and social policies. These mediating structures include both formal organizations (such as churches, private schools, voluntary associations) and informal subsystems (such as social clubs, neighborhood groups, peers, friends, and extended family networks).

Numerous studies have found that mediating structures provide the bulk of the services received daily by most individuals and families. During a crisis, the overwhelming majority of black people are more likely to turn to members of their informal support network (such as relatives or friends) before turning to members of formal support systems (such as social workers, doctors, lawyers, etc). For example, since 85% of black teenage mothers live in three-generational households with their own parents, most of the social and economic support they receive each day is provided by their immediate family—and not by welfare agencies. We will now examine the impact of self-help institutions on black families.
1. Black Churches

The black church continues to be a major force in the lives of the overwhelming majority of black people in America. According to a Gallup survey conducted in 1984, three-fourths (74%) of black adults belong to churches, compared to two-thirds (68%) of white adults. And, according to the NUL Black Pulse, two-thirds of black adults attend church each week (48%) or several times a month (19%). Moreover, seven out of ten black parents send their children regularly to Sunday school. The Protestant denominations influence the lives of eight out of ten blacks, most of whom are either Baptists (56%) or Methodists (13%). Furthermore, while only 6% of all blacks are Catholics, about 5% of black parents—many of whom are not Catholics—send their children to parochial schools.

The overwhelming majority of blacks have positive attitudes toward the black church. According to the National Survey of Black Americans (Taylor, et al., 1987), eight out of ten blacks think that black churches have helped the condition of black Americans, while only 5% think they have hurt them and 12% think they have made no difference. While low-income blacks (86%) are somewhat more likely than middle-income blacks (80%) to have positive attitudes toward the church, the college-educated (85%) and those with less than a high-school education (85%) are equally likely to think the black church has been helpful to blacks. Moreover, elderly blacks (93%) are much more likely to have favorable attitudes toward the church than young adults aged 18 to 25 (76%).

A survey of 21 black churches in the Washington, D.C., area, conducted by Howard University's Institute for Urban Affairs and Research (Brown & Walters, 1979), reported the following: (a) two-thirds of the church members were women; (b) about half were married, 25% were single, and 20% were widowed or divorced; (c) almost half were over 50 years old (44%), one-third were between the ages of 31 to 50 (32%), and one-fourth were under 31 years old (24%); (d) over half had post-secondary education (29%) or were college graduates (27%), one-fourth were high school graduates, and one-fifth had less than a high school education; (e) their median annual income was $8,000, with 21% having incomes under $5,000, and 13% over $20,000; and (f) half of them were homeowners.

Two-thirds of the church member respondents had belonged to their churches for over 10 years, while less than one-tenth had been members less than a year. The primary reasons that they gave for attending church were: satisfying spiritual needs (72%), personal involvement and satisfaction (57%), spiritual doctrine of the church (53%), and the leadership of the pastor (50%). Although most church members felt that the primary mission of the church was spiritual, over nine out of ten felt that it should also be involved in community action and providing social services.

A sample of residents in the neighborhood of the churches were also interviewed to obtain their perceptions about the churches and their role in the community. Although over half of the residents belonged to some church, only one-tenth belonged to
the church in the study sample. Two-thirds of the residents were only slightly familiar with the church, with 14% not knowing about the church at all. Four out of five residents were not aware of the church's involvement in specific community-related activities. While three out of ten felt the church was involved in community leadership, four out of ten felt they were not involved (Brown & Walters, 1979).

When DuBois conducted his pioneering studies of black self-help about a century ago, a major social welfare function of black churches was to provide economic protection to families, especially to widows and orphans, during crises brought on by sickness and death. Many black benevolent societies and black businesses, particularly in the fields of insurance and banking, grew out of the savings plans and clubs launched by the early black churches. Due to the widespread availability of life insurance today—from both black and white firms—most black churches no longer have to play major roles in providing such protections.

Black churches currently provide a wide range of social services directed toward strengthening families and enhancing positive development of children and youth. Many of the founding churches still provide vital services to the black community, such as New York City's Mother AME Zion, Abyssinian Baptist, St. Phillips Protestant Episcopal, Concord Baptist, and Bridge St. AME; Chicago's Bethel AME and Olivet Baptist; Petersburg's, Guilfield Baptist (Virginia); Detroit's Second Baptist, and many others. To combat the deterioration of black families, increasing numbers of black churches have set up Quality of Life Centers to address the needs of all family members from a holistic perspective. One of the most prominent centers is the Shiloh Family Life Center of Shiloh Baptist Church in Washington, D.C. Some of the comprehensive services provided by such centers include day care, preschool programs, nurseries, parenting, family counseling, remedial education, family planning, drug abuse prevention, employment training, and recreational activities (Alexander, 1987; Brown & Walters, 1979).

Because of the persistent difficulty in attracting and retaining men, numerous black churches have adopted aggressive efforts to reach adolescent males. United Methodist Church in Chicago has established Big Brother/Male Mentors programs to provide positive male role models, especially for young men growing up in female-headed families. Others, like Union Temple Baptist Church in Washington, D.C., have a broad array of activities to appeal to young black males, including formalized rites of passage to prepare them adequately for the transition to manhood and responsible fatherhood. Many Pentecostal and Christian Charismatic churches also have effective programs for increasing the participation of black young males in productive pursuits. While such programs specifically targeted to unchurched young men are relatively new, black churches across the nation have many other programs that assist adult and adolescent women, especially those who head families.

Assistance to orphans and homeless children has been a historic concern of black churches. Most of the early black orphanages were founded by black religious institutions. Recently, the disproportionate numbers of black children under foster care have alarmed many black ministers. The adoption of two adolescent males in
1980 by a black Catholic priest, Father George Clements of Holy Angels Church in Chicago, dramatized the plight of black children in foster care. Because of the widespread concern that his actions aroused, Father Clements founded the "One Church, One Child" program, in which each black church would make a commitment to the adoption of at least one black child by a member of that congregation. This program has been so successful that it is being replicated across the country. For example, a group called "Ministers for Adoption" has been set up in Jackson, Mississippi, and a consortium of black ministers in Virginia has launched an aggressive statewide adoption campaign under the slogan, "Claiming Our Own."

The declining availability of affordable housing in the black community has stimulated black churches throughout the nation to build housing complexes for low-income families and senior citizens. Examples of such churches include: Allen Temple Baptist Church in Oakland, California, Wheat Street Baptist Church in Atlanta, Georgia, Church of the Good Shepherd Congregational in Chicago, Antioch Missionary Baptist Church in Chicago, and United House of Prayer for All People in Washington, D.C.

To revitalize entire neighborhoods, black churches have formed community development corporations to stimulate the growth of black businesses as well as to increase the stock of affordable housing. For example, Zion Investment Corporation (ZIC), a development arm of Zion Baptist Church in Philadelphia, has built a shopping center and created small businesses in such areas as construction, real estate, and wiring. And Zion's 23-year-old Opportunities Industrialization Center (OIC)—founded by its pastor, Rev. Leon Sullivan—is a nationally-acclaimed employment program that has trained over 750,000 low-income residents for a wide variety of jobs. Similarly, in Washington, D.C., the United House of Prayer for All People has constructed McCullough Plaza—a huge complex of housing developments, shopping facilities and small businesses. The St. John Community Development Corporation, set up by St. John Baptist Church, is revitalizing Miami's Overtown section—a low-income community that has been devastated by periodic waves of rioting during the 1980s. Moreover, Allen AME Church in Jamaica, New York, has established a housing corporation, a 300-unit senior citizens complex, a 480-pupil elementary school, a health service facility, and a home care agency for the elderly and handicapped (Alexander, 1987).

To insure more effective use of the mammoth resources of the black church, often referred to as "the sleeping giant," the seven historic black denominations agreed to form the Congress of National Black Churches (CNBC) under the direction of Bishop John Hurst Adams in 1978. CNBC has started up an impressive array of activities in such areas as church leadership development, economic and community development, and the strengthening of black families (Alexander, 1987).
2. Fraternal Organizations

As DuBois’ studies of self-help revealed, fraternal societies have played a major role in providing vital support to black families. Initially, these societies were mainly concerned with providing economic protection during sickness and death. Consequently, they set up burial and insurance mutual aid plans. They also established orphanages and nursing homes. Presently, most secret fraternal societies place major emphasis on educational excellence and on the economic development of inner-city communities.

Although fraternal organizations on black colleges continue to be criticized for placing undue emphasis on socializing, more and more of them are rendering important services to low-income blacks. For example, in 1984, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority launched Summit II, a comprehensive campaign to assist black single mothers through the nationwide network of Deltas. Similarly, Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity formed “Project Alpha” to provide positive male role models for black adolescent males being reared in single-parent families. Zeta Phi Beta Sorority launched “Stork’s Nest” to promote proper prenatal care to pregnant and nonpregnant adolescent females in inner-cities and “Project Zeta,” a nationwide drug abuse prevention program. And “Project Assurance” was established by Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority to provide a broad range of important health and nutrition information to black children and their parents.

3. Voluntary Associations

Black voluntary associations have traditionally provided major services to the black community. And women’s clubs, as DuBois noted, have been in the vanguard of such efforts. These groups set up orphanages, nursing homes, nursery schools, elementary schools, hospitals, and businesses. During World War I, for example, to counteract neglect of black servicemen, black women’s clubs set up their own “Black Red Cross” across the nation. Over the years, women’s organizations have placed major emphasis on strengthening black families, enhancing the development of black children and youth, and improving the social and economic well-being of black women.

National black women’s self-help groups that perform important functions for the black community include National Council of Negro Women, National Association of Negro Business and Professional Women’s Clubs, National Black Nurses Association, Jack and Jill of America, the Girl Friends, the Links, National Hook-Up of Black Women, the Coalition of Black Women, and the National Black Women’s Health Project. On September 13, 1986, the National Council of Negro Women sponsored the first national Black Family Reunion Celebration, where more than 250,000 people gathered in the nation’s capital to attend workshops and obtain information about strategies they might adopt to strengthen black families in their communities.
Vital assistance to black individuals and families has also been provided by numerous black national organizations that specialize in social welfare. The oldest and largest of these groups is the National Urban League, which was founded by black and white social workers in New York City in 1910. Since its inception, the NUL has facilitated the training of black social workers across the nation, enhanced scholastic achievement through numerous educational initiatives, increased job opportunities for thousands of low-income and middle-income blacks, increased housing options for blacks, and provided a broad array of social and economic services to blacks in need.

To mobilize the resources of black national organizations to address the crisis confronting black families, the National Urban League and the NACCP co-sponsored the Black Family Summit at Fisk University from May 3-5, 1984. Over those three days, more than 100 black organizational representatives developed a comprehensive agenda for strengthening black families. Subsequently, spin-off summit conferences on black families have been held by coalitions of black organizations at the state, county, and city levels.

The National Urban League currently has several programs to prevent adolescent pregnancy and to provide vital support to unwed adolescent parents. It has also launched a nationally-acclaimed media campaign to encourage greater responsibility on the part of adolescent males in their sexual relations with adolescent females. Many innovative programs in these and related areas are being implemented by Urban League affiliates in more than 100 cities. For example, comprehensive Black Family Resource Centers have been set up by UL affiliates in Baltimore, Maryland, and Columbus, Ohio. And special programs targeted to single black adolescent mothers and fathers are underway in UL affiliates in Chicago, Albany, and in many other cities. Other national black organizations that provide important services to black children and their families include National Black Child Development Institute, National Caucus and Center on Black Aged, National Association of Black Social Workers, and National Association for the Southern Poor.

4. Private Education

The poor quality of education in many inner-city public schools has spurred numerous self-help groups to develop a broad range of strategies to enhance the educational attainment and employability of black young people. One such strategy has resulted in a surge in the number of black independent schools. One of the most widely-acclaimed private black schools is Westside Preparatory in Chicago, founded by Marva Collins. Other exemplary independent black schools include Provident St. Mel in Chicago, the Chad School in Newark, N.J., Ivy Leaf School in Philadelphia, Lower Eastside International Community School in New York City, Randall Hyland in Washington, D.C., Red School House in St. Paul, Minn., and the W.E.B. DuBois Academic Institute in Los Angeles. Because of the mushrooming of these schools, national networks have been formed to enhance their collective influence, such as the
Council of Independent Black Institutions (CIBI) and the Institute for Independent Education.

To provide quality education to the "pushouts" of public schools, the New York Urban League established the Street Academy and Harlem Prep in Harlem during the late 1960s. By providing a broad range of supportive services (such as counseling, child care, and vocational training) these "academies of the street" have helped hundreds of black youth not only complete high school, but to go on to college as well. Street academies have been set up throughout the nation, in Washington, Oakland, Detroit, and South Bend, to name but a few. Some of these programs have been so successful that they have been "adopted" by local school systems, such as in Washington and in New York City.

One of the most innovative educational programs for black youth, developed by public housing residents, is "College Here We Come." This initiative was launched in 1974 by Kimi Gray and other residents of the Kenilworth-Parkside public housing complex in southeast Washington, D.C. Its goal was to raise the educational and occupational horizons and attainment of young people residing in public housing. By providing a broad range of social and economic support, this effort enabled more than 600 low-income youth to attend college. During semester breaks, these students would return home to serve as positive role models for other public housing youth. Other innovative grassroots programs to enhance the educational capabilities of black youth were developed by such groups as Complex Associates in Washington, D.C., Glenville Community Center in Cleveland, Urban Youth Action (UYA) in Pittsburgh, and the W.E.B. DuBois Learning Center in Kansas City.

Another self-help institution in the black community that is still a lifeline for thousands of black youths and their families is the Historically Black College (HBC) (National Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and Universities, 1980). Although only 17% of black college students attend these institutions, HBCs accounted for two-fifths (38%) of all baccalaureate degrees conferred on blacks in 1975-76, 22% of the master's degrees, 4% of the doctorates, and 20% of the professional degrees. Recent studies have revealed that black students in HBCs are more successful academically and socially than are black students attending other colleges. While 70% of blacks in HBCs complete their studies, 70% of blacks in other colleges drop out.

Despite the positive impact of HBCs on black upward mobility, some policymakers contend that these institutions have outlived their usefulness as separate entities and must be merged with white institutions or phased out. Indeed, such mergers and closings have been proceeding at a rapidly increasing pace (Swan, 1981b), and this dissipation of historically black institutions has consequences not only for black students and their families but for the entire nation as well.
5. Neighborhood Groups

Neighborhood self-help groups—not affiliated with national voluntary organizations—have become increasingly significant in addressing many of the social and economic ills afflicting low-income blacks. According to a 1981 self-help survey, two out of five black adults contribute money to self-help groups in the black community and one out of four actually participate in such groups (Evaxx, 1981). As might be expected, somewhat higher proportions of middle-income blacks (42%) than low-income blacks (32%) contribute money to self-help efforts. Similarly, middle-income blacks (31%) are more likely than low-income blacks (24%) to become involved in such activities. Nevertheless, contrary to popular belief, between one-fourth to one-third of low-income blacks contribute their time or money to grassroots efforts to improve conditions in their communities. This sizable participation of poor blacks in helping themselves is reflected in the sharp increase in the number of indigenous groups in inner-cities over the past two decades. These grassroots groups perform vital functions in strengthening families, facilitating adoption and foster care, reducing anti-social behavior, enhancing education and employment skills, promoting businesses, and developing the community.

One exemplary grassroots effort is the Sisterhood of Black Single Mothers, founded by Daphne Busby in the Bedford-Stuyvesant section of Brooklyn. Since its inception in 1973, the Sisterhood has demonstrated that the circumstances of low-income single mothers can be improved significantly by addressing their needs from a holistic perspective, by enhancing their sense of self-worth, and by developing their skills in such areas as parenting, male-female relations, education, and employment. To increase the involvement of unwed fathers in raising their children, the Sisterhood recently helped form the Black Fatherhood Collective. The House of Imagene, founded by Rev. Imagene Stewart in Washington, D.C., was one of the first shelters established for abused black women in this nation. The People’s Busing Program in Cleveland maintains contacts between prisoners (both male and female) and their families by providing low-cost transportation to correctional institutions throughout Ohio. Other effective family-strengthening neighborhood groups include Baltimore Family Life Center, Teen Father Program in Cleveland, Teenage Parents Program (TAP) in Westchester, Pennsylvania, James E. Scott Community Association in Miami, and Parents and Youth on Family Functioning (PAYOFF) in Washington, D.C. (U.S. Executive Office of the President, 1986).

A nationally-recognized grassroots initiative in the field of adoption and foster care is Homes for Black Children (HBC), founded by Sydney Duncan in Detroit during the late 1960s. Alarmed by the large numbers of black children growing up in foster care, HBC was determined to demonstrate that there were more than enough families in the black community that were willing and able to provide wholesome environments for children who needed homes. Over a ten-year span, HBC found adoptive homes for over 700 black children. Spin-offs of HBC in other cities have also succeeded in finding black homes for black children. Mother Clara Hale founded Hale...
House in Harlem which, since 1969, has provided interim care for over 500 children until their mothers were rehabilitated from alcohol or drugs. The Adopt-a-Family Endowment was founded by Dr. James Mays, a black politician in Los Angeles, to provide surrogate extended family support to troubled one-parent and two-parent black families. This successful program is being implemented in Washington, D.C. (e.g., by Lincoln Congregational Temple) and in many other cities.

A major objective of many neighborhood groups has been the reduction of gang violence and youth crime. An internationally-acclaimed self-help group in this connection is the House of Umoja, which was founded by Sister Falaka Fattah and her husband, David, in Philadelphia during the late 1960s. The Fattahs used the African extended family concept to provide constructive alternatives to gang violence. Umoja channeled the energies of former gang members to productive endeavors, such as helping to build Urban Boys Town, one of the largest community-based residential facilities for troubled black youth in this nation, and creating a variety of youth-operated small businesses. Other indigenous groups that have succeeded in reducing youth crime and gang violence are Inner-City Roundtable of Youth (ICRY) in New York City, Family Helpline in Los Angeles, Youth in Action (YIA) in Chester, Pa., and SAY YES–Youth Enterprise Society in Los Angeles (Woodson, 1981a, 1981b).

Neighborhood groups are using a variety of innovative strategies for the positive development of inner-city black youth. SIMBA ("Young Lion" in Swahili) is a comprehensive male socialization program developed by Jawanza Kunjufu (1984, 1985, 1986a, 1986b) to prepare black boys between the ages of 7 and 19 for the rites of passage to responsible manhood. SIMBA provides positive black adult male role models, develops life skills, enhances ethnic and cultural identity, and promotes healthy male-female relationships. Such programs have been formed by neighborhood groups in many cities, notably in Cleveland (the East End Neighborhood House) and in Chicago. The "Responsible African-American Men United in Spirit" (RAA-MUS) program was developed by Dr. Kenneth Ghee in Cincinnati to provide positive socialization for young black males. Other groups with programs for the development of black children and youth are Midtown Youth Academy, the Institute for Urban Living, and RAP, Inc., in Washington, D.C., International Youth Organization (IYO) in Newark, the Mustard Seed Learning Center in Harlem, the Berkeley Academy for Youth Development in California, and Concerned Black Men in Washington, D.C., Philadelphia, and several other cities.

To increase the stock of affordable housing for poor families, neighborhood groups have adopted many strategies. One popular approach is "sweat equity," through which low-income families handle down payments or lack of credit through their own labor. By participating in the construction or rehabilitation of their homes, low-income people build up equity credits which are used in lieu of cash, for down payments or towards the purchase price. Self-help housing efforts have been successfully implemented by urban and rural groups such as Jubilee Housing in Washington, D.C., Delta Housing Development Corporation in Indianola, Mississippi, the S.E. Alabama Self-Help Association (SEASHA) at Tuskegee Institute, Alabama, and
Flanner House Homes in Indianapolis. Other grassroots groups that have successfully converted declining neighborhoods and communities into thriving ones include Operation Better Block (OBB) in Pittsburgh, Eastside Community Investments (ECI) in Indianapolis, and Collinwood Community Service Center in Cleveland.

Some of the most spectacular accomplishments in community revitalization have occurred in public housing. Several resident management corporations have demonstrated that they can maintain safe, pleasant, and comfortable living environments more efficiently and cost-effectively than local public housing authorities. For example, after three years of tenant management in Kenilworth-Parkside in Washington, D.C., there were sharp declines in vandalism, welfare dependency, school dropouts, teenage pregnancy, and unemployment. Over the same period building repairs and rent collections rose sharply. Other successful resident management initiatives include Bromly-Heath in Jamaica Plains, Massachusetts, Cochran Gardens in St. Louis, B.W. Cooper in New Orleans, and A. Harry Moore Houses in Jersey City, New Jersey. One key to their success is the establishment of numerous resident-operated small businesses in such areas as maintenance, day care, laundry, tailoring, barbering, beauty care, catering, and thrift shops. Resident management provides firm behavioral and maintenance standards for residents and enhances the residents self-esteem and sense of personal efficacy by encouraging tenant involvement (Woodson, 1987).

Many grassroots groups are convinced that the conditions in black communities will not improve significantly until comprehensive economic development takes place. Some of the neighborhood organizations that have succeeded in developing businesses in low-income communities are Business Opportunities System (BOS) in Indianapolis, Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation in Brooklyn, South Arsenal Neighborhood Development Corporation (SAND) in Hartford, and Jeff-Vander-Lou in St. Louis.

Increasing numbers of neighborhood groups focus on enhancing the entrepreneurial skills of minority youth. For example, the Educational Training and Enterprise Center in Camden, N.J., has helped hundreds of youths to create businesses in such areas as food vending and janitorial services. Several national organizations provide invaluable technical assistance to self-help groups in minority neighborhoods, notably the National Center of Neighborhood Enterprise (NCNE), founded by Robert L. Woodson, and the National Association of Neighborhoods (NAN), under the direction of Stephen Glaude, both of which are based in Washington, D.C.

6. Informal Support Networks

The continuing significance of informal support networks in the functioning of black families was documented by numerous studies during the 1970s and 1980s. Research by historians such as Genovese (1974), Gutman (1976), and Blassingame (1972), found mutual aid networks to be vital for the survival and advancement of black people during and after slavery. Moreover, studies by urban ethnographers...
such as Ashenbrenner (1973), Stack (1974), and Martin and Martin (1978) revealed that those mutual exchange systems were of special importance to low-income black families living in urban and rural communities during the 1970s.

These rich insights about black informal support patterns, drawn from historical and ethnographic research, were reinforced by surveys conducted at the national and local levels during the 1980s. One survey with national-level data on such patterns was the National Survey of Black Americans (NSBA) conducted in 1979-80 by the Institute for Social Research's Survey Research Center at the University of Michigan. The NSBA comprised a nationally-representative sample of 2,100 blacks aged 18 years and over. The Black Pulse Survey conducted in 1979-80 by the National Urban League's Research Department was the second survey with national data on social support networks among blacks. The Black Pulse comprised a national cross-section of 3,000 heads of black households. Local surveys with in-depth data on informal support patterns among blacks were conducted by McAdoo (1981, 1983), Malson (1980, 1983a) and Howard University's Institute for Urban Affairs and Research (Gary, et al., 1980, 1984).

The findings from these surveys reinforced one another, whether they were conducted at the national or local levels. For example, all of these studies revealed that blacks lived in close proximity to most of their kin. Eighty-six percent of the respondents in the Black Pulse Survey reported that they had relatives living in the same city (but not in their households), compared to 80% of the respondents in the NSBA (Hill, 1981; Taylor, 1986). And, in McAdoo's 1983 study, 86% of the single black mothers had relatives living within 30 miles.

Not only do most blacks live close to their kin, they also have very frequent contact. Three-fourths of the Black Pulse respondents visited their relatives daily (39%) or several times a week (36%). Two-thirds of the NSBA respondents visited their relatives daily (37%) or several times a week (28%). Three-fifths of the single mothers in McAdoo's study visited their relatives at least several times a week.

Eight out of ten blacks in the NSBA survey indicated that they received some support from their kinship network (Taylor, 1986). What kind of support did they receive? According to the Black Pulse Survey, money (33%), child care (27%), and transportation (26%) were the most prevalent forms of support received. In McAdoo's 1983 study, emotional help, child care, and financial help were seen as the three most important categories of help.

According to ethnographic studies, such as Stack's (1974), "what goes 'round, comes 'round." To what extent do the survey data reveal patterns of reciprocity? The Black Pulse Survey documents extensive mutual exchange. Money (23%), transportation (21%), and child care (17%), were also the most frequent forms of aid provided to relatives (Hill, 1981). Similarly, McAdoo's study found emotional help, child care, and financial help to be the most frequent forms of assistance provided to relatives. The Howard University study (Gary, et al., 1984) found more reciprocity when advice or help other than money was exchanged.
There continues to be widespread disagreement as to whether mutual aid networks are compensatory mechanisms for those in economic need. According to one thesis, low-income blacks are more likely than middle-income blacks to have closer ties to kin and to belong to informal support networks. The findings from all of these surveys strongly contradict the compensatory thesis. Not only are middle-income blacks just as likely as poor blacks to have contact with kin, but they are also just as likely to receive assistance.

For example, 88% of middle-income blacks ($20,000 and over) in the NCBA survey reported receiving help from kin, compared to 74% of low-income blacks (under $5,000). And middle-income blacks ($20,000 and over) in the Black Pulse survey were just as likely (88%) as low-income blacks to receive child care help from kin. Moreover, although low-income blacks (24%) were somewhat more likely than middle-income blacks (19%) to receive money from kin, the differences were not statistically significant.

It should be understood, however, that many of the relatives that are part of the mutual aid networks are "fictive kin," that is, nonrelatives who are as close as, and sometimes closer than, blood relatives. For example, Malson (1983a) observes:

The absorption of non-kin into the existing familial structure has long been an attribute of black life. These persons are usually referred to as "play sisters" or "cousins" to communicate the closeness of the relationship. Like other studies, McAdoo (1981) found that 71% of the subjects in her study had relationships with fictive kin. They took the roles of sisters, brothers, aunts, and uncles. (p. 42)

Fictive kin may also include nonrelated friends who have performed as mothers, fathers, grandparents, aunts, uncles, sisters, and brothers (Aschenbrenner, 1973; Stack, 1974; Martin & Martin, 1978). Some fictive kin are designated as godparents as well. Thus black extended families extend, in fact, to many nonrelatives as well as relatives. While half of the single mothers in McAdoo's study cited relatives as their "significant others," one out of three also mentioned friends. Manns (1981) has revealed that nonrelated "significant others" may hold such positions as teachers, scout leaders, playground instructors, ministers, etc., as part of informal support systems.

Contrary to the popular view of the "isolated" elderly, many studies reveal that the black aged are integral parts of black informal support networks (Hill, 1978b; Taylor, 1985). The black elderly are more likely to take others into their households than to live in the households of younger relatives. Only about 4% of black families headed by persons under age 65 have elderly persons living with them. Yet one out of three black families headed by women aged 65 years and over have informally adopted children, compared to only one out of ten white families headed by elderly women (Hill, 1981).

Moreover, according to the NSBA survey, not only did most black elderly live near kin, but two-thirds of them that needed help reported receiving it (Taylor, 1985).
Proximity to kin and having living children were important determinants of receiving help. Eight out of ten black aged who lived close to relatives received support from them, compared to only about half of those who lived far distances from kin. And three-fourths of black aged with living children received support, compared to only two-fifths of those without any children. On the other hand, low-income black elderly (under $3,000) were more likely not to receive support from kin than were middle-income elderly ($10,000), 40% to 29%. 
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VII. IMPACT OF FAMILY SUBSYSTEMS

The overwhelming majority of studies of black families have concentrated on the extent to which family characteristics—primarily structure and social class—enhance or detract from the well-being of black families. As Billingsley (1970, 1973) and other scholars (Herzog, 1970; Staples, 1971a) have noted, the focus on family structure has been dichotomous—one-parent or two-parent. The broad range of extended and augmented configurations in black families has been largely ignored in conventional analyses of black families. Similarly, the focus on social class has also been dichotomous—either "underclass" or "middle class." This simplistic dichotomy obscures the importance of understanding conditions among the black "working class"—the plurality of black families who are neither "middle class" nor "underclass."

Effective policies and strategies for aiding the black "underclass" will not be forthcoming until a fundamental understanding of the circumstances and dynamics of the black "working class" and "middle class" is achieved. Such policies will also require a proper understanding of the contemporary role of African-American cultural patterns. In short, there is a need for policy researchers to concentrate on the complex interactions among structure, class, and culture in the functioning of low-income and middle-income black families today.

A. FAMILY FUNCTIONING

A widespread deficiency of most research on black families is the failure to clearly define and make operational the concept of family "functioning." Although three types of family functions—instrumental, expressive, and instrumental—expressive—were identified by Billingsley (1968), most conventional studies have ignored those distinctions and continue to (1) equate structure with functioning, (i.e., generalize about functioning based solely on family structure), (2) assume the homogeneity of functioning, (i.e., assume that inadequate functioning in one domain is generalizable to other domains), and (3) use static characteristics to generalize about dynamic processes.

1. Equation with Family Structure

This practice involves generalizations about family "stability" or "instability" based solely on family headship. One-parent families are arbitrarily assumed to be "broken" and "unstable," while two-parent families are arbitrarily assumed to be "intact" and "stable," without providing for any independent assessment of the stability or cohesion of each type of family. Having one or two parents only describes the headship of that family; it does not describe how well that family functions in various domains. Since about one out of every two marriages today ends in divorce, it is obvious that thousands of two-parent families are not as "stable" or "intact" as is commonly
believed. In fact, many studies have revealed that, in some areas, one-parent families function as effectively, and sometimes more effectively, as many two-parent families (Kellam, et al., 1977; Hill, 1981).

2. Assumption of Functional Homogeneity

There is an assumption that functioning is a homogeneous entity, that inadequate functioning in one domain affects other domains. It is often reflected in the assumption that because the incomes of single-parent families are usually much lower than those of two-parent families, the former are also deficient in all noneconomic areas as well, including child-rearing. But the family functioning is not unitary, it is multi-dimensional. There are many areas of functioning and most of them can vary independently from one another. Thus one must clearly specify the various domains that are being discussed and assess systematically the adequacy of functioning in each of them.

Geismar (1973) is one of the few analysts to assess empirically and systematically the functioning of black families. He developed a scale of family functioning that comprised eight major domains: (1) family unity and relationships; (2) individual behavior and adjustment; (3) care and training of children; (4) economic practices; (5) home and household practices; (6) health conditions and practices; (7) social activities; and (8) use of community resources. Measures of the adequacy of functioning were derived in each of the eight areas and correlated with various family characteristics, such as headship and social class. Geismar found that many low-income black families that functioned inadequately in some areas, such as economic practices, functioned very well in many other areas, such as child care and family relationships. Geismar’s study was pioneering in another respect—it was longitudinal and thus was able to assess changes in various areas of black family functioning at different points in time.

3. Use of Static Characteristics

Unlike Geismar’s life-cycle approach, most traditional studies of black families examine the issue of functioning from a static perspective. Descriptions of black family characteristics for one point in time are used to generalize about the adequacy or inadequacy of functioning at other points in time. This is the fundamental weakness in the critique of Billingsley’s family typology by Williams and Stockton (1973) in their innovative assessment of the correlation between family structures and functions (instrumental, expressive, and instrumental-expressive). Williams and Stockton concluded that they found no evidence of “resiliency” among certain single-parent family structures, especially the extended attenuated households, since they ranked lower on functioning than two-parent families. However, since the concept of “resiliency” is dynamic and refers to functioning at more than one point in time, the cross-sectional data used by Williams and Stockton were inappropriate for such a test.
In fact, several research findings based on longitudinal data reinforce Billingsley's hypothesis of resilience. For example, Geismar (1973) found that poor families with low levels of economic functioning at the outset of the study showed greater economic gains five years later than low-income families that initially had high levels of economic functioning. A panel study by Kellam, et al., (1977) revealed that black children reared in three-generational households headed by their grandmothers (i.e., extended-attenuated) had as strong positive social-psychological outcomes ten years later as children reared in two-parent families.

This fallacy is most frequently manifested in generalizations about "long-term" or "inter-generational" welfare dependency that are based on data about the receipt of public assistance by single-parents at one point in time. Such inferences are usually derived without obtaining any data about the length of time that the family has currently been on welfare, whether the family had any prior experience with welfare, and the extent to which the family was dependent on welfare, (i.e., whether income from public assistance comprised over half of its total income). The 15-year Panel Study of Income Dynamics (Duncan, 1984) found no empirical evidence for extensive "inter-generational" welfare recipiency among poor families.

B. FAMILY STRENGTHS

In order to properly assess the functioning of black families, it is necessary to study their strengths as well as their weaknesses. Billingsley (1968) considered such traits as "religion, education, money or property, jobs, family ties, and other community-centered activities...as the chief ingredients of strong family life" (p. 98). Hill (1971) identified five factors that have been responsible for the survival, stability, and advancement of black families: strong kinship bonds, strong work orientation, adaptability of family roles, strong achievement orientation, and strong religious orientation.

To determine which attributes the black community identified as constituting family strengths, Royce and Turner (1980) interviewed a random sample of 128 blacks in Dayton, Ohio. Although their findings tended to confirm the strengths already identified by black scholars, other strengths were cited as well: teaching children to respect themselves, teaching children how to be happy, stressing cooperation in the family, and disciplining children. Moreover, a study conducted by Christopherson (1979) of rural blacks in Oklahoma cited this list of strengths: a love for children, a general acceptance of children born out-of-wedlock, and a resilience which allowed them to cope with negative forces that impact upon the family (Gary, Beatty & Berry, 1985).

One of the most comprehensive studies of strong black families was conducted by Howard University's Institute for Urban Affairs and Research. One key objective of the investigators (Gary, et al., 1983) was to identify factors that contribute to strong black family life. Fifty families, nominated as "strong" by groups in the Wash-
ington, D.C., area, comprised the study's sample—half were married couples and the remaining half were female-headed. The two attributes that were most often cited by the respondents—regardless of family structure—as common strengths of black families were family unity and religious orientation. Other strengths cited were love, effective coping strategies, support, and sharing responsibilities.

C. FAMILY STRUCTURE

Since most research on black and white families is based on the U.S. Census Bureau's definition of "family," it is important to examine the major dimensions of that classification. First, the bureau clearly distinguishes between "households" and "families." A household comprises "all related and unrelated persons who reside in the same dwelling unit." Consequently, a household may consist of one or more families. A family is defined as "a group of two or more persons living together in a household who are related by blood, marriage or adoption." "Primary families" are those in which one of the members is a household head, while "secondary families" (or "subfamilies") are those in which none of the members are household heads. According to this official definition, all three of the following characteristics are required to constitute a family:

- **Co-residence**—only related members who live in the same household. Kin living in separate households are not classified as part of the same family;

- **Minimum Size**—at least two related co-residents. Prior to 1947, one-person households were classified as "families."

- **Formal Kin Ties**—the co-residents must be formally related by blood, marriage, or adoption.

Billingsley (1968) used the Census Bureau's core definitions to derive three basic types of family households: (a) **Nuclear Families**—households comprising primary families with no other related or unrelated co-residents; (b) **Extended Families**—households in which at least one related child or adult lives with a nuclear family; (c) **Augmented Families**—households in which at least one unrelated child or adult lives with a nuclear family.

In order to underscore the diversity of structures among black families, Billingsley expanded each of the three core family types—nuclear, extended, and augmented—into three subgroups: (1) "incipient," households, comprising married couples with no children of their own; (2) "simple" (nuclear) households, comprising married couples with their own children; and (3) "attenuated" households, with single parents with their own children. Secondly, he added three combinations involving augmented families: incipient extended augmented, nuclear extended augment-
ed, and attenuated extended augmented. These classifications yielded 32 types of black family structures.

The prevalence of extended family households increased among blacks during the 1970s while remaining unchanged among whites. The proportion of blacks living in extended family households rose from 23% to 28% between 1970 and 1980, while it remained at 11% among whites (Allen, 1979; Allen & Farley, 1986). Moreover, based on Billingsley's typology, Payton (1982) found that only half of all black single-parent households consisted solely of mothers and their own children, and that three out of ten black women heading families were rearing children other than their own. However, as Williams and Stockton (1973) observed, by using the Census Bureau definitions as its building blocks, Billingsley's typology omits a common residential type—children living in households headed by single relatives such as grandmothers or aunts. Johnson's (1934) comment about this family structure, written over 50 years ago, is applicable today: "The numbers of households with old women as heads and large numbers of children, although of irregular structure, is sufficiently important to be classed as a type" (p. 37).

Yet, another major contribution of Billingsley's typology is its life-cycle perspective. It underscores the fact the researchers must examine changes in various areas of family functioning, from the early stages of their life-cycle (incipient nuclear: newly-weds with no children), to the intermediate (simple nuclear: couples with children), to later stages (attenuated nuclear: single parents with children).

D. FAMILY CULTURE

1. Abuse of Culture Concept

Another concept that is widely distorted in most discussions of black families is that of culture. A fundamental problem is the widespread use of this term as synonymous with "society" and "class." This intermingling of concepts has resulted in general failure among Americans to recognize African cultural patterns among blacks, and in general acceptance of the term, "culture of poverty," as an operational definition of blacks that lumps all three—culture, society, and class—together.

a. African Cultural Patterns. Historically, there has been a continuing debate between two schools of thought: (1) Frazier's (1931, 1939) perspective, which holds that blacks in America have no distinctive culture of their own because 250 years of slavery virtually destroyed all vestiges of African culture, and (2) Herskovits' (1941) perspective, which holds that African survivals continue to influence American blacks. Herskovits argues strongly against the view that American blacks have no African cultural legacies:

...a caution is in order concerning the degree of purity assumed to exist in the African traits to be reviewed...Negroes in the United States are not Africans,
but they are the descendants of Africans. There is no more theoretical support for an hypothesis that they have retained nothing of the culture of their African forebears, than for supposing that they have remained completely African in their behavior (p. 145).

Numerous contemporary scholars (Young, 1970; Blasingame, 1972; Genovese, 1974; Gutman, 1976; Shimkin, et al., 1978; Sudarkasa, 1980) find Africanisms in many aspects of black life, such as the extended family, child-rearing patterns, religion, language, music, art, rituals, nutrition, health, etc. Nevertheless, it is the Frazierian perspective that is widely-accepted by American social scientists today. It is reflected in assertions by Glazer and Moynihan (1963) that "the Negro is only an American and nothing else. He has no values or culture to protect" (Blauner, 1970, p. 132).

b. **Culture of Poverty.** The alleged absence of a distinctive culture among blacks leads to the explanation of black lifestyles in terms of class or socio-economic position (Berger, 1970). Consequently, the values and behavioral patterns of middle-class blacks are said to reflect those of middle-class white Americans, while the values and behaviors of poor blacks are said to be manifestations of an "underclass culture of poverty." Although this was coined by Oscar Lewis (1959) based on his studies of the rural poor in Mexico and Puerto Rico, it has been adopted by contemporary proponents of "underclass culture" among inner-city minorities.

According to this thesis, the economic deprivation of the "underclass" is self-perpetuated by an extensive array of negative and "self-destructive" lifestyle (such as female-headed families, welfare dependency, lack of work ethic, negative self-concept, etc.) that is handed down from generation to generation. In short, poverty is intergenerationally transmitted as a cultural "way of life," rather than as a result of contemporary forces such as racism, classism, and sexism. Thus, the "culture of poverty" notion leads back to the "blaming the victim" syndrome of the deficit model.

A basic flaw in the culture of poverty thesis is its failure to distinguish clearly between "situational adaptations" that are reactions to contemporary circumstances and "historical adaptations" that are proactive cultural patterns transmitted inter-generationally through socialization. It is to the latter that Valentine (1968) refers when he states that the concept of "culture" has been used by many anthropologists to refer to positive "formulas for living" that help groups to survive and advance—regardless of the specific contemporary circumstances. Slaughter and McWorter (1985) also underscore the importance of this distinction:

In an otherwise informative volume, Martin and Martin's (1978) study of extended black families continues to espouse the idea that blacks lost their African heritage through slavery. The black extended family was viewed, not as a construction within the context of the African-American experience, but as a self-help or survival unit generated by an ahistoric group of people living in a rural or agricultural setting.
The distinction we make is important. If the black extended family is an American adaptation of a long-standing African tradition, then clear cultural links to the diaspora are implied and can be expected to continue. This would occur because of a people's thrust for cultural continuity, even in a changed geographical setting (i.e., urban by comparison to rural). If it is merely a self-help or survival unit, then the black extended family will wane in scope and influence in accordance with any societal change which heralds significant social and economic improvements for black people. (p. 16)

Boykin and Toms (1985) not only provide a useful conceptual framework for synthesizing the competing views of culture, but also facilitate the development of an operational definition of African-American culture. These scholars (1985) contend that "African-Americans simultaneously negotiate three distinctively different realms of experience...mainstream, minority and black cultural" (p. 38). Mainstream culture refers to the values, norms, and behavioral patterns of white society; minority culture refers to the adaptations that minorities make in reaction to racism and oppression; and black culture refers to the proactive and positive cultural continuities that are transmitted explicitly and implicitly through socialization from generation to generation—regardless of contemporary circumstances.

2. African Concept of Family

Comparative research on family patterns among West Africans and black Americans by anthropologists reveals that conventional definitions of American families differ markedly from the West African concept of family in the significance attached to three dimensions: co-residence, formal kinship relations, and nuclear families.

a. Co-residence. The African concept of family is not restricted to persons living in the same household but includes key persons living in separate households. Contrary to the popular belief that most families are "isolated" from kin, numerous studies have shown that the overwhelming majority of black Americans live in close proximity to kin. As already indicated, 85% of all blacks have relatives that live in the same city but in separate households. These studies have also revealed the importance of interhousehold networks for enhancing the social and economic functioning of black families, especially those headed by women.

b. Formal Kin Relations. The African concept of family is not confined to relations between formal kin, but includes networks of unrelated as well as related persons living in separate households. Although most instances of "informal adoption" and "informal foster care" among black families involve the rearing of related children by grandparents, uncles, aunts, and other formal kin, thousands of black children are also being informally reared by nonrelated godparents, "grannies," etc., who are as close as, or closer than, formal kin.
Since the Census Bureau does not define individuals living with nonrelatives ("fictive kin") as comprising families, children in informal or formal foster care families are excluded from the official statistics on families. For example, in the 1970 census, 434,000 (black and white) children under age 18 who lived in the households of nonrelatives were classified as "not in families"—a convention that continues to be used in census publications. Thus, the requirement that individuals be formally related to one another to constitute families results in a sharp misunderstanding of the actual extent of persons living in family settings.

c. Nuclear Families. Herskovits (1941) observes that the African "nuclear" family unit is not as central to its family organization as is the case for European nuclear families: "The African immediate family, consisting of a father, his wives, and their children, is but a part of a larger unit. This immediate family is generally recognized by Africanists as belonging to a local relationship group termed the "extended family" (p. 182). According to Sudarkasa (1975), unlike the European extended family in which the conjugally-based family (i.e., husband, wife, and children) is the basic building block, the African extended family is organized around consanguineal relations (blood) rather than conjugal relations (marital). Consequently, Sudarkasa (1980, 1975) urges a reformulation of the classic dichotomy between nuclear families and kinship networks:

The question of the relationship between consanguinity and conjugality in black families is not to be broached in terms of the prevalence of one or the other...it becomes apparent that the old debate (enjoined most recently by Gutman) as to whether historically blacks lived mostly in one-parent or two-parent families requires reformulation. Virtually all of Gutman’s extraordinary data should be evaluated from another perspective. He was concerned with proving the antiquity of "the nuclear family" among blacks; this he considered to have been accomplished by his abundant documentation of the stability of conjugal unions over time.

From the data we presented on African families, it should be clear that stable conjugal unions are not to be taken as necessary indicators of the prevalence of nuclear families of the Western type. What is crucial to investigate are the ways in which and the extent to which the conjugally-based groupings described by Gutman were embedded in or articulated with the wider kin networks also described by him (1980, p. 55). . . .

When this fact is understood, it becomes clear that the instability of conjugal relations cannot be taken as the sole measure of the instability of the family. That black families exhibit considerable stability over time and space is evidenced by the enduring linkages and bonds of mutual obligations found among networks of consanguineal kin (1975, p. 238).
3. Extended Family Networks

Many scholars (Nobles, 1974a, 1974b; Shimkin & Uchendu, 1978; King, 1976; Foster, 1983) have documented African cultural continuities in the extended family networks of black Americans. For example, King (1976) observes:

The Afro-American extended family tends to follow the pattern of African extended families and include all of the relatives, both legal and biological. The black family is not to be confused with that concept of family which limits it to only the biological parents. The extended family in Black America, as in Africa, has given black people much security in times of need.

Harvey (1985b) also emphasizes the importance of kin networks:

The deep sense of kinship has historically been one of the strongest forces in traditional African life. Kinship is the mechanism which regulates social relationships between people in a given community; almost all of the concepts pertaining to and connected with human relationships can be understood and interpreted through the kinship system. (p. 13)

Sudarkasa (1980) further underscores these continuities:

As a student of continental African societies, it is not surprising to me that contemporary writings on Afro-American history, most notably those of Blassingame (1972), Genovese (1974) and Gutnan (1976), reveal the presence of African patterns in Afro-American consanguineal kin groupings ("kin networks"), husband-wife relations, sibling bonds, socialization practices, patterns of exogamy, marriage rules and rituals, naming practices, relationships between alternate generations (i.e., grandparents and grandchildren), patterns of respect and deference, and the extension of kinship terminology to elders throughout the community (p. 52).

Some writers (Pleck, 1979) contend that extended family networks are a hindrance to upward mobility among blacks. Consequently, middle-class blacks are reputed to be less involved in kin networks than lower-class blacks. To empirically test this thesis, McAdoo (1981) conducted an in-depth study of middle-income blacks living in urban and suburban areas of Washington, D.C., and reached these conclusions:

The hypothesis that families would be involved in the kin-help exchange network, even after obtaining middle-class status status, was supported: Parents indicated an extensive and intensive involvement with the network. The ma-
Family members were seen as the most important source of outside help. Eighty percent of the families had a reciprocal involvement with their kin. They gave and received help with child care, financial aid and emotional support. The reciprocal obligations that were involved with the support network were not felt to be excessive and were part of everyday life.

The examination of upwardly mobile patterns in black families has indicated that the education and achievement of the individuals were often impossible without the support of the extended family. The continuation of the extended family support systems reflects continued cultural patterns, and is a factor of the vulnerability of the black middle class. The kin support network is still as essential now as it was in earlier generations, for it involves cultural patterns that were created and retained from earlier times that are still functional and supportive of black family life (pp. 163, 167).

McAdoo’s findings are reinforced by results from national surveys, such as the National Survey of Black Americans (Taylor, 1986) and the NUL Black Pulse Survey (Hill, 1981). Those surveys consistently reveal middle-class blacks to be as active, and sometime more active, in kinship networks as are low-income blacks. Thus, further empirical support is provided for the notion of cultural continuities that cut across social class.

4. Child-Centered

Another attribute of contemporary black families that has been characterized as part of an African legacy is the importance attached to children. Nobles (1974b) observes that it is "deeply rooted in our African heritage and philosophical orientation which . . . places a special value on children because they represent the continuity of life" (p. 15). And Kenyatta (1983) asserts:

I hold very strongly that black families are neither patriarchal nor matriarchal nor even matrifocal per se. Rather, the black family is best understood as child-centered, as oriented toward reproduction and sustenance of black life in the context of a racist society, mindful of the genocidal potential of the dominant culture. (pp. 20-21)

King (1976) also underscores this emphasis on children.

If one considers that every child in the black community belongs to the entire black community, then it will be easier to grasp the importance Black Ameri-
cans give to black children. How often has one heard that black women have too many illegitimate babies? How often has one heard that black women should be forced to practice birth control? What such questions overlook is the fact that in the black community there is no such thing as an illegitimate child. The children are loved and cared for by the entire community.

The greater reluctance of black women to have abortions compared to white women has been attributed to a cultural legacy that values children highly—whether in wedlock or out of wedlock. Moreover, the steadily increasing informal adoption of black children reinforces this cultural continuity (Foster, 1983). Between 1970 and 1979, the number of black children living in the households of relatives jumped from 1.3 million to 1.4 million, raising the proportion of informally adopted black children from 13% to 15% (Hill, 1981).

To understand the contemporary magnitude of informal adoption, it should be noted that only 10% (100,000) of the one million black children living in families without their parents today are in formal foster care homes. Consequently, the black extended family network has succeeded in finding informal adoptive homes for 90% (900,000) of them. Put another way, black extended families place nine times more black children in homes than do foster care and adoption agencies. Yet these agencies are more likely to "screen out" such families as formal adoptive families, despite the fact that the lowest rates of child abuse are found among informally adopted children (Hill, 1977).

The disproportionately lower rates of child abuse among black families relative to white families in the same socio-economic status also suggests a cultural legacy of high evaluation of children. Billingsley (1973) highlighted this pattern as follows:

It is not generally appreciated, for example, that child neglect and abuse are much more common in white families than in black families. Child neglect is much more common among lower-class white families than among lower-class black families. Child abuse is much more likely to occur in white families than in black families who live in similar, or even worse, economic circumstances. (p. 310)

Although black families are overrepresented in the official statistics of child abuse and neglect, national surveys have consistently revealed relatively low incidences of child abuse among blacks. For example, a national survey conducted in 1979-80 by the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect (1981) found as follows:

In general, incidence rates seem to be about the same for white and nonwhite children. For white children, incidence rates for all forms of maltreatment were much higher in low-income groups than in the higher income groups. For non-white children, incidence rates for neglect were higher in low-income groups and incidence rates for abuse were low and constant across income levels. (p. 2)
Billingsley and Giovannoni (1972) found the degree of church involvement to be inversely correlated with the risk of child abuse:

Although the church is a formal community structure, church activities often bring members into closer informal contacts. This was so of many of the women, particularly the black mothers who reported attending church functions other than worship service. In general, the adequate mothers were much more engaged with the church than were the less adequate. The church was probably a source of support to these women, and possibly an untapped resource of assistance for neglectful parents. (p. 201)

This child-centeredness is also reflected in the extensive social and economic assistance provided to unwed adolescent black mothers by kin network (Ladner, 1971; Stack, 1974; McAdoo, 1983). Based on five-year follow-up data on unwed black teenage mothers in Baltimore, Furstenberg (1981) concluded, "Adolescents who remained with their parents were more likely to advance educationally and economically than their peers who left home before or immediately after their child was born" (p. 141).

Other studies (Geismar, 1973; Stewart, 1981a, 1982) have also revealed that unwed adolescent mothers who continue to be assisted by kinship networks are more likely to complete high school, go to college, hold steady jobs, and not have to rely on welfare than teenage mothers who are separated or isolated from their parents and other relatives. For example, Stewart (1981b) found that mothers in extended family households are more likely to go to school and to work than young mothers in nonextended households.

5. Bicultural Socialization

Many scholars (Dixon & Foster, 1971; Valentine, 1971; Lewis, 1975; Hale-Benson, 1982; Pinderhughes, 1982; Boykin & Toms, 1985) contend that African cultural residues are transmitted inter-generationally by Black Americans through bicultural socialization. Such patterns of dual socialization facilitate the acculturation of blacks to mainstream and African-American cultural patterns simultaneously. DuBois (1903) highlighted this duality in the following classic statement:

The Negro is a sort of seventh son, born with a veil, and gifted with second-sight in this American world—a world which yields him no true self-consciousness, but only lets him see himself through the revelation of the other world. . . . One ever feels his two-ness—an American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts; two unaccomodated strivings; two warring ideals in one dark body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder.
According to many scholars, biculturation helps to explain the consistency of differences between blacks and whites regarding family organization, fertility patterns, child-rearing, learning styles, linguistic patterns, religious behavior, funeral rituals, nutrition, song, and dance. However, as Boykin and Toms (1985) note, African continuities are often transmitted unconsciously by black Americans as traditional or habitual values, beliefs, behaviors, and customs:

Of course we cannot rule out that black cultural values or beliefs are overtly taught per se. But if and when it happens, it typically is done without awareness that they are embedded within a comprehensive cultural complex of West African origins. . . . This, then, is a tacit socialization process. Tacit because, for all intents and purposes, black parents typically are unaware that they are transmitting cultural styles or even cultural values. (p. 42)

Yet, not all black families have the same ability to provide bicultural socialization (DeAnda, 1984). Pinderhughes (1982) observes:

Some Afro-American families are comfortable with biculturality; they are unusually strong, flexible, tolerant of ambiguity, and creative in dealing with the American and victim systems. Other Afro-American families are not comfortable with biculturality; for them, dealing with the two different values systems creates a conflict in values and a confusion about identity. (p. 94)

Increasingly, research (Dixon & Foster, 1971; Hale-Benson, 1982) demonstrates that bicultural socialization is facilitated among blacks because of the African cultural capacity to synthesize opposites or polarities. Lewis (1975) states the position as follows:

The Afro-American cultural orientation, the bringing together of polarities, stands in direct contrast to the Euro-American concern with dualities. Mainstream culture is understood in the setting up of linguistic, analytic, and moral dichotomies, such as subject/object; mind/body; good/bad; sacred/profane, etc. Afro-American culture, however, is characterized by unity and synthesis. Lerone Bennett (1964) notes that the black tradition affirms that good and bad, creative and destructive, wise and foolish, up and down, are in separable facets of existence. Therefore these polarities are not conceptualized as dichotomies. He finds that the existential unity expressed in "good is bad," is in conflict with the Euro-American dichotomy, "either good or bad." (pp. 225-226)

6. Role Flexibility

Black families have been found to manifest much flexibility and fluidity in such areas as household composition, marital relations, division of family roles, role of
women, and child-rearing. Stack (1974) underscores the elasticity of black families regarding child-rearing:

People in The Flats often regard child-keeping as part of the flux and elasticity of residence. The expansion and contraction of households, and the successive recombinations of kinsmen residing together, require adults to care for the children residing in their household. As households shift, rights and responsibilities with regard to children are shared. Those women and men who temporarily assume the kinship obligations to care for a child, fostering the child indefinitely, acquire the major cluster of rights and duties ideally associated with "parenthood." (p. 62)

The disproportionate rearing of children by elderly black women reflects the greater role flexibility in aged black households than aged white households. Only one out of ten white families headed by women 65 years and over are rearing children today, compared to one out of three black families headed by elderly women. Although Herskovits, Sudarkasa and other scholars caution that the female-headed black family in America is not an African cultural pattern—since men were vested with the dominant authority in African family units and networks—the economic role of black women has been cited as an "African cultural legacy of role flexibility." For example, Herskovits (1941) contends:

The open-air market is the effective agent in the retail distributive process, and business, as in West Africa, is principally in the hands of women. It is customary for them to handle the family resources, and their economic independence as traders makes for their personal independence, something which, within the family, gives them power such as is denied to women who, in accordance with the prevalent European custom, are dependent upon their husbands for support. (p. 180)

Numerous studies (Hyman & Reed, 1969; Jackson, 1971; Stone & Schlamp, 1971) have consistently found much flexibility and sharing of family roles among black men and women. Black women are more likely than white women to be breadwinners and black men are more likely than white men to perform household chores. Lewis (1975) attributes this flexibility to less sex-specific socialization patterns for male and female black children:

In the community Young (1970) studies there is, from a Euro-American perspective, a remarkable degree of overlap in the behavior considered appropriate for men and women. Behavior which is associated with the male role in Euro-American culture is associated with both males and females in this community. For example, females as well as males are viewed as individualistic and non-conforming in their behavior. Both husband and wife have authority in the
home; both are responsible for the economic support of the family; both take the initiative in forming and breaking up a marriage and both may find separation to their advantage. . . (pp. 229-230)

An examination of socialization patterns in the families studied by Young reveals the process by which children learn not only that certain traits are equally important for males and females, but that factors other than sex are a crucial basis of differential treatment and expectations of behavior.

We have already noted that black child-rearing techniques instill in both male and female infants similar traits of assertiveness, willfulness, and independence.

7. Religious Orientation

There appears to be much consensus that, if there is any area in which African cultural continuities are manifested by black Americans, it is regarding religious beliefs and behavior (Mbiti, 1970; Wimberly, 1979; Swan, 1981b; Harvey, 1985a; Sennett, 1985). Herskovits (1941) devoted an entire chapter to summarizing research related to "Africanisms in Religious Life." According to DuBois (1903), "The Negro Church of to-day is the social centre of Negro life in the United States and the most characteristic expression of African character" (p. 213).

Some of the religious expressions of black Americans that were identified by Herskovits as African residues include the hypnotic influence of the minister, the nature of sermons, belief in the supernatural, audience participation, hand-clapping, foot-tapping, the rhythm of songs, spirituals, dance, shouting, possession by spirits, body movements during possession, baptism by total immersion, voodooism, revivals, faith healing, and funeral rituals. Harvey (1985b) identified African survivals in black Christian churches as manifested in the role of the minister, rituals of holy communion, the symbol of the cross, the symbol of the snake, the black ministerial robe, the call and response, the singing of spirituals, shouting, and possession by the spirit.

Lewis (1955) provides a broader context for understanding various manifestations of spirituality among blacks:

To merely say "the Negro is deeply religious" is to be guilty of a bland oversimplification that obscures a wide variety of meanings and activities. . . Salvation and forgiveness—the rewards of the Christian or of the 'saved'—are the central themes in local religion. . . . Religion is something of a reservoir; it is individually tapped and allowed to flow when needed or when ritual or the customary rhythm of life so demand. . . .

Within this general framework there are many belief and action patterns; characteristic variations are related to age, sex, denominations, and individual dif-
ferences. In religious worship and ritual some persons and groups are active and highly emotional; others are restrained and passive.

Religion appears to be a much more important aspect of the thought and behavior of older people... To a large extent, church activities are oriented around the interests, support, and participation of these older people; effective control is in their hands. (pp. 131, 133)

In the past, most observations about the nature and degree of religiosity among blacks were mainly qualitative. However, over the past decade there has been an impressive array of empirical investigations of religious patterns among blacks at the national and local level (Nelson & Nelson, 1975; Sasaki, 1979; Brown & Walters, 1979; McAdoo, 1983; Taylor, 1986; Taylor, et al., 1987).

Once again, at the national level, findings from the NUL Black Pulse Survey and the University of Michigan's National Survey of Black Americans (NSBA) reinforce each other. According to the NSBA (Taylor, 1988), two-thirds of all blacks are church members, with 71% attending weekly (40%) or several times a month (31%). Based on the Black Pulse, three-fourths of blacks (76%) belong to churches, with 67% attending weekly (48%) or several times a month (19%). Furthermore, two-thirds of all blacks are either Baptists (56%) or Methodists (13%); 6% are Catholics.

Most studies comparing religious patterns between racial groups have usually found blacks to have higher levels of religiosity than whites. For example, Sasaki (1979) found blacks more likely than whites to: pray frequently, attend church, attach importance to their religious beliefs, have had a religious experience, have been "born again," feel the Bible is the word of God, and believe that God sends misfortunes as punishment for sins. The compensatory thesis has been the predominant explanation for the higher degree of religiosity among blacks relative to Whites (Taylor, 1988). Consequently, low-income blacks are expected to have higher levels of religious participation than middle-income blacks, since the former are more isolated from mainstream white institutions than the latter.

However, findings from several recent surveys tend to contradict the compensatory explanation. For example, according to the Black Pulse Survey, middle-income blacks were somewhat more likely than low-income blacks to belong to churches (75% vs. 71%) and to attend church each week (48% vs. 44%)—although the differences were not statistically significant. Similarly, the NSBA survey failed to find statistically significant differentiation between income and church membership or church attendance (Taylor, 1988). The NSBA survey went beyond traditional measures of religious participation to inquire about such practices as praying, reading the Bible, listening to religious programs on radio, watching religious programs on TV, and asking others to pray for them. Even these religious activities failed to yield statistically significant relationships with income.

Moreover, contrary to the compensatory thesis, levels of religious participation tended to be higher among better-educated and better-paid blacks, and among mar-
ried as opposed to formerly or never-married blacks. (Taylor, 1988). Introducing another factor, the degree of religious participation increased with age. These findings suggest that the nature of religiosity among blacks is complex and cannot be adequately accounted for by traditional social class explanations. Thus, the significance of cultural determinants that cut across class strata needs to be more fully explored.

Since the black elderly are the most effective transmitters of cultural patterns, further insights might be obtained by examining their religious patterns. Based on the NSBA, Taylor (1986) focused on a sample of 581 blacks aged 55 years and over. In addition to obtaining data on church membership and church attendance, he also used a measure of "subjective religiosity," i.e., "How religious would you say you are—very religious, fairly religious, not too religious or not religious at all?"

Once again, contrary to the compensatory thesis, neither income nor education were significantly related to any of the three measures of religiosity. The strongest predictors were gender and marital status. Elderly women were more religious than elderly men and the currently married were more religious than the formerly or never married. However, religious participation was not related to health disabilities nor to the advancing age of the elderly—findings that suggest strong cultural underpinnings of religiosity among the black aged.

McAdoo's study (1983) of single black mothers provides further insights concerning the religious patterns of formerly or never-married women. Nine out of ten (94%) considered themselves to be very (19%) or fairly (75%) religious. One out of three (35%) attended religious services at least several times a month, while about half (52%) attended church only a few times a year (37%) or never (15%). Although most of them did not attend church frequently, three-fourths (72%) prayed frequently, while one-fourth (25%) prayed sometimes. Moreover, socioeconomic status was positively related to religiosity: middle-class mothers (27%) were more likely to be very religious than working-class mothers (16%) and grade-school educated mothers (30%) were more likely not to feel religious at all than high-school educated (3%) and college-educated mothers (6%).

8. Ethnic Subcultures

Another major deficiency of conventional studies of black families is the assumption of ethnic homogeneity. Most research investigations omit the broad range of cultural diversity among blacks from different states, regions, and countries. For example, despite the large-scale northern migration of blacks from the South since the early 1900s, there have been few comparative analyses of subcultural variations between northern and southern blacks.

When southern black newcomers to the North have been the focus of inquiry, their "culturally deficient" lifestyles have been blamed for the surge in rioting (Mc Cone Commission, 1965; Fogelson & Hill, 1968), welfare dependency, unemployment, and female-headed families among northern blacks (Glazer & Moynihan, 1963; Lemann, 1986). However, the few systematic studies in this area reveal that
southern-born blacks in the North have higher levels of employment, earnings, family income, and two-parent families than northern-born blacks (Long, 1974). Valentine (1971, p. 140) identified the following 14 subcultures among blacks in the United States:

A. Afro-English:

1. Northern-urban U.S. blacks
2. Southern-rural U.S. blacks
3. Anglo-African West Indians
4. Guyanese
5. Surinam Takitaki
6. West Africans

B. Afro-French:

7. Haitian Creoles
8. Other French West Indians
9. French Guianans
10. Louisiana Creoles

C. Afro-Spanish:

11. Black Cubans
12. A-B-C Islander Papiamento
13. Panamanians
14. Black South Americans

Most studies of immigration to the United States do not take account of blacks because of the widespread belief that virtually all blacks came to America as slaves. Despite the fact that persons of African descent comprise sizable proportions of the population of many Latin American countries (DuBois, 1915; Toplin, 1974)—e.g. Cuba, Puerto Rico, the Dominican Republic, Brazil, Venezuela, Panama, Colombia—Hispanic immigration is depicted as overwhelmingly “nonblack.” Popular assertions that “Hispanics will soon outnumber blacks” imply—incorrectly—that blacks account for an insignificant fraction of the Hispanics immigrating to the United States. There is much support for Bryce-Laporte’s (1973) contention that black immigrants are doubly victimized, as blacks and as black foreigners:

The black immigrant is perhaps the least visible. . . . On the one hand, as blacks, their demands and protests as a constituent group receive the same basic disregard and neglect that the larger society and its leaders display toward the efforts of native Black Americans to improve their positions in American soci-
their cultural impact as foreigners has generally been ignored or barely mentioned in American social and cultural history. The point is that they suffer double invisibility on the national level—as blacks per se and as black foreigners as well. (p. 44)

This "invisibility" of black immigrants is reinforced by U.S. Census Bureau practices that obscure or understate their real numbers. First of all, census publications provide information on country of birth for white immigrants but not for black immigrants. Secondly, the 1980 census only has data for first-generation immigrants—whether white or black. Consequently, according to the 1980 census, the number of foreign-born blacks in the United States is 816,000 or 3% of the total black population. In prior censuses, data were also available for second-generation immigrants—American-born persons whose parents were born abroad. However, since West Indian blacks have been immigrating to the United States since the early 1900s, even data on both the first and second generations would continue to understate the actual number of blacks of Caribbean origin in the United States.

In order to obtain more accurate national-level data on Caribbean blacks, the National Urban League's Research Department placed an ethnic origins question directed to Caribbeans on its Black Pulse Survey of a nationally representative sample of 3,000 black households in the fall and winter of 1979: "Are you of West Indian or other Caribbean descent?" The Black Pulse Survey obtained the same proportion (3%) of foreign-born blacks as did the 1980 census. But it also revealed that 10% of the blacks in the United States—not 2% or 3%—were of Caribbean descent. Consequently, Hill (1983b) estimated that the Caribbean black population in the United States is actually about 2.5 million—more than three times larger than their numbers in the 1980 census. Three-fourths of these Caribbean blacks live in the state of New York.

Moreover, as Bryce-Laporte also observed, on the few occasions that American social scientists (Glazer & Moynihan, 1963; Sowell, 1978) have focused on West Indian blacks, the emphasis has been on their social and economic "superiority" over native-born black Americans. Rarely are Caribbean blacks examined as an ethnic group of inherent value and interest. It is for this reason that the pioneering study, *The Negro Immigrant*, by Ira D. Reid (1939), has continued for half a century to be the definitive assessment of the social and economic characteristics of black immigrants, though the insightful studies of nonwhite immigration (Bryce-Laporte & Mortimer, 1976; Bryce-Laporte, 1980; Mortimer & Bryce-Laporte, 1981), undertaken by the now-defunct Research Institute on Immigration and Ethnic Studies (RIIES) at the Smithsonian Institution, have contributed markedly to updating that classic work.

Several recent studies contradict some of the conventional wisdom about the higher social and economic attainment of black immigrants relative to native-born black Americans. Based on his analysis of 1970 census data, Sowell (1978) concluded that West Indian blacks not only had higher family incomes than black Americans,
but that their incomes were comparable to white Americans. He also concluded that West Indians had higher levels of employment and family stability than black Americans.

However, based on their in-depth analysis of the 1980 census, Farley and Allen (1987) failed to find empirical support for Sowell's observations. Instead, these researchers found the family income, occupational attainment, family structure, and labor force patterns of foreign-born and native-born blacks to be comparable to one another. Only in the area of educational attainment were native-born blacks at a marked disadvantage to foreign-born blacks. Farley and Allen (1987) concluded, "Most claims concerning the achievements of West Indian blacks in the United States are greatly exaggerated."

Hill's (1983b) analysis of the Black Pulse data also revealed more similarities than differences in the social and economic status of Caribbean and non-Caribbean blacks. And, contrary to the conventional wisdom that West Indians are less discriminated against than American blacks, he found Caribbean blacks to be just as likely as non-Caribbean blacks to report recent experiences of racial discrimination in the United States.

Contemporary case studies of black immigrants (Bonnett, 1980; Johnson, 1981) continue to uncover considerable discrepancies between the lifestyles, values, and attitudes of the various Caribbean and African nationalities, as well as between them and native-born black Americans. These differences contribute to tension and hostility (Reid, 1939; Bryce-Laporte, 1973; Johnson, 1981). Since the number of black immigrants will continue to rise sharply in the coming decades, more research is vitally needed on the impact of these diverse ethnic subcultures on the structure and functioning of black families—both immigrant and nonimmigrant—and on the implications of black immigration for public policies (Austin, 1980).

E. FAMILY CLASS

1. Abuse of Class Concept

Class is the most overused—and misused—concept in studies of black and poor families. Conventional usage of this concept suffers from three fundamental weaknesses: (a) lack of any specific criteria for defining membership in different class strata; (b) failure to incorporate measures of vertical mobility in analyses of class strata; and (c) reifying class concepts, i.e., treating atypical abstractions of class strata as if they were typical in reality.

a. Criteria. One of the most frequent abuses of the class concept, especially prevalent in the news media, is the failure to provide explicit criteria for membership in different class strata. Numerous references are made to such groups as "middle-class," "lower-class," and "underclass" without defining these terms, without specifying the composition of these class strata.
For example, most analyses of black families today contain references to a "growing underclass." Yet the data that are usually presented to support such assertions relate to increases in the proportion of all single-parent black families, to increases in the proportion of all poor black families, or to increases in poor single-parent black families. It is never made clear whether this "underclass" includes all one-parent black families, poor and nonpoor; all poor families, those on welfare and not on welfare; or all poor families, one-parent and two-parent. In short, no criteria are provided to specify the nature, size, and composition of the "underclass."

b. **Vertical Mobility.** One of the most persistent deficiencies of most analyses of stratification among blacks is the virtual absence of any systematic assessment of vertical mobility. This is most evident in the lack of any analysis of downward mobility among the "middle-class" and upward mobility among the "underclass," since both of these class strata are posited to perpetuate themselves. Yet numerous studies have shown that, over the past decade and a half, "middle-class" individuals and families experienced periodic recessions, inflation, marital instability, child abuse, family violence, delinquency, and substance abuse.

For example, the number of female-headed families rose ten times faster among college-educated than grade-school educated black and white women during the 1970s. Moreover, many investigations have revealed that the overwhelming majority of "middle-class" blacks came from lower socio-economic backgrounds. In short, one cannot adequately understand the functioning of black families in different socio-economic strata without also examining the nature and degree of mobility in and out of each stratum.

c. **Reification.** One of the most frequent flaws in discussions of stratification among minorities and low-income groups is the reifying of class prototypes. "Reification" refers to the fallacy of treating conceptual abstractions as if they existed in reality. Many commentators fail to realize that the number and composition of class categories, such as upper class, middle class, and underclass, are arbitrary in distinction and differ according to the objectives of the analysis. For example, Marx and Engels (1932) found it more expedient to use only two class strata (i.e., the bourgeoisie and proletariat), while Warner and Lunt (1942) found it more useful to employ six social classes (upper-upper, lower-upper, upper-middle, lower-middle, upper-lower, and lower-lower) in several of their community studies. Myrdal (1944) identified the fallacy of reification in his criticism of the Warner school for treating abstract prototypes as if they were real:

In such an approach it is of importance to keep clear at the outset that our class concepts have no other reality than as a conceptual framework. . . . We must choose our class lines arbitrarily to answer certain specific questions. . . .

The authors of the Warner group. . . . often give the reader the impression that they believe that there are in reality clearly demarcated social classes. . . . [and]
each of these classes has its distinctive patterns of familial, recreational and general social behavior.

Because of this misconception... which is sometimes called reification... these authors become tempted to give us a somewhat oversimplified idea about social stratification in the Negro community... [W]hat they are actually presenting is an ideal-typical—and, therefore, overtypical—description, based on much detailed observation which is all organized under the conceptual scheme applied. By unduly insisting upon the realism of this analysis, however, they come to imply a rigidity in the class structure which is not really there. (p. 1,130)

Reification is manifested in defining the “underclass” in terms of: (1) a female-headed family; (2) weak work ethic; (3) negative self-concept; (4) on welfare for many generations; and (5) chronically poor. Not only is this prototype atypical of most poor blacks, but no data is provided on the number of blacks that simultaneously have all five attributes. Such analysts fail to realize that the primary function of prototypes is not to mirror reality, but to abstract it.

We will provide two examples of reification in current discussions about the black “underclass.” Since families on poverty and welfare are the most “typical” prototypes of inner-city families, the impression is conveyed that they constitute the majority of black families living in poverty areas (Wilson, 1987). Yet, according to the 1980 census, only one-third of black families living in poverty areas in the United States are poor and only one-fifth receive public assistance. Consequently, two-thirds of black families in poverty areas are not poor and four-fifths of them receive no welfare.

Secondly, “the poor female-headed family on welfare” is most often used to convey the impression that this prototype is “typical” of the majority of black female-headed families (Murray, 1984). Yet only one-third of all black families headed by women are poor and on welfare. Although this prototype conforms to an unrepresentative minority of female-headed black families, it is reified as constituting the majority.

2. Operationalizing Class Strata

At least five stipulations should be satisfied by a working definition of class strata for black families: (1) it should encompass all class strata; (2) the class strata should be mutually exclusive; (3) it should facilitate measuring changes in the composition and size of the different class strata over time; (4) it should permit comparisons with class strata among whites; and (5) it should enhance the targeting of specific strata for social action and policies. The class topology offered two decades ago by Billingsley (1968) meets all of these requirements. His topology identified five class strata in the black community: upper class, middle class, working nonpoor, working poor and underclass.
Our presentation will be organized around the following five groups: (1) upper-income ($50,000 and over in 1983 dollars); (2) middle-income ($25,000-49,999); (3) working near-poor ($10,000-24,999); (4) the working poor (employed, below official poverty level); and (5) the nonworking poor (not employed, below official poverty level). We will highlight empirical studies that focus on each of these five groups. Although most of them examine several social classes, the studies will be referenced according to the group given the major emphasis or the one comprising the bulk of the study's sample.

What is the size of the various class strata based on our operational definition? According to 1983 Current Population Survey (CPS) data, 4% of black families are upper-income, 23% are middle-income, 36% are working near-poor, 14% are working poor and 23% are nonworking poor. If the working poor and near-poor are classified as "working class," this category would comprise half of all black families. And, if the nonworking poor are characterized as "lower-class," this category would comprise one-fourth of all black families.

How has the size of these various strata changed since 1969? Between 1969 and 1983 the proportion of upper-income black families rose from 3% to 4%, the middle-income edged down from 24% to 23%, the working near-poor declined sharply from 45% to 36%, the working poor remained at 14%, while the nonworking poor jumped from 14% to 23%. These findings suggest that the sharp increase in nonworking poor black families was primarily due to the marked decline in working near-poor families. They also underscore a major shortcoming of conventional studies that omit the black working class. The composition of each of these five class groupings will now be described in greater detail.

3. Nonworking Poor

Between 1969 and 1983, the number of nonworking poor black families increased from 716,000 to 1.5 million. Eight out of ten nonworking black families have children under age 18 (79%) and are headed by persons under age 65 (79%), while three-fourths are headed by women only. Only one-fifth of these families had one or more members working. Seven out of eight family heads gave one of the following three reasons for not working: keeping house, e.g., caring for dependent children (41%), disability (25%), and work discouragement (21%). Only one-fifth of nonworking black families have earnings; seven out of ten receive public assistance. One out of four (25%) receive Social Security, and one out of seven receive Supplemental Security Income (SSI).

The nonworking poor comprise four groups of families: (1) nonelderly families headed by women with children (57%); (2) elderly families with and without children (21%); (3) nonelderly families headed by men with children (11%), and (4) nonelderly families without children (11%). Fifty-seven percent of the nonelderly women heading families with children reported not working because of child care responsibilities,
23% indicated work discouragement, and 20% cited work disabilities. Eighty-five percent of the nonworking poor families headed by nonelderly women rely on welfare. Forty-two percent of the nonelderly men who head families with children reported not working because of disabilities, 35% because of work discouragement, and 23% because of household responsibilities. Seventy-one percent of nonelderly heads of families without children were not working because of disabilities (43%) or discouragement (28%). Interestingly, only one-third of the elderly families with or without children reported not working because of retirement, while three out of five cited disabilities (36%) or household responsibilities (23%). Overall, disabled (25%) and discouraged (21%) workers comprise almost half (46%) of the nonworking poor. Moreover, this analysis reveals that the "typical" prototype of the "underclass"—nonelderly women heading families on welfare—comprises less than half of all poor black families.

Conventional studies of black families have placed most of their attention on the nonworking poor, and limited (and in some cases misleading) insight has come of this narrow approach. However, there are notable contemporary studies of black families that have examined the nonworking poor from a holistic perspective. Lewis' (1967c) pioneering study of child-rearing among the poor in Washington, D.C., is an outstanding example. Others include the in-depth studies of strategies for survival and advancement among the nonworking poor by Ladner (1971), Stack (1974) and Glasgow (1981). Analyses based on over 10 years of the longitudinal Panel Study of Income Dynamics survey (Coe, 1978) reveal that the nonworking poor are not static, and that they experience many transitions between welfare and work and between poverty and near-poverty.

4. Working Poor

Although the proportion of working poor black families remained at 14% between 1969 and 1983, their numbers rose from 668,000 to 963,000. Eighty-nine percent have dependent children and 95% are headed by persons under age 65, while 64% are headed by women. One-third of working poor black families have two or more earners. Earners in these families work disproportionately at low-paying jobs in industries with high turnover. Since all working poor families have some earnings, only one-fourth are on welfare. Moreover, one out of six of the working poor receive Social Security, while only one out of ten receive SSI.

Working poor black families comprise the following four groups: (1) nonelderly women heading families with children (57%); (2) nonelderly men heading families with children (28%); (3) families headed by nonelderly persons without children (10%); and (4) families headed by elderly persons with and without children (5%). Three out of ten working poor families headed by women receive public assistance, compared to one-fifth of working poor families headed by men. While three-fifths of the heads of all poor black families have less than a high school education; the converse should also be noted, that two out of five are high school graduates. The work-
ing poor are concentrated in secondary sector service, their jobs characterized by low pay, high turnover, no fringe benefits, and poor working conditions.

Most studies of the black poor have focused on the nonworking poor rather than the working poor. Some notable exceptions to this are Liebow's (1967) study of irregularly employed black men; Stone and Schlamp's (1971) in-depth analysis of working poor fathers on and off welfare; Dill's (1980) life history study of elderly black women who had been household and domestic workers; Swan's (1981a) analysis of the problems faced by black ex-prisoners and their families in trying to achieve a productive reentry into society; Goodwin's (1983) study of the social and psychological functioning of employable mothers and fathers in the WIN program, and Clark's (1983) case study of family processes that facilitate or include academic achievement among poor children in one-parent and two-parent black families.

5. Working Near-Poor

Although the proportion of near-poor black families fell sharply from 44% to 36% between 1969 and 1983, their numbers rose from 2.1 million to 2.4 million. Nine out of ten near-poor families are headed by persons under age 65, while two out of five are headed by women. About half of these families had two or more earners. Three out of five heads of near-poor families were high school graduates, while three out of ten had some college education. Earners in near-poor families are disparately concentrated in lower-tier primary sector jobs, in industry, crafts, protective services, sales, and clerical occupations (Collins, 1986). These workers are overrepresented in industries with a high vulnerability to job loss due to imports, automation, and plant relocation.

The working near-poor has been virtually excluded as a key class stratum in most studies of black families. Willie (1970, 1976, 1985) is one of the few scholars to place a major emphasis on the black working class in his various research efforts. Other notable studies include Scanzoni's (1977) in-depth examination of inter-generational socialization processes among working-class two-parent black families, McAdoo's (1983) in-depth analysis of mental health patterns among employed black single mothers and their social support networks, and Malson's (1983a; 1986) research on the strategies adopted by working-class black single mothers to perform their multiple roles.

6. Middle-Income

Although the proportion of middle-income black families remained at one-fourth between 1969 and 1983, their numbers soared from 1.1 million to 1.5 million. Eight out of ten middle-income families consist of married couples, with only 13% headed by women. Four out of five middle-income couples have working wives. Two out of five heads of middle-income black families went to college, while one out of four are college graduates (Hill, 1986).
Workers in middle-income black families are disproportionately concentrated in upper-tier primary sector professional and managerial occupations. Although black women are more highly represented than black men among professionals, the former are more concentrated in lower paying jobs than the latter (Collins, 1986). Furthermore, middle-class blacks, especially women, are overrepresented in public sector jobs. Two-thirds of black female professionals work in government jobs, compared to half of black male professionals. Similarly, two-fifths of black female managers are in government positions, compared to one-third of black male managers. Thus, middle-class blacks were affected acutely by the reductions-in-force ("RIFs") in federal government jobs during the 1980s.

The black middle class has generally been "mentioned in passing" in analyses concerned mainly with the black "underclass" (Wilson, 1987). Thus, there have been relatively few in-depth studies of middle-class black families. Willie (1985) has been one of the few social scientists to focus consistently on the black middle class. McAdoo's (1981, 1983) studies of mobility patterns and informal support networks among the black middle-class have also significantly enhanced empirically-based knowledge of this group. Similarly, Landry's comparative studies of middle-class blacks and whites (1978) and his incisive analysis of the "new" black middle class (1987) have advanced markedly the nation's understanding of this growing class stratum. Many descriptive analyses (Blackwell, 1975; Cazenave, 1979; Hare, 1970; Hill, 1987a; Kronus, 1971; O'Hare, et al., 1982; Pinkney, 1984; Wilson, 1978) have also contributed to understanding of the black middle class.

7. Upper-Income

As the proportion of upper-income black families rose from 3% to 4% between 1969 and 1983, their numbers almost doubled from 143,000 to 267,000. Upper-income black families consist overwhelmingly of married couples (96%), and there is an overrepresentation of multiple earners—two-fifths have three or more earners. Three out of five heads of upper-income families went to college, and two out of five graduated. Upper-income earners are highly represented among high-level corporation executives, bankers, entrepreneurs, college presidents, judges, political officials, physicians, lawyers, ministers, athletes, and entertainers.

Contemporary in-depth studies of upper class black families are virtually nonexistent. Because of its small size, the upper class is usually combined with the middle class in most studies of social stratification in the black community. Moreover, when the black upper class is of major concern, individuals rather than families are usually the basic unit of study. Thompson's (1986) exemplary study of the black elite is one of the few in-depth contemporary empirical analyses of upper strata blacks.

Billingsley (1968) differentiates "old" and "new" upper class black families. The old upper class refers to families headed by men or women whose parents had been upper or middle class. However, the new upper class refers to family heads who achieved that status within one generation, especially athletes or entertainers. Nev-
ertheless, as Frazier (1939) noted, because of their lesser accumulation of wealth and power, upper class blacks continue to be more comparable to middle class than to upper class whites.
VIII. IMPACT OF INDIVIDUAL FACTORS

The preceding sections focused on the impact of factors at the societal, community and family levels on the structure and functioning of black families. Yet most conventional studies of low-income blacks (Banfield, 1968; Gilder, 1981; Loury, 1984; Murray, 1984) attribute their high rates of female-headed families, unemployment, poverty and out-of-wedlock births mainly to "self-destructive" individual traits: poverty, culture norms, underclass values, welfare mentality, lack of work ethic, low achievement orientation, low self-esteem, self-hatred, and social isolation. Sweeping assertions about the importance of negative norms, values and attitudes in these studies are invariably based on inferences from behavior, since supporting psychological data are rarely provided. Moreover, most analyses with such data usually obtain results that contradict the conventional wisdom. We will now examine the empirical evidence for popular assertions about the role of individual factors in black families.

A. CULTURE OF POVERTY NORMS

According to some analysts (Banfield, 1968; Lemann, 1986; Loury 1984; Moynihan, 1967), conformity to "culture of poverty," "lower-class," or "underclass" norms, values, and beliefs is considered to be a major determinant of black family ills. For example, high rates of female-headed families among poor blacks have been "explained" by a higher "cultural" value on common-law relations and unwed motherhood than on legalized marriage and birth. Such casual familial values were originally attributed to slavery (Glazer & Moynihan, 1963), until pioneering historical research by Blassingame (1972), Genovese (1974), and Gutman (1976) revealed conclusively that blacks strongly valued two-parent families during and after slavery. Moreover, Geismar (1973) concluded "...there is no evidence from illegitimacy research or our present study that either unwed mothers or the social and cultural groups in which illegitimacy is widespread place a higher value on consensual unions or single-parent motherhood than on marriage" (p. 81).

Parker and Kleiner (1969) argued that the existence of deviant family norms among poor blacks would require evidence that they differ markedly from the norms of middle-class blacks. Yet, their empirical research revealed no significant differences between low and high socioeconomic status black men in their norms regarding the ideal and actual family roles of husbands and fathers nor in psychological stress resulting from discrepancies between ideal and actual family roles. Accordingly, Parker and Kleiner (1969) concluded:

Thus, our data do not support the idea of a "culture of poverty" as applied to lower-class Negro family life; the family ideals of the lower-status males (with-
in the framework of the research operations employed) do not differ significantly from those of higher-status groups. (p. 504)

Numerous other research investigators (Lewis, 1967a, 1967b; Liebow, 1967; Rainwater, 1970; Valentine, 1968) found no empirical support for popular notions of distinct "cultural" norms and values among low-income blacks. Rainwater (1970) synthesizes these findings as follows:

It is important to recognize that lower class Negroes know that their particular family forms are different from those of the rest of society and that, though they often see these forms as representing the only ways of behaving, given their circumstances, they also think of the more stable forms of the working class as more desirable. That is, lower class Negroes know what the "normal American family" is supposed to be like and they consider a stable family-centered way of life superior to the conjugal and familiar situation in which they find themselves. . . . The existence of such ideas about normal family life represents a recurrent source of stress within families as individuals become aware that they are failing to measure up to the ideals. (pp. 182-183)

Nevertheless, since many low-income blacks are not able to achieve desired two-parent families because of numerous impediments (such as shortage of marriageable men, lack of jobs with livable wages, exodus of inner-city firms, racism, etc.), they are often forced to make behavioral adaptations (such as female-headed families, out-of-wedlock births, common-law unions, etc.) that are viewed as "pathological" by the wider society. As Rainwater (1970) notes, Rodman's concept of "value stretch" aptly describes those adaptations:

Perhaps the most successful attempt to deal with these issues is in Hyman Rodman's (1963) concept of the "lower-class value stretch," an adaptive mechanism by which the lower class person, without abandoning the general values of the society, develops an alternative set of values. . . . [so that lower class people] have a wider range of values than others within the society. They share the general values of the society. . . but in addition they have stretched these values or developed alternative values which help them to adjust to their deprived circumstances. Rodman's formulation avoids the pitfall of implying that lower-class persons are ignorant of or indifferent to conventional norms and values or that they persist in maintaining allegiance to conventional norms despite their inability to achieve success in their terms. (pp. 365-366)

Additional proof of distinct "subcultures" among low-income blacks would require evidence of homogeneity of values, attitudes, and behavior patterns. Yet numerous empirical inquiries (Ladner, 1971; Lewis, 1967a; 1967b; Liebow, 1967; Rainwater, 1970; Stack, 1974) have revealed much heterogeneity in values, attitudes, so-
cialization practices, and lifestyles among poor black families. In short, while low-income blacks may share a common economic status of poverty, they are not monolithic in their values, attitudes, aspirations, or lifestyles.

B. DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTITUDES

While some analysts do not point to a distinct "poverty culture" as the primary factor responsible for "self-perpetuating" the problems of black families, they identify negative psychological attitudes, such as low sense of efficacy, achievement, and future orientation. On this issue, there is widespread consensus in the research literature (Merton, 1957; Smith, et al., 1978; McAdoo, 1983): low-income persons score significantly lower on psychological measures of efficacy, achievement, and future orientation than middle-income and upper-income persons—regardless of race. However, a major shortcoming of these studies is that they are overwhelmingly based on cross-sectional surveys that obtain measurements at only one point in time. Thus, as Duncan (1984) observes, it is not possible to determine from cross-sectional data whether the dysfunctional attitudes of low-income persons are consequences of their poverty rather than causes (or vice versa):

The idea that "good" or "bad" attitudes explain economic success or failure seems to have widespread appeal... but much of the evidence about the role of attitudes in determining economic success comes from cross-sectional data gathered at a single point in time. Typically, such data shows that successful people have more positive attitudes—a result that agrees with our everyday observations. But did the attitudes cause the success, or did the success cause the attitudes?...

Longitudinal data are much better suited to test for causality, although they still do not give definitive results. Through repeated observations on the same individuals over time, the attitudes observed initially can be studied to determine whether they are related to subsequent economic success or failure. Do the initially poor with higher motivation have a better chance of climbing out of poverty? More generally, does economic status improve more for those who began with higher scores on the attitudinal measures? These are propositions that can be put to the test with longitudinal data. (p. 24)

In order to provide a more adequate test of such questions, Duncan and his colleagues at the University of Michigan incorporated several attitude measurements into their nationally representative Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID). More specifically, changes in the economic status of male- and female-headed households between 1971 and 1978 were related to three attitudinal measures: achievement mo-
tivation, orientation toward the future, and a sense of personal efficacy (e.g., control over one's life).

Extensive analysis by the University of Michigan researchers (Duncan, 1984) revealed that having "good" or "bad" attitudes was not significantly related to whether one went into or out of poverty. For example, persons with high achievement orientation and sense of efficacy were just as likely to fall into poverty (or rise out of it) as those with low achievement ethics and sense of efficacy. They concluded that negative life events (such as unemployment, illness, divorce or separation, unwanted pregnancy or birth, eviction, etc.) were more important determinants of downward economic mobility than psychological disposition.

C. WORK DISCOURAGEMENT

However, there is increasing evidence that one psychological attitude—work discouragement—is a strong determinant of success or failure in the labor market. For example, Datcher-Loury and Loury's (1986) analysis of cross-sectional National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) data on inner-city black male youth revealed significantly more hours worked annually by youth 20 to 24 years old with high occupational aspirations and optimistic work expectations than by youth with low job aspirations and pessimistic work attitudes. These findings were reinforced by their analysis of six-year follow-up data on the cohort of males who were 17 to 19 years old in 1966 at the inception of the longitudinal NLS survey. Datcher-Loury and Loury (1986) found that black males with high job aspirations in 1966 worked significantly more hours per week in 1972 than youth with low occupational aspirations in 1966.

Moreover, Goodwin's (1983) analysis of psychological determinants of economic self-sufficiency among low-income husbands on welfare revealed the importance of work discouragement attitudes resulting from repeated past failures to obtain employment:

[Welfare] dependency comes about in part from their inability to obtain jobs at which they can support their families. Low expectations of future employment and need for help with personal problems also depresses the achievement of independence. Expectations can be raised by positive experiences in the job market, and help with personal problems can be provided through appropriate social services. Such efforts could help increase WIN fathers' achievement of economic independence. (p. 66)

On the other hand, contrary to conventional wisdom, Goodwin's (1983) study found no relation between preferences for nonwork (or work) income and the probability of remaining welfare dependent (or achieving economic independence):
The insignificant impact of preferences on welfare recipients’ achievement of economic independence, we suggest, results from recipients facing severe threats to the integrity of their families. More specifically, preferences have no statistically significant effect on welfare recipients’ actions because some recipients with strong preference for non-work income go to work when they can earn more than the low level of welfare payments for which they are eligible. At the same time, other recipients who reject the idea of non-work income stay on welfare because they cannot find jobs at which they can earn as much as those low level welfare payments. (p. 132)

D. SELF-CONCEPT

Negative self-concepts have also been identified as key contributors to black community disorganization in general and black family instability in particular. The pioneering doll studies conducted by Clark and Clark (1939, 1947) are cited most frequently as providing conclusive empirical evidence of extensive “self-hatred” among blacks. According to most reviews of racial preference studies (Banks, 1976; Gordon, 1976; Cross, 1985), black racial identity shifted from “prowhite” manifestations prior to the 1960s to “problack” orientations after 1968. The surge in positive black self-concepts has been attributed to the “black pride” movement of the 1960s.

Yet Cross (1985) contends that generalizations about black “self-hatred” based on “self-concept” studies prior to the 1960s are unwarranted, since they had no direct measures of personal identity. His analysis revealed that 17 of the 18 empirical studies that are cited as documenting black self-hatred between 1939 and 1960 had measures only of group identity. Consequently, inferences about low self-esteem among blacks in these studies are not based on direct measures of self-worth, but on forced-choice measures of racial group orientations. These investigators arbitrarily assume—without empirical verification—that reference group preference is an appropriate proxy for personal identity. This assumption is strongly contradicted by the few research endeavors to provide measures of both self-esteem and racial group identity on the same sample.

McAdoo (1985) administered measures of self-esteem and racial group preferences to black children in 1969 when they were four and five years old, and again when they were ages nine and ten. Her sample included low-income and middle-income children from several northern cities and a black town in Mississippi. Although her first wave of data revealed high self-esteem among all of the children, they tended to have an out-group (“prowhite”) orientation. Children from two-parent middle-class families were the most out-group oriented, although their self-esteem was equal to or higher than that of children from lower income families.

When McAdoo (1985) re-administered her measures in 1975, she found self-esteem to remain high among the children, although their racial group preferences
became more in-group oriented. Cross (1985) underscores the importance of McAdoo's longitudinal study:

McAdoo’s study is significant because it also showed that black children from a variety of home environments and regions of the country had high self-esteem before and after being influenced by the Black Power Movement. The same children had a predominantly out-group orientation before the Black Power Movement and an increasingly in-group orientation as the Black Power Movement progressed. (p. 165-166)

Moreover, a reanalysis of 32 racial preference studies by Banks (1976) suggests that their forced choice techniques obscure the extent of “biculturalism” among blacks, by constraining them to select “no one group preference” as a proxy for “both group preferences.” Blacks indicated no preference (i.e., a preference for cultural symbols of both racial groups) in 69% of the studies, a preference for black symbols in 25%, and a preference for white symbols in the remaining 6%. These findings are reinforced by Cross's (1982) longitudinal study of socialization practices, which revealed that black parents were much more likely than white parents to provide their children with multi-racial reference groups and world view. Consequently, Cross (1985) contends that “prowhite” preferences of blacks should not be construed as “self-hatred,” but as manifesting “racial pluralism,” “biculturalism,” and “dualism”:

Tentative results from a longitudinal study (Cross, 1982) show black parents present both the black and white worlds to their children, while white parents tend to convey the world as being primarily white. For example, in black homes, one is as likely to find white dolls or human figures as black ones, while black dolls are seldom, if ever, found in white homes. Black children, and perhaps black people in general, have a dual reference group orientation. (p. 169)

E. SELF-ESTEEM

Cross's (1985) reanalysis of 161 “self-concept” studies conducted between 1939 and 1977 revealed that, while only one of them had direct measures of personal identity or self-worth prior to 1968, 100 of them had such measures after 1967. Seventy-three percent of the post-1967 studies with direct personal identity measures revealed high levels of self-esteem among blacks, 15% revealed low levels, while the remaining 12% were inconclusive. Interestingly, while all (17) of the pre-1968 racial preference studies with measures of only group identity reported negative (“prowhite”) orientations by blacks, only 27% of comparable studies conducted after 1967 reported negative orientations, with 68% reporting positive (“problack”) orientations, and the remaining 5% mixed in pattern (Jackson, et al., 1981).
According to an in-depth examination by Cross (1985) of the 101 studies with direct measures of personal identity that were conducted between 1939 and 1977, black self-esteem was equal to or higher than that of whites in 72% of the investigations, which is comparable to the 54% derived by Gordon (1980) in her reassessment of such studies. More specifically, Cross (1985) found black self-esteem to be higher than that of whites in 21% of the studies, at the same level as whites in 51%, lower than that of whites in 16%, and inconclusive in 12%. Numerous studies (McAdoo, 1983; Gary, et al., 1983; Gary, et al., 1984; Smith, et al., 1978) have found self-esteem to be a significant factor in black social and economic mobility. Blacks with high self-esteem invariably have higher educational attainment, occupational status, and earnings than blacks with low self-esteem.

F. STRESS

Although stress significantly affects the functioning of all persons, regardless of race, it has been shown to have a disproportionate adverse impact on blacks. A major weakness of mainstream theories of family stress, according to Peters and Massey (1983), is the omission of stress resulting from racism. More specifically, they contend that two manifestations of racism must be taken into account: (a) institutionalized, i.e., Mundane Extreme Environmental Stress (MEES), and (b) individualized, i.e., chronic and unpredictable acts of discrimination. Peters and Massey (1983) illustrate how racism can be stressful to black families:

When a black family's home is destroyed by a hurricane, for example, the stress also includes the special problems a black family may face in locating another desirable place to live. Will the housing counselor be fair? Will the family be referred to an undesirable black ghetto neighborhood for housing? Will the black family encounter hostility moving into an integrated or "White" neighborhood? (p. 201)

Teele (1970) identifies three factors that are important in determining the effects of stress on individuals and families: potentially stressful situations, perceptions of the events as stressful, and reactions to those situations. He offers the following as examples of potentially stressful situations: hostile residential or working environments, single-parent families, poverty, unemployment, and poor academic performance. Although these circumstances are likely to be stressful for all persons, regardless of race, blacks are overrepresented in each situation. Taylor (1981) contends that the resilience of "mediating" factors determines the effectiveness of one's response to stress:

These mediating factors are of two types: those that determine the amount of external constraint associated with stress, and those that determine the amount of
internal constraint. The former consists of such material and social resources as money, social support from family and friends, and access to services, information and knowledge; the latter include characteristics of the individual such as intellectual ability, values, beliefs, and motives. (p. 144)

Merton’s (1957) theory of social structure and deviance (or “blocked opportunity”) also posits a higher rate of strain (or “anomie”) among blacks than whites. Indeed, most studies have reported higher levels of stress, strain, anomie, and depression among blacks than whites. Teele (1970) summarizes Merton’s thesis as follows:

According to Merton, American culture tends to indoctrinate all groups in our society in relatively high status aspirations. Success, in terms of material goods and life style, is the goal of all. Different racial, ethnic, and class groupings are unequal in their ability to realize these aspirations by legitimate means, however. Merton then deals with the solutions that result when individuals accept social goals without access to the approved means of achieving such goals. Essentially, Merton holds that when such barriers exist the individuals concerned may look for either a substitute goal, a substitute means of attaining the goal, or both. The employment of the substitute goals or means often involve delinquent or criminal behavior. (pp. 235-236)

According to Merton’s theory of anomie (Cazenave, 1981), racially and economically disadvantaged low status groups are more likely than high status advantaged groups to experience stress since the former are less likely than the latter to be provided with external material resources to achieve societal goals through legitimate means. However, as many analysts note, although black men and women experience many similar forms of stress, there are significant qualitative differences by sex as well.

For example, several scholars—Ladner (1971), Rodgers-Rose (1980), Collins (1986), Malson (1983c; 1986), Pearce & McAdoo (1981)—have identified many potential and actual situations as disproportionately stressful to black women: fear of out-of-wedlock pregnancies and births, the relative shortage of marriageable black men, sole responsibility for rearing children, major or sole responsibility for providing economic support of children, sexist behavior of black and white men, and role overload in trying to fulfill multiple roles of mother, wife, and breadwinner.

Many studies (Smith, et al., 1978; Rodgers-Rose, 1980) have also documented various stressful circumstances among black women in professional positions. McAdoo’s research (1983) revealed that single mothers have higher levels of stress than married mothers and never-married mothers have higher levels of stress than mothers who were formerly married. Similarly, Gary, et al.’s studies (1983, 1984) of black families yielded more stressful events and depressive symptoms for single than for married women, and for women in general than for married men.
However, other scholars (McGhee, 1984; Stewart & Scott, 1978; Taylor, 1981) have underscored numerous potential and actual situations that are disparately stressful to black men: educational tracking, suspension and expulsion practices, police arrest and detention practices, court sentencing and incarceration practices, military draft policies, the exodus of manufacturing jobs from inner-cities, unemployment and underemployment, and difficulty in fulfilling role of primary breadwinner. Although these situations have an acute adverse impact on low-income black men, Taylor (1981) also highlights stressful circumstances that have disparate effects on middle-income black men:

On the other hand, middle-income black males may experience higher rates of other stressors than do low-income black males. Job promotions, responsibilities associated with professional or community organizations, extensive travel connected with employment, and other radical changes from the usual pattern of life, are almost exclusively middle-income stressors and are likely to be outside the experience of most low-income black males. (p. 149)

Among black men and women (Gary, et al., 1983, 1984), more stressful events and depressive symptoms were reported among individuals with low incomes, low educational attainment, and under 45 years old, than among individuals with high incomes, high educational attainment, and over 45 years old. Divorced, separated, and never-married individuals reported more stressful events and depressive symptoms than those currently married. And unemployed blacks and blacks in poor or fair health reported higher depression levels than employed blacks and blacks in good and excellent health. Among single black women, those with three or more children had more depressive symptoms than those with one or two children (Gary, et al., 1983). However, again among married black women, those with one or two children had more depressive symptoms than those with three or more children.

G. MENTAL ILLNESS

Reliable data on the incidence and prevalence of various mental disorders among blacks relative to whites are not yet available (Cannon & Locke, 1977; Sabshin, et al., 1970; Smith, et al., 1978) because of several methodological shortcomings: (a) existing statistics are based mainly on institutionalized populations, i.e., outpatients and inpatients of mental health institutions and inmates of correctional facilities for juveniles and adults; (b) racially stereotyped diagnoses of mental disorders; and (c) most instruments used to measure mental illness among blacks have only been validated for whites. Nevertheless, the disproportionate stress on black men and women, exacerbated by institutional and individual racism, suggest that rates of mental illness, however measured, are markedly higher among blacks than whites.
Blacks are twice as likely as whites to be inpatients of public mental hospitals and, regardless of race, men are twice as likely as women to be inpatients of public mental hospitals. While black men had inpatient rates (444.5) twice as high as black women (212.0) in 1975, those rates were double those of white men (214.2) and women (111.2) (U.S. Public Health Service, 1985). But white men (57.0) and women (72.5) are about one and a half times more likely to be inpatients of private mental hospitals than black men (38.1) and women (37.7). However, black men (806.9) and women (886.3) are about one and a third times more likely to receive outpatient psychiatric services than white men (593.8) and women (678.2). Yet, when family income is held constant, whites are more likely to receive outpatient psychiatric services than blacks (Cannon & Locke, 1977).

Among blacks, the highest rates of inpatient admissions to public mental hospitals are among men 18 to 44 years old and women 25 to 64 years old. But black men 18 to 44 years old are more than twice as likely as black women 25 to 64 years old to be inpatients at public mental hospitals (Cannon & Locke, 1977). Blacks admitted to public mental hospitals are more likely than whites to be diagnosed for schizophrenia and alcohol disorders, while whites are more likely than blacks to be diagnosed for depressive disorders. Black male admissions are twice as likely as black female admissions to be diagnosed for schizophrenia and alcohol disorders. The disproportionately higher rates of mental illness among black men and women are strongly correlated with high levels of alcoholism, spousal abuse, child abuse, drug abuse, and homicides in black families (Cannon & Locke, 1977; U.S. Public Health Service, 1985).
IX. ACTION IMPLICATIONS

This report contends that the causes and nature of the current crisis among black families cannot be properly understood without incorporating a holistic perspective that systematically examines the separate and combined effects of societal trends, social policies, and factors at the community, family, and individual levels. Key societal forces with an adverse impact on black families include racism, classism, sexism, back-to-back recessions, double-digit inflation, shift from higher-paying manufacturing jobs to lower-paying service jobs, and increased job competition from legal and illegal immigrants. Black families are also adversely affected by social policies in such areas as employment, plant closings, taxes, trade, monetary supply, welfare, foster care, child support, housing, income maintenance, health, education, and criminal justice.

Major negative factors at the community, family, and individual levels include joblessness, poverty, crime, delinquency, drug abuse, alcohol abuse, AIDS, family violence, child neglect and abuse, mental illness, physical illness, homelessness, out-of-wedlock births, adolescent pregnancies, low educational attainment, lack of work skills, along with discouragement, hopelessness, and other dysfunctional attitudes. While “mediating” institutions in the black community (such as churches, social action organizations, fraternal groups, neighborhood groups, and extended family networks) help many black families to effectively counteract these negative factors, numerous other black families are acutely destabilized by them.

Thus, in order to successfully resolve this crisis, holistic strategies are required. Fortunately, comprehensive agendas for strengthening black families have been proposed by many groups in and outside the black community. Some of the most notable plans include: (a) the Congressional Black Caucus' (1982) Black Leadership Family Plan and annual counter-budgets; (b) recommendations from the Black Family Summit co-sponsored by the National Urban League and the NAACP (1983); (c) the National Urban League's annual "State of Black America" reports; (d) the Children Defense Fund's Children Survival Bill (1984) and annual children defense budgets; (e) the National Association of Black Social Workers plan for preserving black families (1986); and (f) various policy frameworks issued by the Joint Center for Political Studies (1986, 1987). Accordingly, the recommendations that follow are based largely on these comprehensive agendas. However, in order to place our proposals in proper context, it is necessary to be explicit about key guiding principles that cut across each recommendation:
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A. GUIDING PRINCIPLES

1. Self-Help and Government Responsibilities

Since neither the black community nor the government—alone—can resolve all the problems afflicting black families, committed partnerships and coalitions are required that involve all segments of the public (i.e., federal, state, county, and city) and private (business, labor, nonprofit service organizations, and all institutions in the black community) sectors. This means that community-based minority organizations (such as black churches, CDCs, and neighborhood groups) with demonstrated capabilities to strengthen disadvantaged black families and individuals should be used as major conduits for aiding poor black families.

2. Combatting Racism

To insure that these proposals have enduring positive effects on black families, this nation must make a major commitment to eradicate racism in all of its forms—individual as well as institutional, and unintentional as well as intentional—in all American institutions (e.g., economic, educational, health, social welfare, housing, political, criminal justice, the military, and the media). Affirmative action mandates should be strongly enforced to remove racial barriers to adequate representation of minorities in high-level positions in all sectors.

3. Family Impact Analyses

Prior to 1987, all proposed policies were required to have an environmental impact statement that assessed their potential effects on the physical environment, but not on families and individuals. However, on September 3, 1987, President Reagan signed an executive order requiring all levels of government to systematically assess the intended and unintended consequences of current and proposed policies and regulations on American families. Thus, the black community must closely monitor government agencies to insure that the potential and actual effects of public policies on black families from various socio-economic and subcultural ethnic groups are, in fact, investigated appropriately. The Black Family Impact Analysis Program of the Baltimore Urban League should be used as a model for conducting analyses that are sensitive to black families.

4. Cost-Effective Actions

Record-level budget and trade deficits, volatile stock markets, and the probability of an impending recession suggest an austere economic climate that will require that policies for strengthening black and low-income families be cost-effective and efficiently targeted. However, blacks and other concerned groups should not allow U.S.
policymakers to use a stagnant economy as justification for neglecting the needs of the poor and racial minorities when, in fact, even greater resources should be targeted to those most in need.

B. RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES

1. Stimulating Economic Growth

Most analyses reveal that an expanding economy contributes significantly to economic progress among black families and that it is possible to reduce racial inequality while pursuing economic growth. Consequently, the black community must insist that government policies to reduce inflation no longer rely on raising unemployment by inducing recessions. Moreover, since small businesses generate the largest numbers of new jobs in the American economy, more—not less—government resources and set-asides should be targeted to enhance the effectiveness of small businesses, especially those operated by minority entrepreneurs.

2. Achieving Full Employment

This nation must rededicate itself to the goals of the Employment Act of 1946 and the Humphrey-Hawkins Act of 1978 to provide everyone willing and able to work with jobs at livable wages. Current tax credits that subsidize the exporting of American jobs abroad should be reversed to provide greater incentives for creating decent jobs at home. Moreover, livable wages will not be achieved until the federal minimum wage, which has remained at $3.35/hour since 1981, is raised to a level (about $4.65) to restore its traditional purchasing power.

3. Expanding Job Training

Evaluations of government job training programs reveal that high emphasis on quantity (i.e., numbers served) has encouraged much "creaming" of job-ready persons and an underrepresentation of "hard-core" workers with deficient work and educational skills. These analyses also reveal a sharp underrepresentation of single women heading families in these programs. Consequently, eligibility and performance criteria for job training programs should be modified to give higher priority to "long-term" jobless adults and youths, adolescent parents (male and female), and to female heads of low-income families.

4. Expanding Subsidized Jobs

Contrary to statements by the Reagan administration, analyses of the public service programs, especially those under CETA, reveal that they were highly effec-
tive in facilitating the transition of low-income and minority workers to higher-paying, unsubsidized jobs in the private sector. Consequently, funding should be re-stored for subsidized public service jobs and subsidized-OJT jobs in the private sector targeted to structurally unemployed workers in minority and low-income families. Moreover, more effective marketing of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credits (TJTC) to firms and procedural changes to reduce stigma among participants would increase markedly the number of disadvantaged youth and welfare recipients hired at subsidized wages through TJTC.

5. Expanding Child Care

A major barrier to the labor force participation of many black women is the lack of affordable child care. Unfortunately, the current Dependent Care Tax Credit (DCTC) is not used by most working poor parents, since their incomes are too low to incur tax liabilities. Consequently, the DCTC should be made "refundable," similar to the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC), to insure that working poor families receive tax rebates for child care even when they do not have to pay taxes. However, in order to deal with this issue on a more comprehensive basis, it is time for this nation to give serious consideration to implementing a children's allowance, similar to those in many European countries, so that families with young children may be lifted out of poverty.

6. Reforming AFDC

Currently, there is increasing consensus among liberals and conservatives that fundamental changes are needed in the current AFDC program in order to facilitate greater economic self-sufficiency among welfare recipients. In addition to urging an adequate minimum benefit level nationwide, progressive welfare reform proposals in Congress appropriately emphasize: government's obligation to provide vital supportive services (such as day care, job search, transportation, housing assistance, transitional health insurance, and counseling). It should be mandated that able-bodied welfare recipients enroll in employability development programs (such as classroom and OJT job training, apprenticeships, high school equivalency, basic education, and adult literacy). Congressman Harold Ford's bill (HR 1720), which was passed by the House of Representatives in December 1987, contains several provisions that would, in the interests of redress, disproportionately benefit poor black families. For example, not only does the Ford bill mandate the AFDC-UP program for all 50 states, it also eliminates UP's restrictive eligibility criteria in order to aid poor two-parent breadwinners with limited or unstable work histories, especially adolescent parents.
7. Enhancing Child Support

Most welfare reform proposals also include more effective enforcement of child support collections by establishing more efficient procedures for establishing paternity, locating absent parents, and withholding wages and tax refunds. Nevertheless, many inequities continue to exist in current child support policies, such as inadequate levels of child support awards ordered by courts, sharp disparities between the amount of child support payments and the ability to pay, premature termination of families from AFDC, disqualification of terminated AFDC families from child support services, and policies that discourage responsible noncustodial parents from continuing to make regular child support payments. In order to eliminate such deficiencies, more comprehensive and equitable approaches are needed, such as the Child Support Assurance program currently being tested in the State of Wisconsin (Garfinkel & Melli, 1987).

8. Reforming Foster Care

Unfortunately, most proposals to reform the welfare system omit entirely the foster care system—despite the fact that long-term foster care youth have the highest risk of becoming welfare dependent. The number of children in foster care, especially among blacks and Hispanics, spiraled during the 1980s as a result of sharp increases in unemployment, poverty, homelessness, drug abuse, and AIDS. Innovative grassroots efforts, such as Homes for Black Children and One Church, One Child, have found more than enough black families willing and able to take children in need of foster care or adoption. In addition to forming citizens' foster care monitoring groups, the black community should insist that minority-operated community groups with a demonstrated record of finding homes for “hard-to-place” children be designated the primary contractors for placing black special needs children and for providing preventive family preservation services. The black community should also insist that these group not be restricted, as is presently the case, to recruiting black foster care or adoptive families for nonminority agencies.

9. Enhancing Education

Several initiatives have demonstrated effectiveness in enhancing the educational attainment of black and low-income individuals. Consequently, additional governmental resources should be targeted to preschool programs, such as Head Start; to Chapter One's compensatory educational initiatives; to scholarships for low income college students, notably Pell grants; and to historically black colleges, which continue to make it possible, in ways and to a degree not yet provided elsewhere, for disadvantaged black students to receive a college education. Moreover, in addition to providing supplemental instruction in the homes and community, groups of parents and other concerned citizens should continually monitor the public schools to insure
that quality education is provided to all children, most especially those from low-income families.

10. Enhancing Physical Health

Lack of access to quality health care is another key contributor to persistent high rates of poverty, welfare dependency, and infant mortality among blacks. The lack of health benefits in low-wage jobs has acutely affected the black working poor. Consequently, there is a vital need for comprehensive health insurance (including portable coverage from job to job) targeted to economically disadvantaged families among the welfare poor, the working poor, and the working near-poor. Furthermore, aggressive society-wide action is needed to reduce the high rates of adolescent pregnancy, infant mortality, poor prenatal care, low birth weight babies, AIDS-infected parents and infants, and drug-addicted parents and infants in the black community.

11. Enhancing Mental Health

The cumulative effects of racism, classism, and sexism on blacks have contributed to extensive frustration, stress, low self-esteem, and depression, which are often manifested in disproportionate levels of mental illness, alcohol abuse, spousal abuse, child abuse, drug abuse, crime, and delinquency in black families. Black groups should insist that more community-based mental health facilities be placed in inner-cities to address more effectively such neglected problems as alcoholism and family violence.

12. Enhancing Public Housing

In several cities (e.g., Washington, D.C., St. Louis, and Jamaica Plains, Massachusetts), public housing residents have demonstrated that they can manage their housing facilities more cost-effectively than local government agencies, while reducing markedly the level of welfare dependency. For example, Kenilworth-Parkside's Resident Management Corporation has restored community pride by creating over a dozen small businesses operated by public housing residents, by sending over 500 of its youth to college, and by reducing unemployment, welfare dependency, adolescent pregnancy, and drug abuse. Public housing resident councils in other cities should be provided with appropriate technical assistance and other resources to determine the feasibility of establishing tenant management corporations.

13. Expanding Low-Income Housing

The increasing unavailability of affordable housing for low-income families has reached alarming proportions and has led to a surge in overcrowding, homelessness, foster care placements, child neglect, family violence, physical illness, and mental ill-
ness. In coalition with other advocates for the poor, blacks must mount vigorous lobbying efforts to expand the supply of low-income housing in urban and rural areas by: (a) expanding the availability of subsidized rental units; (b) restoring thousands of abandoned and boarded-up housing; (c) providing incentives for local public housing authorities to rehabilitate vacant apartments; and (d) expanding home ownership options for low-income families, such as urban homesteading, "self-help," and "sweat equity" housing.
X. APPENDIX

Assessment of the Status of Black Americans
Project Study Group Members

Project Leaders

Director: Wornie L. Reed, William Monroe Trotter Institute, University of Massachusetts at Boston

Co-Chair: James E. Blackwell, Department of Sociology, University of Massachusetts at Boston
Co-Chair: Lucius J. Barker, Department of Political Science, Washington University

Study Group on Education

Charles V. Willie (Chair), School of Education, Harvard University
Antoine M. Garibaldi (Vice-Chair), Department of Education, Xavier University
Robert A. Dentler, Department of Sociology, University of Massachusetts at Boston
Robert C. Johnson, Minority Studies Academic Program, St. Cloud State University
Meyer Weinberg, Department of Education, University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Study Group on Employment, Income and Occupations

William Darity, Jr., (Chair) Department of Economics, University of North Carolina
Barbara Jones (Vice-Chair), College of Business, Prairie View A&M University
Jeremiah P. Cotton, Department of Economics, University of Massachusetts at Boston
Herbert Hill, Industrial Relations Research Institute, University of Wisconsin

Study Group on Political Participation and The Administration of Justice

Michael B. Preston (Chair), Department of Political Science, University of Southern California
Diane M. Pinderhughes (Vice-Chair), Department of Political Science, University of Illinois/Champaign
Tobe Johnson, Department of Political Science, Morehouse College
Nolan Jones, Staff Director, Committee on Criminal Justice and Public Protection, National Governors Association
Susan Welch, Department of Political Science, University of Nebraska
John Zipp, Department of Sociology, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Study Group on Social and Cultural Change

Alphonso Pinkney (Chair), Department of Sociology, Hunter College
James Turner (Vice-Chair), Africana Studies and Research Center, Cornell University
John Henrik Clarke, Department of Black and Puerto Rican Studies, Hunter College
Sidney Wilhelm, Department of Sociology, State University of New York-Buffalo

Study Group on Health Status and Medical Care

William Darity, Sr. (Chair), School of Public Health, University of Massachusetts at Amherst
Stanford Roman (Vice-Chair), Morehouse School of Medicine, Atlanta
Claudia Baquet, National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, Maryland
Noma L. Roberson, Department of Cancer Control and Epidemiology, Rockwell Park Institute

Study Group on The Family

Robert B. Hill (Chair), Morgan State University, Baltimore, Maryland
Andrew Billingsley (Vice-Chair), Department of Family and Community Development, University of Maryland
Eleanor Engram, Engram-Miller Associates, Cleveland, Ohio
Michelene R. Malson, School of Social Work, University of North Carolina
Roger H. Rubin, Department of Family and Community Development, University of Maryland
Carol B. Stack, Graduate School of Education, University of California-Berkeley
James B. Stewart, Black Studies Program, Pennsylvania State University
James E. Teele, Department of Sociology, Boston University
Contributors

Carolyne Arnold, College of Public and Community Services, University of Massachusetts at Boston
James Banks, School of Education, University of Washington
Margaret Beale Spencer, College of Education, Emory University
Bob Blauner, Department of Sociology, University of California, Berkeley
Larry Carter, Department of Sociology, University of Oregon
Obie Clayton, School of Criminal Justice, University of Nebraska
James P. Comer, Department of Psychiatry, Yale Medical School
Charles Flowers, Department of Education, Fisk University
Bennett Harrison, Urban and Public Affairs, Carnegie Mellon University
Norris M. Haynes, Child Study Center, New Haven
Joseph Himes, Department of Sociology, University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Hubert E. Jones, School of Social Work, Boston University
James M. Jones, Department of Psychology, University of Delaware
Faustine C. Jones-Wilson, Journal of Negro Education, Howard University
Barry A. Kreisberg, National Council on Crime and Delinquency, San Francisco
Hubert G. Locke, Society of Justice Program, University of Washington
E. Yvonne Moss, William Monroe Trotter Institute, University of Massachusetts at Boston
Willie Pearson, Jr., Department of Sociology, Grambling State University
Michael L. Radelet, Department of Sociology, University of Florida
Robert Rothman, Education Week, Washington, DC
Diana T. Slaughter, School of Education, Northwestern University
A. Wade Smith, Department of Sociology, Arizona State University
Leonard Stevens, Compact for Educational Opportunity, Milwaukee
Wilbur Watson, Department of Sociology, Atlanta University
Warren Whatley, Department of Economics, University of Michigan
John B. Williams, Affirmative Action Office, Harvard University
Rhonda Williams, Department of Economics, University of Maryland
Reginald Wilson, American Council of Education, Washington, DC
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